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Abstract

The objec ve of the Thesis was to iden fy opportuni es for applyingMedia Computa on in four
courses that teach introductory computer science and programmingwith the Scala programming
language and are aimed at computer science majors at Aalto. Media Computa on is an approach
for contextualizing computer science and programming educa on to make it appear more inter-
es ng and mo va ng for students.
The main components of this thesis are (1) a classifica on of the currently available teaching
contextualiza on methods for programming and computer science, with a focus on Media Com-
puta on; and (2) a research prototype which supports students by offering cogni ve scaffolding
and improves the presenta on of bitmap-based media on the interac ve Scala shell of Scala IDE.
The Thesis examines the founda on of contextualiza on and Media Computa on in theories
of mo va on. This thesis formulates a classifica on that provides a coarse-grained overall pic-
ture of tool-based contextualiza on methods and a more fine-grained descrip on of ways to
integrate media inside integrated development environments, a form of Media Computa on. In
addi on, on the basis of several textbooks that apply Media Computa on, the Thesis presents
a classifica on of current genres of Media Computa on. Moreover, it reviews so ware applica-
ons that have already been used, or would be suitable to be used, for Media Computa on.
The research prototype consists of two Scala-based class libraries and a bespoke version of the
Eclipse-based Scala IDE. The first of the class libraries, SMCL (Scala Media Computa on Library),
enables the actual bitmap processing. The la er one, in turn, offers an interface for the interac-
ve Scala shell both to query SMCL for and to display metadata, such as bitmaps, that is related
to the execu on results of code fragments. SMCL enables both pixel- and composi ng-based
Media Computa on with RGBA-forma ed (red, green, blue, aplha) bitmaps. It also contains a
simple bitmap viewer for cases in which the development environment cannot display bitmaps
or does not support SMCL.
The requirements set for the prototype were almost fully realized, and a small-scale pilot tes ng
proved the func onality offered by the prototype to be useful. With further development of the
prototype it is most likely possible to produce a tool, with which programming educa on can be
improved to be more diverse, interes ng, and mo va ng.
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Tiivistelmä

Tämän diplomityön tavoi eena oli tutkia mahdollisuuksia medialaskennan soveltamiseen neljällä
Aalto-yliopiston Tietotekniikan laitoksen pääaineopiskelijoille suunnatulla kurssilla, jotka ope a-
vat etojenkäsi ely eteen ja ohjelmoinnin alkeita Scala-ohjelmoin kielellä. Medialaskenta on
näiden aiheiden opetukseen suunna u viitekehyksellistämismenetelmä, joka tähtää opetuksen
muokkaamiseen opiskelijoiden näkökulmasta mielenkiintoisemmaksi ja mo voivammaksi.
Työn tärkeimmät osat ovat (1) etojenkäsi ely eteen ja ohjelmoinnin opetukseen suunna uja
viitekehyksellistämismenetelmiä käsi elevä jamedialaskentaan paino uva luoki elu sekä (2) tut-
kimusprototyyppi, joka tarjoaa opiskelijoille kogni ivista tukea sekä parantaa bi kar apohjai-
sen median esi ämistä Scala IDE -kehitysympäristön Scala-komentorivillä.
Työssä haetaan perusteita sekä viitekehyksellistämisen e ä medialaskennan toimivuudelle mo-
vaa oteorioista. Kokonaiskuvan työkalupohjaisista viitekehyksellistämismenetelmistä saa työn
tarjoamasta karkeasta luoki elusta; medialaskennan osalta tämä luoki elu tarkentuu tapoihin
esi ää mediaa integroiduissa kehitysympäristöihissä. Lisäksi työ esi elee medialaskentaa sovel-
taviin oppikirjoihin pohjautuvan luoki elun medialaskennan suuntauksista sekä tutustu aa joi-
hinkin medialaskennassa jo käyte yihin tai siihen soveltuviin ohjelmistoihin.
Tutkimusprototyyppi koostuu kahdesta Scala-kielisestä luokkakirjastosta sekä Eclipse-pohjaisen
Scala IDE -kehitysympäristön mukautetusta versiosta. Luokkakirjastoista ensimmäinen, SMCL
(ScalaMedia Computa on Library), mahdollistaa varsinaisen bi kar ojen käsi elyn, kun taas jäl-
kimmäinen tarjoaa rajapinnan Scala-komentorivillä suorite ujen ohjelmakoodikokonaisuuksien
suoritustuloksia koskevan meta edon, kuten bi kar ojen, siirtämiseen SMCL:ltä Scala-komen-
torivillä esite äväksi. SMCL mahdollistaa medialaskennan rgba-muotoisilla (red, green, blue,
alpha) bi kartoilla sekä kuvapistepohjaises e ä bi kartoista kokonaisuuksia koostaen. SMCL
sisältää myös yksinkertaisen ohjelman bi kar ojen tarkastelemiseksi tapauksissa, joissa kehitys-
ympäristö joko ei kykene esi ämään bi kar oja tai ei tue SMCL:ää.
Prototyypille asetetut vaa mukset toteutuivat lähes kokonaan ja pienimuotoinen pilo testaus
osoi prototyypin tarjoaman toiminnallisuuden hyödylliseksi. Prototyyppiä jatkokehi ämällä
voidaan todennäköises tuo aa työkalu, jonka avulla ohjelmoin opetusta voidaan kehi ää en-
stä monipuolisemmaksi, mielenkiintoisemmaksi ja mo voivammaksi.
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Abbreviations and Definitions

achievement-goal theory
A theory of motivation, which encapsulates an idea of person’s attitude to-
wards a task (see § 2.1 on page 18).

acm Association for Computing Machinery. An international society for comput-
ing professionals, researchers, and educators. One of its purposes is to share
information, and as one method to accomplish that it publishes and archives
computing-related magazine and conference articles.

api See Application Programming Interface.

Application Programming Interface
A set of programmatic resources, such as constants, data structures, sub-
programs, and classes, which a software component offers for other software
components to enable mutual communication.

attribution theory
A theory of motivation, which models person’s desire to understand some
phenomenon (see § 2.1 on page 16).

badge In the context of gamification, refers to an image received as a prize for a
certain behavior. These images are being utilized in computer software from
games to more serious applications. As an example, Figure i below exhibits
some of the badges the users of the Audible software application are able to
receive by diverse usage of the application’s features.

7-Day
Stretch

Daily
Dipper

High Noon Mara-
thoner

Nibbler Night Owl Repeat
Listener

The Closer Weekend
Warrior

Figure i. Some of the badges in Audible for Windows 10 version 10.3.6.0.

The forms of badges being utilized in some educational institutions include
stamps, stickers, and victorian die-cuts as well as medals and trophies.

behaviorism
A theory of learning, which concentrates only on learner’s observable behavior
and its changes when learning takes place (see § 2.1 on page 16).

xv



blended learning
Several different learning environments are “blended” together. Often, parts
of the teaching material is delivered in an electronic format, so that both
traditional classroom teaching and computer-based self-studying are blended
together.

byod Bring Your Own Device. A practice according to which students can use their
own portable devices in schools (and workers in workplaces) to do their work
[e.g., McM15; Joh14].

cer See Computing Education Research.

cognitive load
The amount of work a learner has to do in their working memory during a
learning process.

cognitive scaffolding
Planned support that is given to a student so that they can work with material
that as a whole is above the level of their current understanding. The scaf-
folding can be provided for instance by teachers, peer students, and learning
materials and environments.

Computing Education Research
An interdisciplinary field of scientific research concerning education in com-
puting sciences (see § 1.6).

contextualization
The process of organizing teaching in such a way that the concepts that are
intended to be learned are presented from the viewpoint of a different topic—
the context—that is intended to be interesting, meaningful, and useful for the
learners (see Chapter 2). For example, image processing, games, and robotics
are examples of such contexts.

dmx Digital MultipleX. A standardized data transfer format to be used for con-
trolling lighting and other stage equipment (e.g., smoke machines and hazers)
with both lighting control consoles and general-purpose computers [Pla15].

embedded system
A computer—with a case-specific controlling software—inside of another de-
vice not appearing to be a regular general-purpose computer. Examples in-
clude toys, thermometers, cell phones, calculators, digital cameras, media
players, televisions, computer peripherals (like keyboards, mouses, displays,
printers, and mass storage), vehicle control and diagnostics, traffic control,
and power distribution grid substations as well as industrial instrumentation
and automation. These days one does not buy a washing machine but a com-
puter capable of and programmed to wash laundry by driving motors and
monitoring parameters measured by several kinds of sensors.

ects European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System. A system to standardize
grading and workload calculation of courses in higher education to enable
Europe-wide comparison and transfer of academic achievements.
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esko Elektroninen SarjaKOmputaattori. The first computer constructed in Fin-
land, although the design was partly acquired from the Germany. It utilized
vacuum tubes, ferrite rings for memory, and punched tape for entering in-
structions and data.

expectancy-value theory
A theory of motivation, which tries to approximate reasons for why people
would be motivated and why they would choose one task over another (see
§ 2.1 on page 17).

flipped classroom
A teaching approach, in which students familiarize themselves with new con-
cepts mostly themselves before lectures, and the classroom time is used for
learning in interaction with teacher and student peers [e.g., Mar14b; Vuk14;
BS15; Wat15c]. This contrasts with the traditional approach, in which
teacher introduces the new concepts in class and students practice them do-
ing homework assignments by themselves.

GNU A recursive acronym that stands for GNU’s Not Unix and refers to a project
that develops a free operating system. Today, many people know this op-
erating system as Linux, despite that the name Linux actually refers to its
kernel (which was originally developed by Linus Torvalds in 1991) only and
that a proper name for the whole distribution would be GNU/Linux—the
GNU operating system with Linux being used as its kernel. The kernel can
be changed, but the rest of the operating system still is the GNU. [Fre14.]

gamification
The process of introducing game-like elements that encourage students to
study more. Receiving achievement badges (see above) is one simple form of
gamification.

gui Graphical User Interface. A type of user interface that facilitates graphical
elements as the means of interaction.

html Hypertext Markup Language. A language that is used to describe the basic
structure of web page content.

individual interest
An interest type that is caused by intrinsic motivation (see § 2.1 on page 18).

ide Integrated Development Environment. The most basic tool in traditional
programming is a text editor that is extended to support a more or less
rich set of functionality needed in program code handling and processing.
By integrating external development tools, like interpreters, preprocessors,
compilers, linkers, build tools, packaging and publishing utilities, database
administration and querying, testing utilities, version control systems, server
management, and so on, the programmer’s text editor starts to transform into
a full-fledged integrated development environment (see § 2.3.2 and § 3.5).
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ieee Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. An international technical
professional organization devoted to further technical innovation. Among
other things, it publishes and archives (computing-related) standards as well
as magazine and conference articles.

Java A primarily object-oriented programming language, into which some charac-
teristics suitable for functional programming have been introduced in its latest
revisions. Programs developed in Java are compiled into so called bytecode
that is executed by virtual machines called collectively as the Java Virtual
Machine (jvm).

Java Development Kit
In this thesis refers to the official software distribution that contains the basic
tools (such as compiler) that are needed to develop Java-based programs.
There are also other implementations of the jdk tools more or less similar to
the ones that the official jdk distribution contains.

Java Virtual Machine
A virtual machine that is developed to execute programs expressed in the
Java’s “machine language” called bytecode. There exist different kinds of
jvms with their unique characteristics.

jdk See Java Development Kit.

jvm See Java Virtual Machine.

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
A theory that uses five levels to describe the basic needs of human beings (see
§ 2.1 on page 16).

Media Computation
A teaching contextualization method, which was developed at the Georgia
Institute of Technology at the beginning of the 2000s (see Chapter 3).

Media Programming
A subset of Media Computation, as defined in the § 3.2.

midi Musical Instrument Digital Interface. A standard for transferring information
(primarily) between music-related computers, including musical instruments,
sound modules, effects, sequencers, and recorders [MID15]. In addition to
event- and note-based information, there are so-called system exclusive mes-
sages that can be used to transfer practically anything (such as settings, sound
waveforms, and screen images), as long as both transmitting and receiving
computers agree on the data format used in those messages.

Massive Open Online Course
An umbrella term for several types of courses, the materials of whose are
accessible over network for (practically) anyone (cf. spoc below).

mooc See Massive Open Online Course.
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pda Personal Digital Assistant. A computer that resembles modern mobile phones,
the capabilities of which typically include at least maintaining calendar and
notes, including giving alarms. Many of them have other applications, such
as calculators, world clocks, personal bookkeeping, dictionaries, and games.
As the modern mobile phones offer all of those features and much more, they
have taken the place of separate pdas as the most basic kind of portable
computer people carry with them all the time.

read-evaluate-print loop
This term has several interpretations, but in this thesis it refers to program-
ming language compiler’s/interpreter’s and programmer’s interaction that has
the following characteristics:

• Single and possibly independent pairs of code fragments and their exe-
cution results are displayed as a browsable (and possibly editable) list
that contains the (full) history of any code fragments executed during a
single repl session.

• New pairs of code fragments and their execution results are appended
to the end of that list by executing new code fragments.

• Execution context is preserved between executions. All the code frag-
ments of a single repl session share the same execution context.

• Well-constructed repls allow execution of existing code fragments in-
dependently from the other list content (although in the same single
execution context), after which the execution results associated with
the executed code fragments are updated.

There are repl implementations for many programming languages—even
Java is finally getting an official repl implementation called Java Shell in the
upcoming Java 9 release [e.g., Bur16; Ora16]. Furthermore, Mathematica’s
notebooks, for instance, can be used effectively as both repl and worksheet
(see below).

repl See read-evaluate-print loop.

Scala A programming language combining object-oriented and functional program-
ming paradigms. It was originally designed by Martin Odersky, and currently
it has a compiler to target the Java Virtual Machine.

Scala Media Computation Library
A part of the research prototype constructed for this thesis (see Chapter 4
onwards).

self-efficacy theory
A theory of motivation, which is concerned with individual’s beliefs about
their own possibilities to finish an undertaking (see § 2.1 on page 17).

self-determination theory
A theory of motivation, which classifies individual’s motivation with a six-step
scale (see § 2.1 on page 17).
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situational interest
A type of interest that is temporally short-lived and supported by prevailing
context (see § 2.1 on page 18).

Small Private Online Course
A course, the materials of which are accessible over network for only a small
group of participants, such as the students participating in a single realization
of a university course (cf. mooc above).

smcl See Scala Media Computation Library.

spoc See Small Private Online Course.

stem Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics.

steam Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Mathematics.

ui User Interface. The means of interacting with something, such as computers
or computer software.

uml Unified Modeling Language. A graphical language for modeling computational
systems, the requirements set for them, as well as the interaction between
them and their environment.

usb Universal Serial Bus. A standard for transferring data between computers
over so-called usb cables.

worksheet In the context of editing and executing program code, this term has several
interpretations. In this thesis, however, it refers to a traditional text editor
with the following extension: When the program contained by it is executed,
the execution results—usually only those of the top-level statements—are
inserted into the program code as comments. The execution context is not
preserved between two executions of the editor content as a whole. As a
curiosity, Wolfram Mathematica’s notebooks can be used effectively as both
worksheet and repl (see above).

xml Extensible Markup Language. A standard for transferring structured informa-
tion between computer programs.

xx



Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with Media Programming, which is later defined (§ 3.2) as a hy-
ponym of Media Computation—a contextualization approach for introductory program-
ming teaching. Contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• A classification of tool-based contextualization approaches (§ 2.3). It is coarse-
grained in general but focuses on tools related to Media Programming.

• A classification of the main genres and exercise types of Media Programming,
based on Guzdial’s and Ericson’s Media Computation curriculum (§ 3.4).

• A prototype that aims to enable Scala-based Media Programming (Chs. 4 and 5).
• From the implementation phase of the prototype, observations concerning problems

in implementing functionality related to Media Programming for Scala-based in-
troductory programming courses at the Department of Computer Science of Aalto
University.

This first chapter introduces the reader to the thesis. The chapter begins by taking a
glance at the position of computers and programming in today’s society (§ 1.1) as well as
the current introductory programming courses at the Department of Computer Science
of Aalto University, which is one of Finland’s institutions that educate the engineers of
the future (§ 1.2). Then the reader is presented with the research setting of this thesis
(§ 1.3), a few general restrictions to its scope (§ 1.4), as well as a quick overview of the
existing literature related to this thesis (§ 1.5). They are followed by a short description
of computing education research (cer) as a research discipline (§ 1.6), and a review of
this thesis in relation to it (§ 1.7). As a conclusion, an overview of the following chapters
as well as some notation-related aspects are presented (§ 1.8).

1.1 Computers and Programming in Today’s Society
Computers and computer-based automation play a very significant role in a modern so-
ciety. After the concept of the microprocessor was born at the end of 1960s, general-
purpose computers, let alone embedded systems, have gradually became everyday items.
Meanwhile, our society has been changing fundamentally: People become more and more
dependent upon information technology, as more and more administrative processes are
being computerized and made accessible via the Internet. Even many senior citizens have
had to learn to use some browser-based services to take care of their daily affairs.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Computerization and continuous diminution of humans performing repetitive tasks
may be strange for the older age groups. Children, on the other hand, are growing up in
a society, in which computers as well as computer-driven systems and processes are taken
for granted. Even children who are not yet in school learn to use computing devices, such
as desktop computers, tablets, handheld devices, terminals, and information screens, as
well as Internet-based services, from the end-user’s perspective based on simple cognitive
schemata they construct based on their experiences: A one-and-a-half-year-old child, such
as my nephew, who speaks but a few words, already understands how to browse photos
using a gesture-driven user interface of a cell phone.

However, considering that computers and computer-driven information systems have
become such an integral and quotidian part of our society, there has been some important
shortcomings involved. Firstly, while the people use general-purpose computers on a daily
basis, they do not necessarily perceive them as what they really are—ordinary electrical
circuits designed by engineers (that is, ordinary people) to be programmable to perform
specific tasks. Furthermore, while there are more and more embedded systems around
us, the Everyman does not recognize or consider them as such. They do not understand
that all of them are essentially computers and logically behave like any general-purpose
computer, even if they might not have exactly the same appearance or the same kind of
interfaces as their general-purpose cousins.

Even more importantly, the man on the street currently does not understand the
concept of programming and is not able to create even simple programs at a conceptual
level themself. The ability to understand both data processing algorithms and computers’
structure and operation as well as to develop computer software, has traditionally been
limited to the relatively few people, who have taught themselves as a hobby or have
completed some studies in computer science (cs), perhaps for a professional career in
software development industry.

To rectify the situation, it is important to ensure that future generations can properly
understand and apply computers and software. After all, even though contemporary com-
puting devices are among some of the most complex designs of mankind, the underlying
essentials of logic, algorithms, programming, and computer construction are relatively
simple as well as independent of computers themselves as physical devices. Consequently,
United Kingdom, Estonia, and Finland have already adjusted their educational systems
accordingly [LM14, pp. 62–66], and several other countries are following suit. In the
future, programming skills will be considered as a part of people’s basic education, as
for example reading, writing, numeracy, civics, and home science currently are [Har14].
Moreover, computer science and programming studies are not strictly stem (science, tech-
nology, engineering, mathematics) subjects any more: They can enrich learning of other
subjects as well, and should be integrated1 into and routinely used in other fields of study
to give children an idea about the possibilities of their applicability in practice.

In Finland it has been possible to study elementary programming as an elective subject
at some schools in grades 7–12, but from Fall 2016 onwards, it will be taught to everyone,
starting from the first grade [LM14, pp. 48–49]. The first two grades will introduce
precise algorithmic thinking through commands given between persons. During grades
3–6, concepts of programming will be studied using a visual programming environment
(for example, Scratch [Scr]), and finally, from the seventh grade onwards, the visual
programming will be replaced by some non-visual programming language, so that students
will actually write programs instead of dragging graphical elements around the screen
using for instance mouse, pen, or touch.

1For example, the combination of both stem subjects/disciplines, art, and design is dubbed as steam
[e.g., Est14; StS].
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To aid people—especially children—in the learning both programming and algorith-
mic/computational thinking, there are independent clubs and small-scale educational func-
tions2 for children to participate, too, and many parties are producing Internet-based
course materials such as moocs (Massive Open Online Course) [She+14] and spocs
(Small Private Online Course) [Fox13] as well as textbooks, board and computer games,
robots, and the like3. Moreover, to help teachers responsible of primary and secondary
education to acquire the skills necessary to teach programming, initiatives exist to provide
training and self-study materials tailored specifically for them [e.g., KA; Inn15; Eri+15].

However, there has been some controversy4 concerning for instance the actual necessity
of coding and/or programming, the proper curriculum content, the methods to teach these
skills for children with disabilities, ways to get more girls interested in computer science,
and the need for updating teachers’ skills related to information technology, especially
algorithmic/computational thinking and programming.

There are also more practical concerns, like the computing devices and software to be
used: Should educational institutions procure computing devices for all of their students,
or should the students be allowed, encouraged or even required (even presuming that basic
education is free) to bring their own devices and software along5, and whatever the answer
is, what kind of devices and software to use. From the viewpoint of programming and
computer science education, the obvious concern here is the availability of appropriate
(educational/professional) development tools, which, in the case of embedded-systemish6

devices, is very limited or practically non-existent.
One common misconception among the objections against the programming education

itself seems to be that every child is supposed to become a professional programmer,
which in turn is easily deemed to be an unnecessary endeavour. To that end it should be
emphasized that the idea of the programming studies as a part of the basic education is
not to make a professional software developer out of everyone; that still requires university-
level studies to begin with, not to mention the following life-long studying to keep up with
new technologies, processes, and results of scientific research.

The true goal of the mandatory “programming” education is to introduce and accustom
children to algorithmic/computational thinking and to give them a modern Everyman-
level understanding of the functioning of computer hardware and software as well as their
applicability in solving real-world problems. The children who have participated in this
kind of education will be more capable of absorbing more advanced computing concepts
encountered for instance in secondary and post-secondary education as a part of their
later studies. Coding, or writing program code that looks like Greek—which may be the

2For instance: [Aal15b; Off16; Kku; Kke; Hel15b; Eli15; SSS14; Ccl; Gir15; Kha15b].
3Some examples. Internet-based materials: [Tmi15; Hel15c; CoT15; Cod15d; Cod15e; Cod15c;

Tel14; Neu15; Kha15a; MD14; Ryz15]. Textbooks: [Liu; Dre14a; Hel15a; Dre15b; Dic15;
DSM15; Bri13; Mor15; Lea13; Mar14a; DKP14a; DKP14b; Bre15; McC14]. Board games:
[Paa15; Rob14; Cod14]. Computer games: [Dre14c; Lig15; HRM; Her16; Cod15b; Foo; BBC15b;
BBC15a; Cod15a]. Robots: [Won15; Dre15a; Pri16].

4For instance: [Aho15; Haa15; Leh15; Aal15a; Päi15; Pan14; Guz14; Cur13b; Cur13a; KK15;
Mou15; Dre15c; Cur15b; Wat15b; Cur15a; Hin15; Her15b; Dre15d; Dre14b; Dou15; Dou14].

5So called byod (Bring Your Own Device) trend [e.g., McM15; Joh14].
6In the sense that the software selection available for them is limited due to for example their man-

ufacturers’ technical and licensing-based restrictions, user interface issues (for instance, a touch-based
user interface versus keyboard and mouse), and performance issues (the more advanced the development
environment is, the more computing power it will require to operate and offer its functionality). Examples
include Chromebooks, which run Google’s Chrome OS and are little more than an extension to Google’s
cloud-based services (which, among others, brings privacy concerns on the table), as well as tablets based
on operating systems like Apple iOS, Google Android and Microsoft Windows RT.
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only meaning some people associate with the term programming—is but an instrument
to express and implement algorithms in practice, and even so, just a single approach for
achieving that goal. However, programming, in the sense of algorithmic/computational
thinking, is a much broader concept, and the “everything else” falling under it is the real
essence of the education in question.

In addition to understanding the very essentials about computers and programming,
the skill of writing simple programs with any programming language does not hurt, either.
For example, in sprofessional-level software suites it is common to provide programmable
interfaces, which could be easily used to automate repetitive tasks and augment the
software in question, if only the user understood enough to be able to read application
programming interface (api) documentation and to write simple programs.

What is more, even if people would not program themselves, their jobs may require
them to understand at least the basics about computer hardware and software. This
knowledge is needed to be able for instance to utilize the technology they need to do their
work; to help others and solve simple problems themselves without the help of it support
personnel; to discuss problems with it support; to make decisions about purchasing soft-
ware; and to discuss aspects of their own profession with software engineers implementing
a new product to aid them in their work.

1.2 Introductory Programming Courses at Aalto Uni-
versity’s Department of Computer Science

One of the places educating the engineers of the future is Aalto University. It is a young
institution that was established in 2008 and formed in practice by merging three Finnish
universities in 2010 [A15b]. However, the oldest one of its three predecessors, the Hel-
sinki University of Technology (hut), has a much longer history that extends to 1849
[A13]—well beyond the invention of a microprosessor. While there was no Department
of Computer Science at the time the first Finnish-built computer Esko (Elektroninen
SarjaKOmputaattori) was constructed at the then hut7 during 1955–1960, computer sci-
ence was being taught in several other departments since 1960’s [Paa13, pp. 35–38]. The
first incarnation of a department of computer science was established in 1968, and after a
few university-wide organizational metamorphoses during the years, the modern Depart-
ment of Computer Science was formed in 2015 by merging three of its predecessors: The
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, the Department of Information and
Computer Science, and the Department of Media Technology [A15a].

The structure, the content, and the degree of difficulty of introductory computer sci-
ence courses have obviously varied a lot during the years. For the students of computer
science, there are currently four of these courses (Figure 1.1). The first two of those, Pro-
gramming 1 and Programming Studio 1: Media Programming, are designed to be taken
together during the first Fall Semester, and the following two, Programming 2 and Pro-
gramming Studio 2: Project, during the following Spring Semester. The workload of these
courses varies from 133 hours to 154 hours, and each of them is worth of 5 ects (Eu-

7As it happens, at the time Esko was being constructed, hut was located at Hietalahti, Helsinki
[Paj08, p. 430]. At the time of writing, those facilities are used by the Helsinki Metropolia University
of Applied Sciences, and thus the writer studied his Bachelor’s Degree in them. In 2010, hut, already
moved to Otaniemi, Espoo, was merged into Aalto University. Esko itself was donated to the Museum
of Technology in 1970 [Mus13; Tek15], at the premises of which it can be studied today.
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Programming 1
CSE-A1110

5 ECTS credits

Workload 136 h
 Lectures: 6 h
 Studying + doing exercises: 130 h

Content
 Basics of OOP and FP
 Stages of program code + corresponding tools
 Program execution (e.g. call stack + garbage coll.)
 GUIs, code quality, program design

Programming Studio 1:
Media Programming

ME-C2110

5 ECTS credits

Workload 133 h
 Lectures: 2 h
 Group teaching + preparation: 20 h
 Exercises + doing exam: 110 h
 Course feedback: 1 h

Content
 Basic concepts of digital media
 Programmatical processing of images and sound

Programming Studio 2:
Project

CSE-C2120

5 ECTS credits

Workload 154 h
 Lectures: 32 h
 Exercises + self-study materials: 42 h
 Project: 80 h

Content
 OOP-based program design
 Object-oriented abstractions
 Integrated development environments
 Unit testing
 Basics of concurrent programming

Programming 2
ICS-A1120

5 ECTS credits

Workload 135 h
 Lectures: 24 h
 Group teaching: 36 h
 Independent work: 72 h
 Exam: 3 h

Content
 Computer architecture and program execution 

from gate level to high-level progr. languages
 Computational resources + measurement
 Interfaces + recursion
 Basics of algorithm design and analysis

Figure 1.1. Essential information concerning current Scala-based introductory programming
courses of Aalto University’s Department of Computer Science aimed at students majoring in
computer science.

ropean Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) credits. All in all, there are software
development studies worth of 20 ects credits during the freshman year of cs students8.

As can be seen from the divisions of workload in Figure 1.1, these four courses are
designed in different ways. The first two of them, Programming 1 and Programming Stu-
dio 1: Media Programming, have similarities to the flipped classroom concept [e.g., Col13;
Mar14b; Vuk14; BS15; Wat15c], in which theory is studied independently outside of
the classroom while the classroom time available is used for practical applications, guid-
ance, and exercises. There are two versions of the Programming 1 course: An in-house
version, the workload and teaching methods of which are described in Figure 1.1, and a
mooc version, which does not include the lectures and exercise groups but is available
for everyone interested in learning the basics of programming. As for the Programming
Studio 1: Media Programming, there is no mooc but the course still relies on self-directed
studying and using the classroom time for group-based teaching and doing exercises. The
latter two courses, Programming 2 and Programming Studio 2: Project, are more tradi-
tional in that while they will partly utilize Internet-based materials, they still have regular
lectures. The material of the Programming Studio 2: Project is also available as a mooc
that carries on from where the Programming 1 course ended.

While some of the previous programming languages used in these courses include for
instance Java and Python, the chosen language for the four courses described above is
Scala. It is a versatile professional statically-typed programming language supporting
both imperative object-oriented programming (oop) and functional programming (fp)
paradigms. Scala is well-suited for an introductory programming language for many

8For completeness: There are also two Python-based introductory programming courses aimed to the
students of other disciplines than cs; these courses will not be discussed in this thesis.
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reasons. For example, it is possible to start from very simple concepts and gradually
teach more and more advanced concepts of both oop and fp while still using a single
language. The syntax is closely related to Java, so the threshold to learn it is relatively
low especially for those that have formerly programmed with Java. Furthermore, many
concepts of other programming languages such as Python, C++, and JavaScript, can also
be applied to Scala. From the opposite viewpoint, programming concepts learned using
Scala are applicable to many other programming languages, so that the benefits of any
work done will not be limited to these four introductory courses. The features making
Scala a novice-friendly language include for instance a pure object-based type system;
garbage-collection instead of manual memory management; an extensive collection type
framework included into the standard library; and a repl (read-evaluate-print loop) that
enables fast experiments and demonstrations to introduce the language and any class
libraries.

The primary study materials of these four courses are implemented as web sites (of
which two are available as moocs, as described above), and occasionally some lecture
slides can be used, too. Some of these materials evolve rapidly, as they are being constantly
improved even during the courses. The software used during the courses obviously includes
a recent Scala release, and because the Scala implementation used targets and runs on the
Java Virtual Machine (jvm), a compatible Java Development Kit (jdk) is also required.
The integrated development environment (ide) supported by the course personnel is the
Eclipse-based Scala IDE [SId15], but other ides, like NetBeans [NtB] and IntelliJ IDEA
[Jet15], are also possible (see § 4.3). The repl functionality, available through the
operating-system-provided command prompt and terminal windows as well as through
ide integrations, is also utilized. Some of the exercises require students to download
exercise templates and additional libraries. Automatic assessing is utilized in the extent
possible, but some of the exercises require manual evaluation. In addition, project work
is naturally assessed manually by instructors and assistants.

1.3 Research Questions, Goals, and Process
As told in the beginning of this chapter, this thesis is concerned with Media Programming
(§ 3.2)—that is, the idea of contextualized teaching (§ 2.2) while using programmatical
creation and processing of multimedia as the context. Probably the most well-known ex-
ample of this approach is its superordinate called Media Computation (Chapter 3), which
has been developed at Georgia Institute of Technology [Guz13] from 2002 onwards. As
described in the previous section, among the freshmen at Aalto University’s Department
of Computer Science, Scala is the first programming language encountered by people, who
have not programmed before. It is being used at least through the freshman year to teach
both basics and more advanced cs concepts. To make these courses more interesting
and illustrative for students, the personnel of the Programming 1 course described above
would like to take advantage of Media Programming as a context on their course.

Unfortunately, as far as is known, decent Scala-based tools to enable applications
of multimedia-oriented context have been conspicuous by their absence. Several code
libraries and stand-alone tools to apply this approach (§ 3.5) have emerged during the
past 12 years, but they are suitable and practical only with other programming languages,
such as Java and Python. This thesis intends to improve this situation by (1) carrying
out research to find out answers to four research questions and (2) achieving one research
goal; these are presented in Table 1.1 below.
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Table 1.1. Research questions and goals.

ID Description

RQ1 What kind of tool-based contextualization approaches exist
for different programming languages?

RQ2 Considering the tools of RQ1 that support Media Programming, how do their
user interfaces support displaying multimedia?

RQ3 What genres and exercise types exist in Media Programming?

RQ4 Considering utilization of Media Programming at Aalto University’s Department
of Computer Science in Scala-based learning environments, what potential
technical challenges exist?

RG1 Development of a prototype that fulfills the requirements defined in the § 4.2.

Both RQ1 and RQ2 are important not only to better comprehend the current practice
and tool selection, but also to contribute to the decision on the best way to design the
prototype of RG1 . The answer to the RQ3 helps not only (1) to comprehend the current
practice, but (2) to give a solid basis with examples and exercises for building a Media
Programming curriculum. As for RQ4 , the results help to make decisions on whether or
not to spend further effort on development related to Media Programming, and if so, how
to channel them the most profitable way.

The prototype of RG1 has three purposes: (1) Observations during its development
process provide answers to the research question 4, (2) it allows exploration of possibilities
to apply multimedia-oriented context to Scala-based introductory programming courses,
and (3) the prototype itself may be improved to serve as a tool for improving Scala-based
introductory programming teaching in practice. Thus, there are mutual dependencies
among the research questions and goals: Except the obvious ones between the research
questions 1 and 2 as well as between the research question 4 and the research goal 1,
also the third research question is indirectly dependent on both the first and the second
question.

What comes to the results’ generalizability, only the results of RQ1 , RQ2 , and RQ3
will be context-independent knowledge (in the sense of the context in which the research
is carried out). The results of RQ4 will obviously be (1) related to Scala-based teaching,
and (2) primarily context-dependent, because the requirements and implementation of
the prototype are affected by for instance the current needs of the courses of § 1.2 as
well as personal opinions and skills of the course staff and the writer of this thesis (the
implementor of the prototype). On the other hand, these results may still be partly
generalizable to any context having the same characteristics, tools, etc. than the prototype
and the courses just mentioned.

The research process for this thesis has three phases, as described below:

I: The first phase consists of finding answers to RQ1 , RQ2 , and RQ3 . They will
be formulated on the basis of both a descriptive literature review targeted to any
material available about Media Computation and a practical trial of the software
tool selection currently available (see Chapter 3). The search engines and databases
used to collect literature are listed in Appendix A.
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II: The second phase focuses on both RQ4 and RG1 , and comprises building a research
prototype (see Chapters 4 and 5) that reflects the first phase’s tools’ characteristics
that are found suitable to be used in Scala-based introductory programming cour-
ses. These characteristics are agreed on in conjunction with the instructors of the
Programming 1 course.

III: The third phase equals carrying out a pilot study concerning applicability of the
prototype produced in the second phase (see § 6.2). Due to the limited time frame
of this work, a full-scale research on students is out of the question (see the next
section). Instead, the applicability will be assessed from teacher’s point of view—
that is, whether or not the teachers are able to design demonstrations and exercises
they find pedagogically useful (see also § 4.2 and R9 ). Consequently, the study will
be carried out on some of the teachers responsible for any relevant courses, such as
the ones described in the previous section.

The following section describes some general restrictions that apply to this process.

1.4 Scope Restrictions
The scope of this work is somewhat restricted. The main reasons behind the constraints
are the following:

• The educational role of this work is master’s thesis, which both constrains for ex-
ample the nature of the work done and sets quite a narrow time frame for its
completion.

• As the writer of this thesis has been forced to accept during the work done for it,
cer is such a multifaceted discipline that gaining a complete understanding of even
a small slice of it seems to be impossible in the course of master’s thesis work.

• The prototype is of such a nature that both its development and the related research
could continue indefinitely.

Originating from the foregoing reasons, the following general restrictions will be put on
the record here:

• The main purpose of this thesis is not to provide results for instance to any educa-
tional or psychological aspects related to it. Some literature concerning education
and psychology is used in the following two chapters to provide basic background
information for the work done, but otherwise the educational and psychological
viewpoints and literature are basically out of scope.

• In the context of contextualizing introductory programming courses, there exist
articles concerning both Media Computation and contextualized teaching in general.
However, only a few of them will be included in the scope of this thesis.

• This thesis concerns itself only with the very core of the current practice of Media
Computation; this area will be defined (§ 3.2) to be called as Media Programming.
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• RQ1 and RQ2 : The software tested for this thesis has to be executable and usable
in contemporary general-purpose computers running Microsoft Windows 10 Pro or
the latest freely available GNU/Linux distributions, and they (or at least their demo
versions) must be freely available—usually as downloads through the Internet.

• RQ2 : The scrutiny of ways to utilize multimedia focuses on usage of bitmaps; closer
examination related to other multimedia types is out of the scope here.

• RQ3 : The scrutiny of genres and exercise types of Media Programming is restricted
to the Media Computation curriculum of Guzdial & Ericson.

• RG1 : The prototype is developed to be extensible, but its current functionality is
restricted to rudimentary bitmap processing. While Media Programming, Media
Computation, and multimedia are much broader concepts, their full coverage in the
depth desired was out of question in the time frame of this work.

• RG1 : Because of the limited time frame of this work, the prototype cannot be
subjected to long-term scientific research that concerns for example the learning
results or drop-out rates of the relevant courses at Aalto University and includes
proper test and control groups selected from the population of students participating
to those courses. Instead, as already described, a tiny evaluation is done from the
teachers’ perspective in the form of a pilot test among the teachers of the relevant
courses.

Other restrictions are indicated along the way as they are run into.

1.5 Existing Literature
This thesis introduces Media Programming through presentation of some background
information related to both motivation in educational setting and contextualized teaching.
Some of the motivation-related articles and textbooks [e.g., LP16; May14b; AD11;
BKK06] cite scientific research more than others [e.g., Pri14; BT11], and one of them
[Pin04] popularizes motivation-related scientific research clearly from the writer’s own
viewpoint, also including some personal opinions. Contextualized teaching in general
is discussed in a few articles [PH14; MFR13; CC10; Guz10] and in the motivation-
related literature mentioned above. Examples of applied contextualization in the context
of computer science and introductory programming courses are given in many articles9,
including those dealing with Media Computation. Some context for Media Computation
is drawn also from two textbooks [FJ14; May14a].

About Media Computation, and thus about Media Programming, there exists a bunch
of articles10 and a book chapter [Guz15, pp. 53–68] at least mentioning the approach or
describing it, its history, as well as some results achieved with it. A few textbooks11 offer
a view to the actual course content. Many of these resources are at least co-authored by
Mark Guzdial, who also discusses Media Computation in his blog, but some third-party
accounts, such as the one of Simon et al. [Sim+10], exist as well. Furthermore, Media

9For instance: [Kaf+14; Kaf+13; Cow+12; KB12; Ril12; Tew+08].
10For instance: [Den14; Guz13; Lee13; Por+13; PS13a; PS13b; Guz+10; LH10; Sim+10; ST08;

YG08; GF05; TFG05; RPG04; Guz03; GS02].
11For instance: [GE13; GE11; DCE10; GE05].
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Computation has brought about some variations, such as Mediascripting [RDW13], gen-
erative art [GKX12], real-time video [CP05], Media Propelled Computational Thinking
[Fre+10], and Computational Remixing [FMV15; Fre+14; Mag+13].

The number of Scala-related papers is low, and publications that discuss Scala as an
introductory programming language seem to be practically non-existent (excluding for
instance workshops [e.g., LLT14], panel discussions [e.g., BBN10] as well as publications
merely mentioning Scala as an example [e.g., Her15a; Iva+15] or listing statistics such
as adopters of a given language [e.g., Fac15; SSA15]). Even the only somewhat relevant
publication [Bla11] is a short conference paper reporting experiences—not discussing
scientific research carried out on the subject.

Finally, about the central topic of this thesis—the combination of Scala and Multime-
dia Programming—there seems to be only one article [BH] written, and it seems not to
be formally published anywhere.

1.6 Computing Education Research
Computing education research (cer) is a relatively new discipline—it has been around
only for several decades. One of the early efforts related to it is from 1960s, at which time
researchers at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (mit) and Raytheon BBN Technolo-
gies were already exploring possibilities to teach children to program using a specially-
designed programming language called Logo12 [Guz04, p. 129; Sol]. They also had phys-
ical robots capable of moving around and drawing images on paper with an attached pen
according to a given Logo program. The robots were doubled as a concept of a turtle—
an image on a graphic screen—which was programmable both to move around and to
draw images on the basis of its movements, as its physical counterparts did. Judging by
today’s standards, the computers of the time, such as Digital Equipment Corporation’s
(dec) PDP-10, were huge, expensive, rare, and very slow, and were incomprehensible
for everyone but those having an appropriate technical training. However, that did not
stop scientists from studying their educational applicability—not even where children in
preschool were concerned.

As a discipline, cer is broad and nuanced. It is centered around education in the
context of computing, and employs theories, methods, and results of other useful disci-
plines as instruments to produce, support, justify, explain, and develop its results. Thus
it could be characterized as a hybrid of computing, education, and psychology (e.g., edu-
cational psychology), mathematics (e.g., statistics), as well as for instance anthropology
(e.g., ethnography). Its purpose is to develop and collect both content knowledge and
curricular knowledge, of which the former refers to knowledge of a specific content from
teaching perspective, whereas the latter denotes the approaches available for teaching a
specific subject [Sor12, p. 11]. Moreover, it is concerned with both the ways people learn
computational concepts and how to aid and improve those learning processes [Int15].

Education is, as described above, in the very core of cer. As a discipline and research
area, it touches many different disciplines in itself, such as philosophy, history, sociology,
and psychology [BB12, pp. 8–9]. The philosophical angle includes aspects such as nature
of education, how to organize knowledge, and what it means to be an educated person.
The historical viewpoint is concerned about relationships and causality between social,
political, and educational development, and contributes to understanding the past and

12Logo itself—as ported and modernized versions, of course—is still being used [e.g., Sto+13; Bel;
Lbr; Srf; TAc]. It also directly affected to programming languages such as Boxer and Smalltalk-72 (the
first object-oriented programming language) [GE11, pp. 97–98], and through the latter, to several other
(in 2016, more modern) programming environments [e.g., Kog; Scr; Sq].
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the present as well as to planning of future strategies. The sociological perspective explores
for instance social ideologies and structures as well as effects of gender, ethnicity, social
class, and economical status. The most interesting standpoint concerning cer, however,
is the psychological one. It concerns itself for example with learning processes, intelligence,
personality, individual learners as parts of groups, as well as motivation and achievement.

In practice, cer has a number of research areas, two accounts of which will be pre-
sented in the next section. Traditionally, publications of these areas have biased to the
kind that lacks scientifically valid research and merely reports experiences and stories.
These so called practice papers [e.g., FP04b, pp. 2, 79–80; PM09; Sim15, pp. 17–18], or
“Marco Polo papers”, are useful on practical level, but their scientific value is questionable
especially in the eyes of other research disciplines that have stricter and more established
conventions. During more than the past ten years, there has been discussion for example
on advantages and disadvantages of that kind of papers, what scientific research in the
discipline of cer means in the first place, and what research methods are suitable in the
cer context. In the long term, at least conferences and scientific journals have the power
to try to steer these conventions by adjusting their requirements for papers they accept
and by introducing new categories and tracks for different kinds of papers.

The researchers in cer share one very powerful characteristic, which touches also this
thesis: Probably most of the people working in the field have at least some software
development training, and anyone having a Master’s Degree in cs has a basic training
of a full-fledged software engineering professional. This means that the discipline has a
great potential to produce both research prototypes and working educational software,
which otherwise might never get developed. Additionally, if the software developed is
usable, robust, and generalized enough, it may spread to other educational institutions
and disciplines, and even spawn commercial products and services [e.g., Agi16].

1.7 Classifications and
Relations to Research Disciplines

To begin with, one of the most essential literature resources in the field of computing is
probably Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. (acm), which maintains a classifi-
cation for its publications. The last revision [Ass12] is from 2012 and contains approx-
imately 2000 classes to assign to documents. Still, finding a proper class for this thesis
seems to be problematic. The classification has several categories for software tools, but
none concerning educational ones. There are also two categories for educational content,
Applied computing → Education, as well as Social and professional topics → Professional
topics → Computing education, but as already said, none of the subclasses of these two
categories describe the essence of this work—the tool developed for an educational pur-
pose. The latter one has several subclasses touching some possible utilization areas of
this work, but none of them describes its very essence. None of these upper-level classes
cannot be assigned, for that would require the work to cover at least the most of their
subclasses. Probably the nearest match would be Social and professional topics → Pro-
fessional topics → Computing education → Computing education programs → Computer
science education → CS1, in the meaning of introductory programming courses, although
this work is not directly concerned with those courses themselves but a tool that could
later be utilized on them.
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In terms of scientific research disciplines, the rough location of this work would prob-
ably be inside the field of computing education research (cer) discussed in the section
before. In the light of the trend in cer to emphasize research instead of reporting anec-
dotes, the inability to carry out a proper evaluation of the prototype’s effects is a shame:
There are no proper hypotheses, statistically valid tests, nor rejections of false theories.
Consequently, this thesis is not a very scientific one, and the essence of it could classify
as a typical example of a practice paper (in distinction from research papers), and more
precisely, a tools paper [e.g., Mal14].

One way to visualize the research disciplines intertwining under cer is given by Sorva
[Sor12], who places his work in a Venn diagram containing three sets: computing, edu-
cation and psychology. However, that approach is not so useful in this case due to two
reasons: First, as the main contribution of this thesis is a software tool, the thesis could
be placed under the discipline of computing alone. On the other hand, the concepts and
theories that justify the possible usefulness of the prototype, draw heavily from educa-
tion and psychology—this makes the exact location of this work unambiguous. Second,
the point of interest here are not the exact overlappings of the research disciplines but
rather the relationships between them and this thesis. For these reasons, Figure 1.2 below
visualizes the relationships of this work in a different way.

THIS THESIS Education

Psychology

Computing

Theories to 
justify the 
prototype

New possibilities for
teaching and further 

research

Theories to justify 
the prototype

Figure 1.2. Relations between this thesis and the disciplines of computing, education, and
psychology. As can be seen, this thesis belongs in the discipline of computing, it draws theories
from psychology and education, and possibly offers educators and researchers new ways to teach
as well as new possibilities for research.

Considering the disciplines of research at the level of Figure 1.2 is one thing. To get a
more detailed picture of the relationships between this thesis and its surroundings, it is
fitting to consider the research areas under cer. During the existence of cer, researchers
have spent efforts to identify and define them. One of those contributions is that of
Fincher & Petre, which identifies ten different areas: Student understanding; Animation,
visualization, simulation; Teaching methods; Assessment; Educational technology; Trans-
ferring professional practice into the classroom; Incorporating new developments and new
technologies; Transferring from campus-based teaching to distance education; Recruitment
and retention; and Construction of the discipline [FP04b, pp. 3–7].

Nevertheless, the world changes, research advances, and new research areas emerge
while older ones may become saturated. Consequently, the classifications and taxonomies
used to analyze, label, and understand research subjects, must also remain up to date.
At the time of writing, probably the most recent proposal for a classification to classify
computing education papers is published by Simon [Sim15, pp. 93–94]. Although the clas-
sification does not directly concern research areas themselves, the 21 themes it presents re-
semble those of Fincher & Petre and—expecting the theme list to be extensive—probably
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illustrate the currently known areas of cer quite well. The list contains all the areas of
Fincher & Petre, some of them broken into different themes while introducing several new
ones. Figure 1.3 takes advantage of those themes as research areas by placing this thesis
among them to scrutinize its relationships.

THIS THESIS

Teaching / Learning 
Theories & Models

What more evidence (than presented
in this thesis) there is to support

the usefulness of Media Computation 
and the prototype?

Not directly related

Accessibility Cheating & Plagiarism Credit for Prior Learning Educational TechnologyCurriculum

Ethics / Professional Issues Gender Issues Language / Culture Issues Online / Distance Delivery

Research Teachers Tutors, Demonstrators, Mentors

The prototype supports the idea
of using operation histories
as a basis for assessments

Assessment Techniques; 
Assessment Tools

Ability / Aptitude / 
Understanding
Research opportunity:

Does the utilization of the prototype improve 
students  understanding of CS concepts?

Attitudes
Research opportunity:

Does the utilization of the prototype 
improve students  attitudes towards CS?

Teaching/Learning Tools
The prototype to explore possibilities and 
methods to utilize Media Computation in 
Scala-based introductory programming

Competitions
The prototype offers one way to 

arrange competitions, for example to 
create bitmap-based art

Recruitment, Progression, 
Pathways

Research opportunity:
Does the utilization of the prototype 

make CS to look more attractive?

Teaching / Learning 
Techniques

Research opportunity:
What kind of exercises, demonstrations 

and visualizations improve students  
understanding of CS concepts?

Figure 1.3. Relations between this thesis and cer areas. The areas considered here are those
identified by Simon [Sim15, pp. 93–94] as themes of cer papers.

As Figure 1.3 illustrates, the essence of this thesis naturally belongs in the area of Teach-
ing/Learning Tools. In addition, there are possible relations to eight other cer areas, and
the unrelated 12 areas are listed as well. The research opportunities mentioned in the
figure are examples; for some of the areas, there are also other possibilities available.

1.8 Content and Notations
After this introductory chapter, the presentation in this thesis continues as follows: Chap-
ter 2 discusses matters of this work’s theoretical background, namely, motivation and
contextualized teaching. It is followed by a discussion of the Media Programming ap-
proach and short introductions to some software tools that are or could be used with
the approach (Chapter 3). After these, the following two chapters concentrate on the
research prototype developed for this thesis: Chapter 4 presents its functional side, while
Chapter 5 focuses on its implementation and technical aspects. Chapter 6 deals with
evaluation of the prototype as well as this thesis as a whole, and finally, this thesis is
concluded in Chapter 7.

Furthermore, there are some appendices to supplement this work. Appendix A con-
tains a list of the data providers used to search literature for this work, and some program
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code examples which were used to produce some figures presented in § 3.5 are listed in
Appendix B. Finally, Appendix C presents theme-based listings of some resources related
to the topics of this thesis.

This thesis contains lots of figures, some of which are diagrams. A portion of these
diagrams is not based on any methodology, whereas some comply with the Unified Mod-
eling Language (uml) 2.4 standard. The content and applications of the standard are
expected to be known, and will not be discussed further in this thesis. Some of the other
figures are image manipulation examples, the source bitmaps of which are presented in
Figure 1.4 below.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.4. The bitmaps that will be used as source images throughout the thesis.

The thesis also utilizes several ways to typographically accentuate specific kinds of content;
these notations are listed in Table 1.2 below.

Table 1.2. Typographical notations used in this thesis.

Notation Example Description

§ 99.9 Section in this thesis.

R99 A requirement definition.

RG99 / RQ99 Research goal / question.

Student Names of stakeholders of the prototype.

BitmapOperationList Program code, an identifier related to it, or command line content.

It is also useful to notice that in the electronic version of this document, many references
are actually hyperlinks. These references include chapters, sections, figures, tables, re-
search questions, citations, and requirement definitions. The table of contents and the
lists of figures, tables, and code examples that follow it, are hyperlinked to the referenced
content.



Chapter 2

Motivation and Contextualization in
Education

The first chapter introduced the reader to this thesis through its background, research
questions and methods, content, and so on. This second chapter concerns itself with theo-
retical background of this thesis, such as theories of motivation (§ 2.1) and contextualized
teaching (§ 2.2). As a conclusion, this chapter answers fully to RQ1 and essentially to
RQ2 by presenting a classification of contextualization approaches and software tools
used with them (§ 2.3), with a special focus on the ways the user interfaces of tools sup-
porting the Media Programming approach (§ 3.5) use multimedia. The next chapter will
continue from there by concentrating on the Media Programming approach itself.

2.1 Motivation
Biggs & Tang state that “there is no such thing as an unmotivated student; all students
not in a coma want to do something” [BT11, p. 34]. They also describe three levels of
professional proficiency for teachers [BT11, pp. 16–20]. At the first level, the teacher’s way
of teaching is constant and based on transmitting information to the students. Teacher
at this level focuses on what the student is, thinking that some students are good or
motivated while on the other hand some others are unmotivated or “just do not get it”;
Biggs & Tang call this as a blame-the-student approach. The second level of proficiency
is teacher-centric: Teachers concentrate on their own actions and teaching methods, but
their teaching is still based on transmission, and the characteristics of students as learners
are still ignored.

Only on the third level of Biggs & Tang, the teaching becomes student-centric—it fo-
cuses on what students should do to learn. Teachers know for example what the intended
learning outcomes are and what students should do to achieve the level of understanding
specified in the learning outcomes. Teachers become facilitators who help the students
to learn themselves by whatever means appropriate for the content and the student pop-
ulation in question. It is also part ot the teachers’ job to try to motivate their students
towards active learning.

To provide theoretical background for Media Programming, this section presents sev-
eral theories related to the motivation of students. As motivation in its own right is a
complex topic with several application areas (such as study versus work motivation), only
a small peek into it can be presented here.

15
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Maslow’s hierarchy of needs [Mas43] will service as a point of reference for the
other theories discussed in this chapter. It represents the basic needs of human beings
by using five levels that are often represented as a pyramid. These levels in the bottom-
up order are physiological needs; safety; love, affection, and belongingness; esteem; and
self-actualization. The basic idea of those levels is that for a specific need to take control,
the lower-level needs must be satisfied first. However, Maslow points out that (1) the
order of the needs is a generalization which is not the same for all people, and (2) the
needs of a single level do not have to be fully satisfied before the upper-level needs emerge.
Consequently, all of the levels may be in effect at the same time with different degrees of
satisfaction for each individual observed. Maslow also emphasizes that a certain behavior
can be motivated by several of the needs at the same time, and that all behaviors are not
determined by the basic needs at all.

Behaviorism [e.g., Pri14, pp. 7–10; AD11, pp. 220–221]—the earlier and the other
of the two major viewpoints to learning (in addition to constructivism)—does not deal
with motivation as a conscious asset. It explores learning through individual’s extrinsic
actions, and only through them—no intrinsic information processing that the individual
does is acknowledged to exist at all. According to behaviorists, there are two ways for
someone to become “motivated”: classical conditioning and operant conditioning. The
former case studies behavior of subjects after a certain stimulus, whereas the latter is
concerned with effects of rewards (or punishments) given after a certain behavior.

Classical conditioning has happened when a stimulus causes the learner to react in
a certain way (in principle) every time it is repeated. The stimulus is unconditioned
when it is the meaningful phenomenon itself. An example of this could be an animal,
which salivates when it sees food. On the other hand, a reaction to a stimulus that the
learner has associated with the meaningful phenomenon denotes a conditioned stimulus.
The classic example of the latter are Ivan Pavlov’s dog experiments, where the sound
of a bell induces salivation on dogs that are conditioned to relate the sound to food
given to them. Generally, for instance the drilling and other practical battle/emergency
training of airline pilots and flight attendants, military, police, security, and martial artist
organizations aims to condition the trainees to certain stimuli, so that in life-endangering
situations they can react to them with a split-second latency and thus possibly prevent
damage for both themselves and any third-parties involved.

Operant conditioning is a carrot-and-stick approach to motivate the learner [Pin04]:
It views learning in the light of rewards and punishments that are purposely used to posi-
tively or negatively reinforce a certain behavior. Critique about using external rewarding
and punishments exist [e.g., Pri14, pp. 11–15, 17; AD11, pp. 227–228; BT11, p. 35;
Pin04], and as Anderman & Dawson point out [AD11, p. 221], individuals’ cognitive
processes are able to override any previously-learned behavior. Rewards and punishments
may work in the case of dull and strongly repetitive work1 or in shaping acceptable behav-
ior in school. For example, from the viewpoint of students, the purpose of all assessments;
extra rewards like stamps, stickers, and public praise; and punishments like admonitions,
detentions, and even temporary suspensions, are intended to shape students behavior by
reinforcing the good customs and by extirpating the harmful ones.

Attribution theory [e.g., LP16, p. 96], as the other theories presented in this chap-
ter, is part of cognitive psychology, which is concerned with mental processes such as
learning. Its basic idea is very simple: People have more motivation to understand phe-

1A stereotypical example is a Taylorian assembly line: Frederick Winslow Taylor’s Scientific Manage-
ment from the end of 1800s treats workers basically as robots that act as tiny independent parts of a
complicated manufacturing processes and are incapable to understand the greater purposes behind even
the most simple tasks [Hum91].
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nomena (especially negative or unexpected ones) if they have first-hand experience of
them. The motivation of a subject is estimated on the basis of (1) the degree in which the
individual feels control over the phenomenon, (2) the phenomenon’s degree of persistence,
and (3) locus (external versus internal) of the phenomenon. For example, if a subject
fails a specific endeavor, such as a test or a sport performance, they want to understand
why the failure took place. Was it their own fault, or was there some external factor
preventing them from succeeding in the challenge? How likely it is that the same prob-
lem occurs again in the future? How much control the subject feels over the offending
phenomenon? Is it possible to prevent the problem at least in some degree in the future
by doing something reasonable, or is it beyond the subject’s abilities and influence? The
answers to these questions affect the subject’s future attitudes and feelings towards simi-
lar challenges, and by influencing the causes of the failure, it may be possible to improve
the subject’s future attitudes and for instance to prevent the subject from dropping out
from a course or a school.

Self-determination theory [e.g., LP16, pp. 93–94; AD11, pp. 225–226] classifies
the degree of individual’s motivation on the following six-step scale: amotivation, pure/in-
trojected/identified/integrated extrinsic motivation, and intrinsic motivation. Pure ex-
trinsic motivation is based solely on a reward expected to be received, whereas Introjected
extrinsic motivation is caused by a subject’s feelings, for instance about social acceptabil-
ity. Identified extrinsic motivation means that a subject values a certain task to some
extent for example due to expected skill level increment, even if the task itself is not
pleasant. Finally, the most internalized class of extrinsic motivation, Integrated, refers
to a state where a person has accepted a task to be part of themselves while they have
not a specific interest in the task itself. The motivation is described to deepen by increas-
ing person’s needs for relatedness (Maslow’s third level), autonomy, and competence (cf.,
Maslow’s fifth level).

The concepts of intrinsic and (pure) extrinsic motivation [e.g., LP16, p. 94] are vital
as a coarse-grained classification of motivation source. Intrinsic motivation is found to
be linked for example with creativity as well as academic engagement and achievement.
In contrast, an external duress as a source of motivation may appear for instance as
inappropriate strategies and attitudes towards learning, anxiety, relatively weaker capacity
to overcome challenges, suboptimal academic achievement, and even school drop-outs.

Expectancy-value theory [e.g., LP16, pp. 92–93; AD11, p. 226] tries to approxi-
mate reasons for why people would be motivated and why they would choose one task over
another, in contrast to self-determination theory that classified prevailing levels of moti-
vation itself. Expectancy value consists of four parts: Utility value, which refers to task’s
usefulness for other aspects of person’s life; attainment value, which means the subject’s
personal desire to succeed; intrinsic value, which approximates the amount of enjoyment
an individual receives by doing the task in question, and finally, cost, which encompasses
all negative aspects that performing the task might cause to the subject. These four
indicators could be determined for each task to be considered both to understand them
better as themselves and to compare them to each other.

Self-efficacy [e.g., LP16, pp. 91–92; AD11, pp. 224–225] is a concept from social
cognitive theory, and as implicated above, it refers to individual’s beliefs about their own
possibilities to finish an undertaking, such as to learn or master a skill. These beliefs
in turn affect to the choices made by students. They can be increased by direct and
vicarious experience of mastery as well as social persuasion and encouragement, whereas
they can be diminished by various physiological reactions, such as tremors, petrification,
and clumsiness out of feelings of nervousness, fear, and shame. Furthermore, the per-
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ceived mastery can be furthered by helping learners to recognize their progress as well
as by providing constructive feedback and suitable cognitive scaffolding [BKK06, p. 477].
Generally people are motivated by individually appropriate difficulty level (not too hard
but not too easy, either) [BKK06, p. 481; Pin04]; it can be reached by either choosing
a more difficult task or reducing the challenge with a proper scaffolding. A suitable diffi-
culty level may also increase both intrinsic value and expectancy value associated with a
task by the learner. In addition, collaboration in a group may also increase the feeling of
mastery if the combined skills of the group are broader than those of any member alone.

Self-efficacy theory is related to two intelligence-related concepts that Pink calls entity
theory and incremental theory [Pin04]. The former refers to the individual’s belief about
intelligence being an entity—a fixed quantity of an individual—and that nothing can be
done to improve it. On the other hand, the latter describes a belief that one’s intelligence
can be developed, or increased, by exercising it. Thus, those subscribing entity theory
see challenges as measurements and possibly personal humiliations, whereas the opposite
camp think them as opportunities for personal growth. Similarly, these standpoints affect
to persons’ choices about the tasks they engage themselves.

Achievement goal theory [e.g., LP16, pp. 94–95; AD11, pp. 223–224, 228–230;
Pin04] encapsulates an idea of persons’ attitude towards a task (1) when they feel high
self-efficacy, have the incremental view of intelligence, or are already inwardly motivated,
versus (2) when their self-efficacy is low, they subscribe entity theory, or they lack the
intrinsic motivation. The former case portrays the completion of a task a person is facing
into a mastery goal (such as “learn Greek because it is a fascinating language”). In this
case, a person is interested in mastering the task for the sake of the mastery itself, and
compares their accomplishments to only themselves—not to others. Then again, in the
latter case the task will more likely be seen as a performance goal (such as “get an A from
that Greek test tomorrow”), which means that an individual is not (primarily) interested
in the actual task but instead tries to appear competent compared for example to their
peers or idols, often by spending minimal effort on the task itself. These two modes of
action are also known as intentional learner and schoolwork module, respectively [BKK06,
p. 478]. In addition, Biggs & Tang describe four factors for feeling a task to be worth your
while [BT11, p. 35], and only one of them, the intrinsic motivation, leads to the mastery
goal approach. The three other factors—extrinsic motivation, achievement motivation,
and social motivation—lead to the performance-oriented approach.

The model of the two action modes presented above can be further augmented into
a 2-by-2 matrix by attaching word “approach” to their names and adding two other
modes that are labeled as “avoidance” goals. Thus, with a performance-approach goal an
individual aims to appear competent, whereas an individual with a performance-avoidance
goal avoids appearing incompetent. Correspondingly, a mastery-approach goal refers to
individual’s desire to develop mastery over a subject while a mastery-avoidance goal arises
out of a desire to avoid misunderstanding, deteriorating skills, or failure to accomplish
everything that would be within one’s reach with decent effort. In academic setting, a
performance-avoid goal may result for example in test anxiety and avoidance of seeking
help, whereas a mastery-avoidance goal may appear for instance in the form of poor study
strategies and avoidant behavior. Both of them might manifest themselves in relatively
lower achievement levels. As performance goals arise due to extrinsic motivation of some
degree, the undesired manifestations of especially performance-avoidance goals resemble
the ones pinned on extrinsic motivation above.

Interest. Finally, there are two kinds of interest [e.g., LP16, p. 93]—individual and
situational interest. The former is caused by the already-familiar intrinsic motivation,
whereas the latter is temporally short-lived and supported by prevailing context.
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2.2 Contextualized Content
Without further definitions, the term context can be taken to refer to the set of all things
in the universe, under direct or indirect influence of which some specific interesting phe-
nomenon takes place [cf., CC10; PH14]. From this angle, it is crucial to specify, which
kind of context some discussion refers to. In an educational setting, context could refer
for example to

• culture, laws and statutes, rules of an educational institution
• large-scale geographical location: continent, country, municipality/city etc.
• small-scale geographical location: school, club, home, serene riverside,

mass transport vehicle etc.
• field of study (some specific discipline, interdisciplinary)
• sociological setting: alone, with parents, with mentor, with friends etc.
• teaching and studying methods that are being used
• study materials and (technological) aids that are available
• real-world phenomena related to the concepts intended to be learned
• prevailing mental models (as in the schema theory), which are the base

for constructing new knowledge (the constructivist perspective [BT11, p. 22])
• previous experiences that define learner’s prevailing world view, changing

of which can be seen as learning (the phenomenographical perspective
[BT11, pp. 22–23]), or

• neurological state of the learner’s brain, which changes along with
learning (cf., constructivism and phenomenography).

In the following discussion, context refers to a well-defined real-world application area that
is systematically being used as a basis for teaching in such a way that the actual concepts
intended to be learned are derived from the objectives, needs, problems, phenomena and
methods of it. For instance, Media Programming is an embodiment of such a context
in the sense of presenting introductory programming concepts systematically through
media-related examples. Contextualization, in turn, is the process of applying that kind
of teaching method to a set of concepts to be taught.

Traditionally, university teaching has been decontextualized [CC10; GF05], meaning
that the concepts intended to be learned have been introduced as themselves on the-
ory level without context. This is the preferred way to have students to learn [Guz10;
Tew+08], the premise for which being that while contextual approach covers one ap-
plication area, the actual concepts being taught are usually more general and intended
to be applied to other application areas as well [CC10]. This intent is known as trans-
fer of learning [GF05]—the ability to generalize and apply some knowledge valid in one
context to other, equally valid, context. Unfortunately, this poses a problem, for it is
discovered that students may learn to apply a concept only in the context it was initially
learned [GF05; Guz10].

On the other hand, students may not learn at all without some context [GF05]. In fact,
Magana & Falk & Reese claim that practical contexts would actually benefit learners by
helping them to associate problems with concepts and to transfer those concepts to other
suitable contexts [MFR13]. This view obviously contradicts with the above-described
issue with transfer of learning. From this viewpoint, it could be better to apply context,
so that if the knowledge that students learn is not transferable, at least it is applicable in
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that context. Any context that is used, must be relevant to the learners [GF05; Tew+08],
and if the chosen context reflects the most common uses of that knowledge, at least the
students would be able to utilize the knowledge most of the time.

In addition to the uncertainty related to the transfer of learning, there are some other
considerations related to contextualization. For example, context cannot be expected to
aid students to learn more content in less time—instead, the time necessary to internalize
the content increases due to context [Guz10] (see the next section). Also, some students
may not “need” any context, and the contextualization may help only some portion of the
students. At least in theory, this in turn raises an ethical question: Is contextualization
fair for those students it does not help?2 On the other hand, one can ask if it is fair that
teachers can aid students in a way that in principle offers everyone the same possibilities,
but choose not to do so. Is it not the purpose of teachers to maximize learning?

Contextualization has the potential to give motivation for learners [CC10], which of
course is essential for learning [Guz10]. At its best, context can accentuate the future
usefulness and every-day value of the contextualized concepts [YG08; Tew+08], give
the learners a feeling of authenticity [YG08; Tew+08; BT11, p. 37], appeal to learners’
personal interests [YG08; Tew+08], and foster creativity [CC10]. Especially the two
latter ones also increase entertainment value of studying [YG08; Tew+08; BT11, p. 182]
and encourage students to work harder [YG08; Tew+08]. The previous points can also
lead to more effective lessons via focusing learners attention [KK13].

From theoretical perspective, context in general supports learner’s situational interest.
Some contexts, such as Media Programming, are based on every-day phenomena, which,
according to attribution theory, increases peoples’ motivation to understand them. The
authenticity, every-day value, and future usefulness of a context affect several things:

• They increase the utility value of learning, whereas personal interests and creativity
boost its intrinsic value. In accordance with expectancy-value theory, these two
in turn increase individual’s anticipation while making the related costs to seem
smaller.

• They—that is, relevance of course material—also support learner’s individual inter-
est [BKK06, p. 479; Pin04] and might engage in transition from situational interest
to individual.

• In the eyes of self-determination theory, the initial situation is at some level, but
with the aid of context, the motivation level might increase, possibly sooner than
without it, or at least might escape from decrease: Authenticity, every-day value,
and future usefulness also feed individual’s need for competence, which in turn
improves internal motivation.

Finally, the increase of individual interest—or intrinsic motivation—might result in (1) view-
ing the learning outcomes as mastery-approach goals over the other three options in
achievement goal theory, and (2) a more complete transition from surface learning to-
wards a deep-learning approach [BT11, pp. 24–27].

Regardless of attitudes towards contextualization, there is always a trade-off between
concreteness and abstractness [YG08]: An excessive contextualization may distract stu-
dents and obscure the concepts that should be learned [Guz10; YG08], but dropping all
context from teaching would forfeit all the possible benefits of context. A right balance is
obviously essential [YG08], but how to find it? Guzdial states that an abstract concept

2The same ethical problem has been encountered for example in a study [Auv15, pp. 109–110], where
all of the students observed did not benefit from the possibility of earning badges.
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may be simpler than its contextualized version and thus easier to remember [Guz10].
Also, Tew et al. claim that practical ideas have a larger probability of being remem-
bered [Tew+08]. These two opinions clearly steer teachers towards trying to find the
most simple way of expressing and illustrating content. Also, concepts and context must
be clearly separated from each other [Tew+08].

2.3 Approaches for Contextualization
and Multimedia Usage

Classifications are schemes designed to differentiate items of a large set (such as all living
organisms) from each other and to aid comprehending the set as a whole. A classification
can be a hierarchical system of classes, where the most common one contains and repre-
sents all of its subclasses, or a non-hierarchical one. It can also have several dimensions
[for instance: Man93] that could also be combined into a graph where each item in the
set being classified inherits from all of the subgraphs—hierarchical or not—representing
the dimensions. For example, in the field of computer science education research, one
example of an extensive hierarchical classification is that of Kelleher & Pausch [KP05],
which classifies programming tools designed for novice programmers. Their classification
is based on (1) whether the tool actually teaches programming or just uses programming
as an instrument to achieve other goals, and (2) in which way the tool is primarily de-
signed to aid its users. On the other hand, as also Kelleher & Pausch, Guzdial [Guz04]
classifies alike tools on the basis of their influences on other tools by describing their
relationships. Some more general examples of software development environment (sde)
classification criteria are presented in Table 2.1 below.

On the basis of literature review, it seems that currently there exist numerous small-
scale programming tool comparisons [for example: Utt+10], but only a few of more
generalized taxonomies or classifications related to them or the higher-level approaches
they represent. Naturally, one reason for this is that while it is relatively trivial to compare
and assess several mutually similar items, the full range of all available approaches and
tools to aid novice programmers is so extensive that it becomes quite hard, or even
impossible, to develop an iron-clad, unambiguous, and detailed classification for them.
For one, there are certainly many ways to classify things, depending on which ones of
their properties are of interest at a time. Which ones of those properties to choose

Table 2.1. Some examples of general software development environment (sde) classification
criteria (as described in [Man93]).

Criterion Classes

Nature of tool Sde (for single language)
Meta-sde (for multiple languages)
General toolkit
Method-based environment

Degree of integration Carrier ←→ Lexical ←→ Syntactic ←→ Semantic

Targetted sociological scale Individual ←→ Family ←→ City ←→ State

Time of publication For example intervals of five or ten years.
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for a single-dimensional classification, or should one take them all to compose a multi-
dimensional classification? Besides, depending on criteria, a single item could belong in
several categories in one dimension. Is this acceptable, or should a classification be based
on such characteristics that every item could be placed in one and only one category per
dimension? What would these characteristics be, and how to define them unambiguously?
For several dimensions, how to visualize them to fully comprehend and easily communicate
the classification and its internal relations as a whole?

In order to answer to RQ1 , this thesis differentiates contextualization approaches on
the basis of a simple one-dimensional hierarchical scheme with several criteria. For the
purposes of this classification, contextualization is defined broadly to include not only
approaches where a general-purpose computer is used to write program code, but also
all physical gadgets a teacher could use to illustrate programming concepts and/or ways
and places to take advantage of programming. Of course, exactly what to include in the
classification is more or less open to interpretations and debate, but since the scope of
this thesis includes only a small portion of the full assortment of tools, namely, those
related to media computation, the exact boundaries of this classification are not of the
utmost importance here. Should a pen and a paper or a blackboard and a piece of
chalk be included? Only if they themselves are being programmed or used to illustrate
programming-related ideas essentially on the basis of their own unique characteristics
specially related to computing—not just because they can be used as instruments to draw
and to contain/transfer drawings about programming. The classification is visualized in
Figure 2.1 on the next spread.

First, all approaches are divided up into three main branches on the basis of whether
the context is achieved with software, hardware, or both. General-purpose computers
used to write program code are of course hardware, but as they usually do not directly
contribute to contextualization, the classification concerns itself only with the software
being executed in them; this is why the word essentially is being used in the main-
level branch titles. Only if an internal device of such a computer directly contributes to
contextualization, should the approach making use of the part in question be considered
to be part of this classification.

2.3.1 Solutions Essentially Combining Software and Hardware
The first one of the main branches of the classification presented in Figure 2.1 above is (1)
Solutions Essentially Combining Software and Hardware, which contains both processor-
based and processorless devices that are used with general-purpose computers. These
(often external) devices are in turn divided up into two sub-branches on the basis of the
existence of a processor which directly contributes to the context: If the device does not
contain a processor that executes program developed by the user, the device belongs in the
branch (1.1) A Device Driven with a General-Purpose Computer and is considered to be
driven by a program that is executed by another processor. Otherwise, the user’s program
is executed by the processor of the device in question itself, and the device belongs under
the branch (1.2) A Device Programmed with a General-Purpose Computer. Thus, the only
thing that matters here is whether or not a processor is directly used to create context—
processor’s implementation approach and its existence (in case some processors exist but
do not directly contribute to the context) are irrelevant. Finally, both of the two branches
are further divided up into two sub-branches: One for internal (from the viewpoint of the
general-purpose computer being used) devices (1.1.1 and 1.2.1), and one for external ones
(1.1.2 and 1.2.2). A more detailed classification of these branches is out of the scope.
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Examples of devices that belong in the former branch (1.1) include devices driven
via serial, parallel, game, and usb ports [e.g., KB12]; musical instruments and sound
recording/processing equipment driven via midi (Musical Instrument Digital Interface)
[MID15]; as well as stage equipment, such as lightning, props, and pyrotechnics, driven
via dmx (Digital MultipleX) interface [Pla15]. On the other hand, the latter branch
(1.2) contains for example handheld devices such as mobile phones [e.g., Ril12] and pdas
(Personal Digital Assistant), media players, positioning system clients, and some gaming
consoles such as Nintendo Game Boy Advance [Tew+08]; assembly kits such as Lego
Mindstorms [Leg]; non-portable gaming consoles such as Microsoft’s Xbox [Mic15c];
and development-focused technologies based on microcontrollers or digital logic chips and
used via development boards, such as Arduino [e.g., Kaf+14; Kaf+13; Lpd; Ard15],
Raspberry PI [e.g., ABK15; Ras15], and PIC [Mic15a]. Some devices could belong
under either one of the branches (1.1) and (1.2) on the basis of the way they work and
are being used: For example, a robot [e.g., Cow+12; Hel16] could be actively driven by
software running on a general-purpose computer, or it could be programmable, so that
a developer flashes a new software version into its memory, after which the robot works
independently according to the flashed program.

2.3.2 Essentially Software-Based Solutions
The second main branch in Figure 2.1 is (2) Essentially Software-Based Solutions, in
which the program code is being written and run on a general-purpose computer without
any external devices contributing to the context. This branch has several sub-branches
according to the primary focus of the contextualization approach being considered. In
some cases drawing a line between two approaches can be difficult, or a tool (such as Kojo)
may be deliberately designed to offer facilities for different approaches. Consequently,
these contextualization categories are not mutually exclusive. Detailed classification of
the other branches than (2.2) Media Programming is out of scope here, but some examples
of software belonging (primarily) in them appear below:

• Branch (2.1) Microworlds and Story-Telling includes tools such as Alice [Car16],
Dragon Pathways [DPw], Kojo [Kog], Looking Glass [LGl], Magic Forest [MFo],
Mama [Mam], Scratch [Scr], ScratchJr [SJr], and ToonTalk [Tlk].

• Branch (2.3) Games, Robots, Simulations, and Artificial Intelligence contains for
instance AgentSheets [Age14b], AgentCubes [Age14a], Clickteam Fusion [Cli16],
GameSalad [Gam14], Greenfoot [Gft], Jeroo [Dor14], Kodu Game Lab [Kod],
Kojo [Kog], Robocode [RCd], Robot Virtual Worlds [Rvw], Scirra Construct 2
[Sci16], SGP Baltie 3 and 4 [SGP16b; SGP16a], Squeak Etoys [Ety], Stencyl
[Ste16], and YoYo Games Gamemaker: Studio [YoY16].

• Branch (2.4) Graphical User Interfaces includes (2.4.1) Generally-Available Third-
Party Tools as well as (2.4.2) Course-Specific UI Templates, of which the former
includes for example the Java Power Tools library [RP08] as well as the ACM Java
Task Force’s graphical user interface library [Rob+08].

From the viewpoint of this thesis, the topic of Media Programming is naturally the most
essential one. While it itself is defined and discussed in Chapter 3, in this classification
it is represented by the branch (2.2), which also essentially answers to RQ2 . The branch
contains all the tools that (are primarily intended to) enable applying the Media Pro-
gramming approach; some of the tools mentioned here are also discussed more in § 3.5.
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Figure 2.1. As an answer to RQ1 and an partial answer to RQ2 , this figure presents a
classification of tool-based computer science contextualization approaches from the viewpoint
of this thesis. The classification is basically a directed acyclic graph (dag) that is denoted
by the blue arrows. On many cases, however, the immediate sub-branches of a given branch
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The branch names excluded from the scope of this
thesis are coloured as grey, whereas the branch that this thesis is concerned with, (2.2) Media
Programming, is surrounded by the blue short-dashed line. The boxes next to the branch titles
offer some examples of tools belonging in their related branches.
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These tools are first divided into (2.2.1) Program Code Libraries and (2.2.2) Integrated
Development Environments (IDE), of which the latter includes both text editors, ides,
worksheets, and repls. Data resource libraries, such as image and sound libraries, are
not considered to be tools but merely data which can be processed with the actual tools.

The program code libraries—or for example class libraries—are further divided on
the basis of the way they input and output (i/o) multimedia content in relation to the
ides through which they are being used while developing code. Some libraries, such as
the Guzdial–Ericson Multimedia Class Library and the Processing class library, belong in
the branch (2.2.1.1) Media Input/Output Independent from IDE, the libraries of which do
not use ides used to develop programs in performing their media i/o (operating system
services, third-party libraries, and such are allowed for them to take advantage of). On the
other hand, some ides offer solutions for performing media i/o, and the libraries—such
as DrRacket’s [Rck] teachpack 2htdp/image—that make use of those facilities belong
under the branch (2.2.1.2) Media Input/Output Together with IDE.

The branch (2.2.2) is further divided up on the basis of the way the tools belonging
under it utilize raw multimedia data in their user interfaces. This division criterion is
independent from the appearance of program code: For example, the graphical code
blocks of Pixly [Pxy] (Figure 3.4), Scratch, and Snap! [Snp] are but program code—
not multimedia. The branch (2.2.2.1) Media Input/Output Outside of IDE encompasses
ides that do not participate in run-time multimedia input/output of the program being
developed in any way. Examples of them include DrJava [DrJ]; Jython Environment
for Students [Jes] (Figure 3.1); Processing Development Environment [Prc]; Eclipse
[Ecl15]; NetBeans [NtB]; IntelliJ IDEA [Jet15]; Microsoft’s Visual Studio [Mic15b],
Windows Notepad, and MS-DOS Edit; Embarcadero’s RAD Studio, Delphi, and C++
Builder [Emb16]; MonoDevelop [MDv]; Visual Studio Code [Mic16]; Atom [Atm]; GNU
Emacs [Fre15]; Notepad++ [Ho16]; and vi. On the other hand, the user interfaces of the
ides that belong in the branch (2.2.2.2) IDE Supports Media Input/Output offer varying
levels of support for input and output of multimedia. This branch is still further divided
up into three sub-branches.

Ides in (2.2.2.2.1) Media and Code Alternate as Input and Output are able to display
program code and multimedia in a single window without being able to mix them. Ex-
amples include MathWorks MATLAB’s [Mat15] Live Editor (Figure 3.6) and Maplesoft
Maple [Wat15a] (Figure 3.7). On the other hand, (2.2.2.2.3) Media Is Displayed in Sepa-
rate Windows includes ides offering support for displaying multimedia without integrating
it into a single window together with program code. Examples of development tools fall-
ing into this category are Kojo (Figure 3.2) [Kog], Snap! [Snp] (Figure 3.3), Pixly [Pxy]
(Figure 3.4), EarSketch [FMV15] (Figure 3.5), and the traditional MATLAB (Figure 3.6),
all of which display media resources in their own windows.

At this point it should be noted that the concept of window is quite an unclear one:
Does it refer to a blank rectangle that is created by the operating system or windowing
library that is responsible of the user interface, or is it a higher-level concept? Is it an
application window or some “control” (such as a button, a scroll bar, a list box, a menu,
etc.), the most of which are likely to consist of several low-level windows? What about
(dockable) child windows, “frames”, and “panes”, or so called light-weight windows and
controls drawn and managed by applications themselves in windows provided by operating
systems and other windowing facilities? Or what if there is no centralized windowing
system that takes care of the user interface (e.g., in some embedded systems and older
applications for general-purpose computers)? Considering the contextualization approach
classification, no implementation-dependent low-level details are significant, but even from
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the user’s point of view, the matter is not clear at all. In case of two “application windows”
it is easy to tell if two objects are inside of a single window or not, but that concept is
too coarse-grained for the classification.

The next more fine-grained concept would probably be that of a control, but there is
still the same problem of a missing water-tight, universal and unambiguous definition that
tells exactly what a control is and what it is not. Even if that definition existed, it could
still be too coarse-grained. What would be the next more fine-grained level and how to
formulate an ironclad overarching definition for it from the viewpoint of a user—one that
holds good for all possible (future) controls? Considering the aspects just discussed, this
thesis does not even try to define the concept of window. Instead, the writer hopes that
the examples given in § 3.5 clarify the writer’s views towards the classification.

Finally, ides in the branch (2.2.2.2.2) Media Is Part of Program Code are capable
to mix code and media together in different degrees and is still divided up into two sub-
branches: (2.2.2.2.2.1) Only in Outputs contains tools that are capable to display for
instance list structures with multimedia elements inside of them, but are unable to accept
the same kind of content as their input. On the other hand, the branch (2.2.2.2.2.2)
Everywhere contains tools that can both input and output content with multimedia ele-
ments in it, as for example DrRacket (Figure 3.8) and Wolfram Mathematica [Wol15]
(Figure 3.9) are able to do.

The prototype that is developed as a part of this thesis, has to be considered as two
parts: (1) a Scala library that provides the actual Media Programming functionality and
can be used practically from any (text-based) repl running on a platform that provides
Java-supported windowing and graphic capabilities, and (2) a front end supporting the
library by displaying bitmaps. The library alone falls under the branch (2.2.1.1) Media
Input/Output Independent of IDE, as it can be set to display all bitmaps in separate
windows external to the repl window. However, the library and the front end together
work the way both Maple and MATLAB’s Live Editor do and end up into the branch
(2.2.2.2.1) Media and Code Alternate as Input and Ouput. Furthermore, the prototype
could be extended to offer functionality expected in both of the sub-branches of (2.2.2.2.2)
Media Is Part of Program Code. Possibilities for these extensions depend on what is
possible in the environment the library is being used from.

2.3.3 Essentially Hardware-Based Solutions
The last of the main branches, (3) Essentially Hardware-Based Solutions, is a relatively
small one. It consists of contextualization solutions, in which software does not directly
contribute to the contextualization, and is divided up into two sub-branches: (3.1) Electri-
cal and (3.2) Non-Electrical. The former is divided into two sub-branches: (3.1.1) Embed-
ded Systems and (3.1.2) Other Electrical Solutions. An example of an embedded system
(3.1.1) is Cubetto [Pri16]. Non-electrical systems (3.2) include for instance board games,
such as Robogem [Paa15], Code Monkey Island [Cod14], and Robot Turtles [Rob14].



Chapter 3

Media Programming as a Context

After discussing motivation and contextualization in the second chapter, it is time to move
on to the major theoretical topic of this thesis: The Media Programming approach. This
chapter begins by discussing meaning of the word “media” and presenting three views to
analyze it (§ 3.1). After those preliminary aspects, the chapter proceeds by discussing the
definition of Media Programming (§ 3.2), during which it also answers to the RQ3 . The
discussion continues by focusing on Media Programming’s effects (§ 3.3) as well as some
aspects to be considered when applying the approach to a course (§ 3.4). The chapter
concludes with a quick glance at some tools that currently support Media Programming
(§ 3.5); this also concludes Chapter 2’s answer to the RQ2 .

The next chapter will shift the focus from theoretical background to the primary
contribution of this thesis—a prototype which offers cognitive scaffolding for courses based
on Scala and Media Programming.

3.1 Three Views into Media
Of the several meanings of the singular nouns medium and media (from Latin), this thesis
is concerned with the one referring to a method to transmit information. The plurals of
those words, media and medias, respectively, stand obviously for two or more of those
channels. Several more or less abstract manifestations of them include the following:

• Mass communication: newspapers, magazines, radio and television broadcasts,
movies, computer games and networks, posters, information screens etc.

• Written products: books, brochures, cards, signs, letters etc.
• Far-distance communication: telephones, facsimiles, mail, telegraphs,

flag semaphores, signal lamps, smoke signals etc.
• Inter-personal near-distance behavior: speech, singing, facial expressions,

gestures, touch, playing musical instrument etc.
• Senses: vision, hearing, touch, taste, smell, electroreception (sharks),

magnetoreception (birds), infrared sensing (some snakes) etc.
• Data storage devices: mass memories, memory cards, diskettes, tapes etc.
• Natural phenomena: electricity, electromagnetic waves, mechanical vibration etc.
• Concrete matter: paper, air, water, copper, iron, stone, wood etc.

Mayer lists three views for analyzing media [May14a, p. 3]. The delivery media view
is centered around concrete immediate end-user content-delivering mechanisms, such as
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screens, projectors, speakers, phones, printed products, paintings, and unplugged voice.
A more general interpretation could include also data storage devices, natural phenomena,
and concrete matter. The presentation modes view focuses attention on content presenta-
tion methods, such as text, illustrations, animation, speech, singing, and playing musical
instruments. Finally, the sensory modalities view is concerned with the senses transferring
content to observers from their environments.

The term multimedia, which also refers to the usage of several of those media, may
be familiar especially from its usage with computers, where it often means transmitting
content by taking advantage of some combination of sound and images1. Even if many
people associate multimedia with that sort of usage, this definition is only a single one
from a single viewpoint, and a narrow one at that. Furthermore, Mayer’s definition
is even narrower, as it rejects the delivery media view while including only simultaneous
presentation of words and pictures (including video); for example, music and other sounds
than speech are excluded altogether. On the other hand, Friedland & Jain choose the
sensory modalities view and define multimedia more formally and broadly to be two sets
of synchronized data streams ω1...ωn and µ1...µn, where ωk transmits observation data
and µk metadata from sensor k, and the sensors themselves are for instance human senses
or electrical devices that continuously make observations from the observer’s environment
[FJ14]. Multimedia computation (not to be confused with Media Computation) in turn
is defined as processing and analyzing that data.

3.2 Defining Media Programming
As previously mentioned, Media Programming2 (mediaohjelmointi in Finnish) is a hy-
ponym of Media Computation and is used to denote Media Computation with some
constraints applied to its definition, as will be discussed below. Media Computation
(medialaskenta in Finnish), in turn, is so-called data-first contextualization approach, in
which students utilize general-purpose computer workstations to write simple programs to
creatively produce and process (cf., multimedia computation above) media content, such
as still images, sound waveforms, music, and videos.

The current mindset of Media Computation is primarily based on the presentation
modes view. Different content delivery platforms are not of (primary) interest here, al-
though the concept of Media Computation could obviously be easily extended in that
dimension. The emphasis is not on the way the media is perceived, either, and currently
only visual and auditory sensory systems are being utilized to perceive content in several
presentation modes. However, it would not be impossible to extend the context to cover
other senses than vision and hearing: Olfactory and gustatory3 as well as somatosensory
(via haptic communication devices) sensory system data could also be included to the
media content being handled. Nevertheless, these extensions are out of the scope here.

1The primitive technical capabilities enabling playback and editing of simple and low-quality “multi-
media” (still images, sound, and video) were a major marketing strategy of many computer manufacturers
during 1990’s. At the time of writing, high-quality images, videos, and sound are taken practically as
granted and are obviously manifested by the countless video files roaming around computer networks of
the day; multimedia has ceased to be a buzz word.

2Freudenthal et al. use term media programming to refer Media Computation as it is; in this thesis,
these two terms have their differences as described in this section.

3More about enhancing multimedia with olfaction and gustation information: [AK15; Ran+15;
HM14; Mur+14; Ran+14a; Ran+14b; Ran+14c; AG13; Ran+13; RLD13; GA12; Ish+12;
Nar+11; NM11; Ran+11; GA10; Sug+10; Por+09; Ram+07; BMM06; Hya06; Yan+03].
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After several revisions [Guz09a] over the years, Guzdial’s definition for Media Com-
putation is as follows:

Media Computation (nicknamed “MediaComp”) is a contextualized approach to introducing
computing using a ubiquitous theme of manipulating media. The critical characteristic of
MediaComp is that students create expressive media by manipulating computational materials
(like arrays and linked lists) at a lower-level of abstraction. Students manipulate images by
changing pixels, create sounds by iterating over samples, render linked lists into music, and
create artifacts like collages, music, and digital video special effects. In so doing, the students
learn computation. [MCo.]

It is worth noting that while the spirit of Media Computation clearly appears to be
introduction of students to programming (and to computer science through programming),
the definition above does not mention programming itself at all. On the basis of this, one
could ask for instance if media manipulation without constructing programs by writing
code or combining blocks—for example via an application program that enables its users
to work on low abstraction level to manipulate pixel values and sound samples as well as
to graphically construct data structures—is still Media Computation.

Moreover, the definition above does not explicitly state, which specific actions are
Media Computation and which are not. In practice, this may be impossible to define
exactly, which may may result in thin and vague lines to be drawn between individual
perceptions. For instance, Guzdial & Ericson include turtle graphics4 in their Media
Computing curriculum. However, one could argue that a single hairline between the two
points drawn using a turtle does not contain much creativity or expressivity, which in
turn could exclude it from Media Computation on the basis of the definition given above.
A technical teaching viewpoint, on the other hand, speaks for inclusion of that line if
presented through the context.

The term Media Programming is used to restrict the scope of this thesis to the very core
of the current practice of Media Computation. This does not intend to suggest that the
things falling outside of Media Programming may not be useful or included under Media
Computation; it only aims to rule out the borderline and corner cases, which this thesis
will not discuss. Thus, in this thesis, Media Programming refers to a contextualization
approach that meets both the definition of Media Computation given above and the five
criteria given below.

I: Media processing has to be the primary focus of the context. Contextualization
approaches that teach programming but focus primarily on other aspects than me-
dia processing—for the sake of the processing itself—are not Media Programming,
regardless of their possible (programmatic) utilization of multimedia assets. Some
examples of such excluded approaches are microworlds, story telling, game develop-
ment, robot and artificial intelligence programming, user interfaces, and all blends
of those. Of course, sometimes it may be difficult to classify some materials or ac-
tions without doubt, and in fact, Guzdial & Ericson themselves use materials which
clearly are focused on user interface construction, simulation, and game development
instead of pure Media Computation [GE11, pp. 337–495].

II: The programs created are composed of text or graphical blocks displaying elements
of a textual programming language [in the sense of e.g., Ste16; Goo15; Pxy; Scr].

4For instance: [GE13, pp. 402–414; GE11, pp. 97–114, 201–230, 387–455; DCE10, pp. 68–89, 408–
415; GE05, pp. 43–59, 373–379].
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III: The programs created are constructed directly by the learners themselves. For exam-
ple, programs created by computers themselves on the basis of observing someone
are not Media Programming.

IV: The programs created are of algorithmic nature. Drawing anything using a single
library function call is not Media Programming in itself, but by combining those
calls in an algorithmic manner, the created program as a whole can become Media
Programming. Also, drawing a hairline using drawing functions programmed by
learners themselves would probably be included due to its algorithmic nature, but
of course not many introductory programming courses present an algorithm for
drawing an anti-aliased line on a graphic screen.

V: The programs created are of creative nature [Guz16]. The creativity of an exer-
cise may be either real creativity of an individual student, or ostensible creativity
included into the exercise by its creator so that the outcome of that exercise seems
to be “creative”. For example, an exercise about programming a deterministic algo-
rithm has technically no creativity in it. However, if the images produced by that
algorithm can be taken as artistic and probably non-usual ones, the exercise will
still fulfill the creativity criterion.

What comes to tool programs5 utilized when teaching and learning, the way the tools are
being used is what counts—the tools are of no importance in themselves. Of course, some
tools [e.g., Hsc; Kog; Snp] can be used for both (limited) Media Programming and other
kinds of contextualization approaches.

Furthermore, it should be emphasized here that although Media Programming as a
subset of Media Computation could be interpreted to refer to the curriculum developed by
Guzdial & Ericson, it does not refer to any single curriculum or a single set of examples and
exercises defined by anyone. Instead, it is to be taken broadly to include basically anything
that complies with the definition of Media Programming given above. Thus, if a course is
based for instance only on turtle graphics, drawing with for example the Processing library,
generating dynamic web pages, or giving examples about making conversions between
media formats, it still is Media Programming as long as the above definition is fulfilled.
Surely, these kinds of extreme examples may be unilateral or biased representations of
Media Computation, but they still are instances of it.

By analyzing four Media Computation books at least co-authored by Guzdial or Eric-
son [GE13; GE11; DCE10; GE05], three main genres and several sub-genres of Media
Programming can be identified. They are presented in Table 3.1 below, which answers
to the RQ3 . A notable thing about graphical media is that currently it deals only with
bitmap graphic. No content based on vector graphic exists yet, although the curriculum
would probably not be hard to expand in that direction at least to some extent. Also,
Guzdial & Ericson include generation of dynamic web pages into their curriculum, but
this aspect is not mentioned in the Guzdial’s definition above.

There are books [such as, MR14; MBK15] and other resources [e.g., Par11] that
could be taken to be utilizing Media Programming approach at least partly, and many
others, which have some intriguing examples and exercises in the spirit of Media Pro-
gramming but clearly are not designed to actually follow that approach [e.g., SW08;
SWD15; Bro09; Eff00]. These books are not included into the analysis presented

5Some tools not (primarily) targeted for Media Programming: [Car16; Cli16; Sci16; SGP16a;
SGP16b; Ste16; YoY16; Res15; Age14a; Age14b; Dor14; Gam14; DPw; Ety; Gft; Kod; LGl;
Mam; MFo; RCd; Rvw; Scr; SJr; Tlk].
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Table 3.1. As an answer to the RQ3 , this table presents a classification of the current genres
and exercise types of Media Programming [on the basis of GE13; GE11; DCE10; GE05].

Genre / Examples

1. Creating (Original) Information
1.1. Turtle Graphics
1.2. Sample-Based Sound Synthesis

1.2.1. Additive: Producing and mixing sine, square, and triangle waveforms
1.3. Note-Based Music Composing: Midi music
1.4. Web Page Creation: Dynamically based on database content

2. Transforming Information
2.1. Filtering Information

2.1.1. Pixel-Based Bitmap Filtering; Uniform/Gradual, Entirely/Partly
2.1.1.1. Color Adjustments: Separating and exchanging color channels,

color replacements, color gradients, brightness adjustments,
sepia toning, negation, black-and-white conversion, red-eye
reduction, and posterization

2.1.1.2. Geometrical Transformations
2.1.1.2.1. Affine Transformations: Rotating, scaling, flipping,

and mirroring
2.1.1.3. Convolution-Based Effects: Blurring and sharpening
2.1.1.4. Miscellaneous Effects: Oil-paint
2.1.1.5. Edge detection
2.1.1.6. Steganography: Hiding information into a bitmap
2.1.1.7. Statistics: Finding most common color in an area of an image

2.1.2. Sample-Based Sound Waveform Filtering
2.1.2.1. Volume (i.e., Amplitude) Adjustments: Normalization, fade-ins

and fade-outs, and distortion by intentionally inducing clipping
2.1.2.2. Pitch (i.e., Frequency) Adjustments
2.1.2.3. Structural Adjustments: Reversing, mirroring, and removing

unnecessary parts
2.1.3. Frame-Based Video Filtering

2.1.3.1. Time-Parameterized Bitmap Filters
2.2. Compositing Information

2.2.1. Primitive Shapes −→ More Complex Shapes
2.2.2. Bitmaps −→ Visual Collages; possibly with transparency and chroma-keying
2.2.3. Dynamically Changing Bitmap Collages −→ Videos
2.2.4. Sound Waveforms −→ Audio Collages
2.2.5. Midi Clips −→ Audio Collages

3. Transforming Representation
3.1. Writing image’s color components as values into a text file, modifying

them in a spreadsheet application, and reading them back into an image
3.2. Writing samples of a sound waveform into a text file and representing

those values as a line chart in a spreadsheet application
3.3. Interpreting sound waveform’s sample values as colors to create

a bitmap representation of the sounds
3.4. Retrieving a web page in source code (html) form and parsing some data out of it
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in Table 3.1. There are also reports of several variations of Media Computation [e.g.,
FMV15; Fre+14; RDW13; Mag+13; GKX12; Fre+10; CP05], but those are ex-
cluded from the analysis, too.

3.3 Effects of Media Programming
As there obviously is no research data available concerning Media Programming as defined
in this thesis, this section discusses results achieved with the more general approach—
Media Computation—with the expectation that those results would be applicable to the
constrained form of Media Programming defined in the previous section.

Media Computation was developed [Guz13] in the Georgia Institute of Technology,
where from the Fall 1999 onwards, every undergraduate student was required to take a
course in computer science. The pass rates at the time for that introductory course (so-
called CS1) were acceptable (about 78 %) for the whole university, but for the minority
of students not belonging to the disciplines of engineering and computing but having a
major related for instance to art, architecture, or business, the pass rates were regularly
below 50 percent. Also, the majority of these non-technical students were females, and
the portion of them passing the course was usually lower than that of males.

The original developers of the Media Computation approach hypothesized [Guz13]
that increasing attractiveness and relevance of the introductory cs course would

1. reduce plagiarism
2. decrease the portion of students failing the course or dropping out from it
3. induce more female students to participate and work more to increase

the portion of female students that pass the course
4. students participating in the contextualized course should learn as much

as the students on corresponding decontextualized courses, and
5. after the contextualized course, students should have more positive view of

computer science and they should preferably be more interested about it.

During the past over 10 years, a considerable amount of evidence was found for two of
the hypotheses described above. First, at Georgia Institute of Technology, success rates6

for the contextualized course instances were clearly higher than before starting to apply
the Media Computation approach: The average failure rate of non-engineering students
dropped from over 50 percent to below 15 percent and has stayed there since. Second, both
the possibility for being creative and the feeling of course content’s relevance encouraged
female students to engage more to the course content, which resulted in quite similar
success rates between males and females, or even better ones for females than males.
Congruent results have been obtained also in some other educational institutions for both
majors and minors [e.g., Lee13; Sim+10; ST08].

As Media Computation is a method for contextualizing teaching, naturally everything
previously discussed about contextualization-related motivation (§ 2.2) is applicable also
to it. The creativity aspect, which the quoted definition in the previous section describes
as an central part of Media Computation and which has earned Media Computing a
sobriquet “Computing as Creation” [Den14], deserves a few more words. While Me-
dia Computation is not about teaching art, it encourages students to be creative, to
experiment, and to express themselves—to employ their own visions and artistic ideas.

6Success and failure are defined in accordance to a grading system that is commonly used in the United
States of America: Success is defined as getting a passing grade of A, B, or C, whereas the lower grades
D and F as well as withdrawals from courses are taken as failures [Guz13].
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From a motivational perspective, experimentation gives some freedom to learning-related
inquiry, and that—together with creativity and artistry—increases individual’s feel for
autonomy [Saw06, pp. 477, 480]. Except that it may further transition from situational
to individual interest [CA16, p. 93], according to self-determination theory, it helps to
increase learner’s intrinsic motivation7 [e.g., MA11, p. 225; Pin04]. Creativity is also in
the core of the Maslow’s need hierarchy’s fifth level—the self-actualization.

3.4 Applying Media Programming
As is known for example from the Rainfall Problem [e.g., Guz15, pp. 21–23, 27; Sep+15],
learning the basics of programming itself can be a challenging task: While trying to solve
computational problems and to learn computational/algorithmic thinking, the learners
have both to master new ways of thinking and to remember at least a considerable amount
of small details of programming-related concepts, programming language syntax, class
libraries, development environments, and other tools that are being used. On top of
all that, there is the problem itself as well as aspects related to a specific solution—for
example program structure as well as variables and their roles [MMG15]. Consequently,
the learners should not be burdened with technical aspects related to any context that
the teaching is placed in.

To facilitate learning when applying Media Programming to a curriculum, students
need what is known as cognitive scaffolding [e.g., Pri14, pp. 26–27; Saw06, pp. 11–
12]—measures taken towards reducing the cognitive load [e.g., MMG15] falling upon the
learners. In this case, one way to offer such a scaffolding is to provide a working environ-
ment that hides unnecessary technical details as much as possible and thus enables for the
learners to concentrate on what really is essential considering the concepts that should
be learned. This leads to the main contribution of this thesis—a prototype that offers
such a scaffolding for Scala-based introductory programming teaching. The prototype is
discussed in the following chapters.

Media Programming offers a good possibility to improve teaching, but some points
need to be taken into consideration while preparing a course based on it. Whereas tech-
nical facilities enabling Multimedia Computation also make it possible for educators to
create for example audiovisual illustrations8 and exercises to help understanding, for some
people, it also poses problems. For example, while one of the core purposes of Media
Programming is to encourage students to be creative and to offer possibilities for self-
expression, the assignments given to the students must not require artistic talent. All
exercises must be passable also for people with no previous exposure to the context pro-
vided, be it creating for example graphical or musical art.

Various inabilities will also provide challenges for some learners: For instance, students
who have some level of color-blindness cannot be expected to complete any assignment
that is based on identifying or using specific colors. In the same way, people suffering
from amusia (t̃one-deafness) [e.g., PH03] may have hard time for example in recognizing
specific notes, intervals, scales, melodies etc. by hearing. Furthermore, blind or deaf
people will obviously not be able to complete any assignment that would require them

7A research also indicates that once external stressors, such as money, were removed, autonomy and
work satisfaction correlated strongly in a sample of 1000 employees of a large company [e.g., MA11,
p. 226]. Pink calls them as threshold motivators [Pin04], which correspond roughly the two—or maybe
three—lowest levels in the Maslov’s need hierarchy.

8These could be discussed for example in the light of the Multimedia Principle [May14b, pp. 174–205],
but that is outside the scope of this thesis.
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to see or hear something, respectively. Ordinary text that is composed of for instance
Latin alphabets and Arabic numbers—and even musical notation to some extent—can be
passed to a blind learner for example in speech or in Braille code, possibly with the aid of
a screen reader and a refreshable Braille display. However, no reasonable bitmap image
can be understood by a blind person without someone creating an approximate textual
description of it, even if the color component values of individual pixels were somehow
passed to them. Screen readers cannot help them in this aspect, either9. Fortunately, as
long as a student is not both blind and deaf, they are able to do exercises designed for
the working sense [e.g., Guz09b]: A blind student can work with sound, and vice versa.

The creativity dimension of Media Programming can be boosted by running (Internet-
based) galleries and art shows exhibiting works created by students [PS13b; Guz13;
Guz16]. For example, some exercises could be submitted by uploading the solutions to a
gallery site accessible to all students participating in the course, and the best works could
be exhibited as printed copies in the school premises. This in itself may improve students’
feel of relatedness (Maslow’s third level) and induce esteem from their peers (Maslow’s
fourth level). Relatedness, in turn, is a factor that improves intrinsic motivation, as
described by self-determination theory [e.g., MA11, p. 225]. In addition, positive input
from peers and instructors increase learner’s individual interest [Saw06, p. 484; CA16,
p. 93]. What is more, the feeling of empowerment induced by the observation of being
able to express one’s artistic visions may qualify as a direct experience of mastery, which
in turn should improve learner’s self-efficacy [e.g., MA11, p. 225]. This may result in
learner’s choice to continue studying and not drop out, which for one may explain the
success of Media Computation in improving success rates (see § 3.3 above).

“Gallerization” could also work as a form of gamification: Competitive students could
be inspired to do more work to produce the most imposing work in the gallery and possibly
to receive most votes and badges (a performance-approach goal from achievement-goal
theory). This could also be considered from behavioristic viewpoint: Positive peer input
and esteem could work as reinforcements that cause students to become conditioned to
them and work more to keep them coming and to increase their amount.

Integrating galleries to Media Programming course also has possible complications,
however: Noncompetitive students may not be inspired by the approach (an ethical prob-
lem of equality), timorous students may become distressed and evasive by the (forced)
publishing–competitive aspect, and the interaction between an over-competitive student
and the other students may get unpleasant. What is more, in terms of achievement-goal
theory, the creative aspect may cause some people to actively avoid of being seen as untal-
ented, which causes them to see the corresponding tasks as performance-avoidance goals.
Finally, students should have the option of removing their work from any and all galleries
after the course, and preferably not to make them public in the first place, if they so wish.

An example of a milder approach to foster creativity is that of producing personal
portfolios [GKX12]. It avoids the possibility of public shame and injurious competition
between students, but might still be motivating enough10 at least for visually oriented
students to work more to get a better-looking portfolio, even if the portfolio itself would
not be assessed in terms of artistic talent and vision.

9While machine learning could be utilized to enable screen readers to identify single objects from
images on the screen with some accuracy, these applications are far from infallible: Even in the best
circumstances, they can recognize only that limited number of items they have been “teached” to recognize,
and first and foremost, they do not think or understand what they see. They can offer suggestions, but
they cannot be trusted.

10This situation could be comparable to a research concerning the usage of achievement badges [Auv15,
pp. 102–103], in which the badges clearly helped (some) students to work more, even if the badges they
received were not visible to other students.
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3.5 Tools Enabling Media Programming
The reason for both the topic and the content of this thesis to be such as they are
now, is the lack of integrated development environments (ides) and libraries that both
enable Scala-based development and offer students cognitive scaffolding for Multimedia
Computation to succeed. However, for other programming languages, there are several
tools which support Media Programming with more or less scaffolding. The purpose of
this section is not to extensively assess these tools or for instance any results achieved
with them. Instead, this section complements the answer to the RQ2 (§ 2.3.2) by briefly
introducing the tools and their essential characteristics from the viewpoint of this thesis
with focus on bitmap processing and usage of programmatically-created media. The
discussion begins with ides and ends with a short glimpse of a few code libraries.

The current selection of ides includes a bunch of candidates among of which to choose
a tool for a course based on Media Programming. The main tools that this subsection
is concerned with are Jython Environment for Students, Kojo, Snap!, Pixly, EarSketch,
DrRacket, MATLAB, Maple, and Mathematica. More traditional ides are not discussed
here, but some of the Scala-related ones are briefly presented in the § 4.3. The program
code used in the figures in this section is presented in the Appendix B.

All of the nine ides just mentioned enable development of programs expressed in either
textual programming language or graphical blocks standing for elements of a textual
language. The first six of them are intended for introductory programming and provide
cognitive scaffolding for instance by

• offering simplified programming apis,
• offering beginner-friendly language variations, including blocks that

inherently enforce syntax rules of the programming language being used, or
• shielding the learner from the complexities of professional ides used

daily in software development.
The three latter of the ides just mentioned are primarily intended for mathematical
applications instead of professional software development, although all of them are (and
have to be) more or less applicable for professional programming. They also offer interfaces
for external usage from other programming languages and ides.

Jython Environment for Students. The first ide presented here is the Jython En-
vironment for Students [Jes]. It is a simple development environment aimed for studying
the Java implementation of Python—Jython [Jhn]—according to the Media Computation
approach, and has been developed as an open-source project under supervision of Mark
Guzdial. The user interface of JES is quite simplistic: As can be seen from Figure 3.1, the
main window has been divided into three main components: a traditional text editor, a
repl below it, and a side pane displaying for instance function descriptions. As a slightly
advanced functionality, JES also makes it possible to watch values of variables. The repl
in turn serves as a console for any textual output and errors produced by the program
that is being run.

As the actual ide part of JES does not participate in presentation of the media re-
sults produced at run-time by the programs written in the text editor of JES, in the
classification presented in § 2.3 JES belongs in the branch (2.2.2.1) Media Input/Output
Outside of IDE. The three windows displaying processed images are created run-time by
the code written in the text editor of JES and are provided by a separate application
(PictureExplorer) bundled with JES. In addition to displaying bitmaps, they provide a
simple zooming functionality as well as a possibility to inspect the color component values
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of individual pixels of the bitmap that is being displayed. There are similar programs for
sound waveforms and videos, but they are not discussed further in this thesis.

Figure 3.1. Trivial bitmap manipulation in Jython Environment for Students [Jes] version
5.01. The program code used in this figure is better presented in Code Example B.1.

Kojo. In the classification of § 2.3, the next focus of discussion are the sub-branches of
(2.2.2.2) IDE Supports Media Input/Output. The first branch of them to be discussed is
the (2.2.2.2.3) Media Is Displayed in Separate Windows. The first ide to be presented from
this branch is an open-source project called Kojo [Kog], mainly developed by Lalit Pant
of an Indian-based Kogics Foundation. As can be seen from Figure 3.2 below, the main
window of Kojo has several child windows. At the top right there is the graphical canvas,
which displays the turtle graphics by the program in the editor window below. At the
right side of the editor, there is an output window for textual output and error messages.
To the left of the canvas, there is a window displaying a full call-by-call program execution
trace (not the call stack) when the program is executed with the tracing feature on. Kojo
also takes advantage of its built-in story-telling functionality by displaying palettes (such
as the one in the leftmost child window). They serve as simple remainders of the library
api, in addition to which each of the items in a palette call can be inserted into the code
editor by clicking them with a mouse.

Kojo is a project that combines several other open-source components into a single
ide. At the moment of writing, it is also the only ide that offers some level of sup-
port for Scala-based Media Programming approach: In addition to the programming
language being Scala, Kojo provides library support for turtle graphics and trivial note-
based midi music composing. Kojo also provides some support for other contextualization
approaches, such as story telling, mathematics, simulations, and even Arduino-based em-
bedded system development. However, especially both pixel-based bitmap processing and
sample-based sound processing are unsupported at the moment, and the usable feature
set from the viewpoint of Media Programming is that of turtle graphics. Also, while four
short introductory volumes have been written about Kojo, a comprehensive documenta-
tion concerning library apis and the ide itself seems to be missing at the moment.

Despite the shortcomings listed above, Kojo has several very useful features. For
starters, it has a built-in worksheet-style code editor with syntax coloring and basic code
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Figure 3.2. Kojo [Kog] version 2.4.06 r41 application window containing a simple recursive
tree and the program that draws it. The program code is available in Code Example B.2.

completion. The code completion can even be set to include only the content appropriate
for the context (i.e., turtle, staging, math, 3D) that is being used. In addition, the code
editor displays pop-up sliders11 for adjusting values of numeric literals; such a slider is
shown in Figure 3.2 overlayed on top of the code editor. The tracing execution mode
in turn is aware of Kojo’s own turtle api and is able to highlight the effects of drawing
operations either with a bounding box that limits the affected area or by highlighting the
actual drawing operations, as is done in Figure 3.2; this is especially useful when studying
recursive algorithms.

Snap!. A second example of ides that belong to the branch (2.2.2.2.3) is Snap!
[Snp], the user interface of which is presented in Figure 3.3 on the following page. Snap!
is an extended open-source reimplementation of Scratch [Scr], written by Jens Mönig
and Brian Harvey. As such, development is based on the notion of a sprite—that is, a
character—to which developers can attach program code (scripts), bitmaps (costumes,
such as the dog in the figure), and sounds. The sprites can react to several things, such
as the press of the run button (the green flag in the upper-right corner), key presses,
mouse events, sprites touching each other, and broadcast messages sent by other sprites.
In addition to the sprites, there is a stage (the large white area in the figure) in which
the sprites are displayed. The stage can also have program code attached into it, but the
possible functionality is more limited than that available for sprites; after all, actions like
moving the stage to a different coordinates do not make much sense.

All program code in Snap! is presented as graphical blocks, using which the pro-
grammers literally builds their programs. As Figure 3.3 illustrates, on the left edge of
Snap!’s user interface there is an area from which these blocks can be drawn into both the
scripts area and the block editor. In addition to for instance mathematical expressions,
control structures and variable management (including list handling), there are blocks
for movement, pen control (the sprites can act as turtles in the sense of turtle graph-
ics), manipulating costumes, asking input from users, and playing sounds. In addition,

11These sliders are familiar for instance from the JavaScript code editor used in Khan Academy.
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Figure 3.3. The user interface of Snap! [Snp] version 4.0.6 in a web browser. In it there is a
simple program for drawing some trivial turtle graphics and playing sounds. The program code
is better presented in Code Example B.3.

programmers can use these built-in blocks to define their own blocks that act as proce-
dures (commands), functions (reporters), or conditions (predicates). An example of such
an definition can be seen in Figure 3.3, in which a parameterized procedure for drawing
spiral-like images is defined in the block editor.

Snap! itself fits for contexts such as story telling and turtle graphics, of which the
latter is the reason for Media Programming practitioners to look for it. For more extensive
functionality, there exist both extension plug-ins and extended versions of the whole Snap!
environment that provide some support for their specific contexts. Some examples of those
contexts are Arduino [Ard15], physical controllers such as Nintendo’s Wii Remote and
the Leap Motion [Lea16], several robots such as Lego Mindstorms [Leg] and Parallax
Scribbler 2 [Par16], generative art, agent-based simulations, and speech synthesis. As
with Kojo, however, for instance both pixel-based bitmap processing and sample-based
sound processing are unsupported at the moment, although someone could of course write
an extension to enable those application areas.

Pixly. From the viewpoint of Media Programming, both Kojo and Snap! offer little
more than turtle graphics. Fortunately, there are other possibilities. As a third exam-
ple of ides that belong in the branch (2.2.2.2.3), this thesis presents the Pixly [Pxy]
(Figure 3.4). It is a browser-based application for performing one of the core areas of
Media Programming—the pixel-based bitmap processing—and is written by Jake Trower
and Katherine Hill under supervision of professor Jeff Gray at the University of Alabama.
The blockish program code is similar to that of Snap!’s, so it will not be discussed here
further. The important thing here is that Pixly provides blocks for getting and setting
pixels and their color components, which enables the pixel-based processing in the first
place. Pixly also has a sibling called Tunely [Tny]; it is not discussed here, but a trivial
code example for it is presented in Code Example B.5.

EarSketch. The fourth example from the branch (2.2.2.2.3) Media Is Displayed in
Separate Windows is an application called EarSketch [FMV15]—a contextualized browser-
based ide for introductory programming courses. The context itself is quite an interesting
one—loop-based music sequencing. The application is developed by a team having mem-
bers mainly from several North-American educational institutions, such as the Georgia
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Figure 3.4. Trivial bitmap manipulation in Pixly [Pxy]. The program code is better presented
in Code Example B.4.

Institute of Technology, in which also the Media Computation approach was developed.
The programming languages supported by EarSketch are Python and JavaScript, with
which the student is expected to write programs that generate mainly clip-based sound
content and automation, such as volume, panning, and effect parameter curves, for audio
tracks visible in an audio sequencer track view. The practical workflow is to write a pro-
gram, then actually generate the content and automation by running it, and finally play
the content if it looks about right on the tracks.

As can be seen from Figure 3.5, the user interface of EarSketch resembles other ides
quite much despite its musical context. The main parts of the ide are in the middle
column: The code editor is at the bottom and the audio sequencer view containing audio
tracks—the principal “media” of EarSketch—on top of it. The audio sequencer view can
also be replaced with canvas for exercises that require drawing. The views on the side
can hold several kinds of content, such as lists of sound loops available (on the left) and
the EarSketch-based curriculum (on the right).

The audio sequencer view of EarSketch has the most essential functionality of any
professional sequencer. Audio tracks display their audio clips with waveforms, whereas
automation tracks display automation curves for effect parameters. Each audio track can
be individually soloed and muted, whereas automation tracks can be hidden globally and
bypassed on track-by-track basis. The tracks can also be zoomed both horizontally and
vertically. The play head position can be set by clicking the track view, and the content
can also be set to be played in a loop mode. Even a simple metronome can be set to
click during playing. The available effects are simple, but for an absolute beginner, the
selection is probably enough to play with. In addition to volume and panning, which
could be considered as basic parameters of each audio track rather than separate effects,
EarSketch offers such filters as three-band equalizer, band-pass and low-pass, compressor,
reverb, chorus, flanger, phaser, ring modulation, distortion, tremolo, and wah-wah.
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Figure 3.5. Clip-based sound waveform compositing in EarSketch [FMV15]. The program
code used in this figure is presented in Code Example B.6.

MATLAB. The final example from the branch (2.2.2.2.3) is a general-purpose commer-
cial platform for developing applications which perform numerical calculations and create
illustrations: MathWorks MATLAB [Mat15]. This thesis distinguishes two different fla-
vors of programming with MATLAB: a so-called traditional approach (Figure 3.6a) as
well as the Live Editor approach (Figure 3.6b). The latter facility is included into a new
version of MATLAB that was published during the writing process of this thesis.

From the viewpoint of the contextualization approach classification, MATLAB is as a
cross between the branch (2.2.2.2.3) and the branch (2.2.2.2.1) Media and Code Alternate
as Input and Output. The traditional approach mentioned above is equivalent to a simple
text editor while the media is displayed in separate (dockable) windows; in this case,
MATLAB belongs under the branch (2.2.2.2.3). On the other hand, the Live Editor
enables programmers to make use of a capability of alternation between explanatory
content and executable code fragments to create textbook-style material. The execution
results of the code fragments can be displayed either beneath them, for instance as in
Figure 3.9, or next to them in a separate column, as presented in Figure 3.6b. Thus,
as the Live Editor enables alteration of program code and media in a single window, is
MATLAB in that case placed into the branch (2.2.2.2.1).

In addition for instance to Jython Environment for Students, Processing, and the
combination of DrJava and the Guzdial–Ericson Multimedia Class Library, MATLAB is
one of the tools that are known to have been used for Media Computation [LH10]. For
professional bitmap processing and analysis tasks, MATLAB’s Image Processing Toolbox
offers an extensive set of functionality. What is more, some of that functionality can
take advantage of graphic processing units (gpus), and for a subset of the functionality,
stand-alone program code in C language can be generated.

A problem with MATLAB is that both it and the Image Processing Toolbox are made
to be professional workhorses—not to be easy to use for a novice programmer or an artist.
The question is not if something can be done, but how deep knowledge of mathematics,
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(a) A traditional script in MATLAB R2015b (8.6.0). The program code in
this figure is better presented in Code Example B.7.

(b) A live script in the Live Editor of MATLAB R2016a (9.0.0). The program
code in this figure is better presented in Code Example B.8.

Figure 3.6. Trivial bitmap manipulation in MathWorks MATLAB [Mat15].
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Figure 3.7. Trivial bitmap manipulation in Maple [Wat15a] version 2016.0 (Build 1113130).
The program code in this figure is better presented in Code Example B.9.

programming, image processing and MATLAB itself is required to get the task done.
As images are presented and treated as matrices, many elementary operations, as for
instance different ways to combine images in relation to each other, must be implemented
as matrix operations as there are no ready-made functions for them. Furthermore, some
of the existing functions are not as refined as would be desired. For instance, there is
a function to rotate an image, but at the moment its rotation algorithm produces only
black background, as it fills the empty areas of the result image with zeros. One way
to overcome this obstacle is to compute a mask image and use it to change the rotated
image’s pixels to some other colors. This, however, requires knowledge well beyond a
student who is just learning how to call functions or how to use flow control structures,
such as conditionals and loops.

Maple. MATLAB represents a transition between branches (2.2.2.2.3) and (2.2.2.2.1)
—that is, from displaying media in separate windows to alternating code and media in
a single window. Another example of the last-mentioned approach is Maplesoft Maple
[Wat15a], which is a commercial mathematical software for symbolic calculations and
in principle enables applying the Media Programming approach. The central part of its
user interface (Figure 3.7) is a code editor that resembles the Live Editor of MATLAB:
The content is based on cells that contain mainly either body text or executable input
and that can be executed either one at a time or all of them in one batch. Maple has
an extensive collection of palettes to help inputting mathematical content, which can be
made to look somewhat like that of good mathematical textbooks.

As MATLAB, also Maple presents bitmaps as matrices and also it has a package for
image processing. However, the facilities offered by that package are much more primitive
than those of MATLAB’s; for example, Maple’s image rotation function supports only
angles that are multiplies of 90 degrees. Thus Maple shares the MATLAB’s problem
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Figure 3.8. Trivial bitmap manipulation in DrRacket [Rck] version 6.4. The program code in
this figure is better presented in Code Example B.10.

concerning introductory programming teaching: Any missing but necessary functionality
must be implemented by the users themselves, but their knowledge level is not yet high
enough to do it.

The name of the last branch of the contextualization approach classification to be
discussed in this section—(2.2.2.2.2.2) Everywhere—refers to the name of its parent branch
(2.2.2.2.2) Media Is Part of Program Code. In terms of media usage, the IDEs in this
branch go even further compared to the ones in which program code and media alternate:
The ides in this branch provide facilities to integrate media and program code together—
not only in outputs but also inputs. In other words, programmer can write program
code that is composed of both text and the types of media that the ide in question
supports. This section discusses two examples from this branch: DrRacket and Wolfram
Mathematica.

DrRacket. The first example from the branch (2.2.2.2.2.2), DrRacket [Rck], is an
open-source project developed by people from several North-American universities. It con-
sists of a beginner-friendly ide (see Figure 3.8) and a several tools to support development
using a family of lisp-based programming languages, of which the primary one is called
Racket. The Racket language was formerly called PLT Scheme, and the DrRacket ide
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was DrScheme, but with the release of version 5.0, they were renamed to avoid the burden
of being associated with the Scheme language. There exist several different variations of
the Racket language, some of which are aimed for people learning programming. There is
also, for example, a variation that offers the Racket language with static typing. Racket
also enjoys a number of code libraries, some of which are intended for beginners. What
is more, some introductory programming books have been written based on Racket, the
functionality presented in two of which [Blo13; Fel+15] is partly used as requirements
for the prototype developed for this thesis (§ 4.2).

As can be seen from Figure 3.8, the ide has two main portions: A code editor window—
a definitions area—at the top and a repl window at the bottom. There also exists a
context-sensitive help displaying function signatures, and the upper editor is able to show
some arrow-based visualizations, like relations of names (as in Figure 3.8 from a function
definition to its uses) as well as the call stack (that is, activation records) from the top,
where an error occurred, to the bottom, where the code the programmer wrote was started
to be executed. Both the definition window and the repl support embedded media, such
as images and chunks containing xml and web pages (that is, html). As for instance in
the Jython Environment for Students, the repl also displays textual output and error
messages from any code executed. In the figure, the program in the definitions area is run
and the result of executing it is displayed in the repl window, after which the statement
(gethostname) is run in it.

DrRacket enables practicing at least image-based Multimedia Programming. The offi-
cial distribution alone has libraries12 for instance for turtle graphics, compositing primitive
shapes and bitmaps, computing pixel-based bitmap effects, plotting graphs of mathemati-
cal functions, and three-dimensional graphics. However, even if using bitmaps is possible,
it seems to be a side issue for the main image libraries, which focus extensively on inter-
nally vector-based graphics. Support for instance color model calculations and advanced
bitmap effects seems currently to be missing or in libraries that are mutually incompatible.
However, as Figure 3.8 shows, elementary bitmap processing functions, such as rotation
and scaling, are implemented. Support for combining images is versatile.

Mathematica. The another example from the branch (2.2.2.2.2), Wolfram Mathe-
matica [Wol15], is a commercial application for performing symbolic mathematics, and
seems to be the current state-of-the-art what comes to combining program code and me-
dia. In Figure 3.9a, the program code at the top of the window results in a list that—in
addition to text—contains for example a sublist, transformable 2D and 3D vector mod-
els, applet-like guis presenting a numerical matrix and a sound waveform, and a bitmap
image that at the moment is being edited. Whereas DrRacket’s implementation of display-
ing images in the code editor is functionally quite a simple one, in Mathematica images
are first-class applet-like objects that can be resized by dragging and edited via pop-up
menus and windows. In the same fashion, for instance 3D-models can be freely rotated by
dragging as well as sound waveforms played by clicking their play-buttons. While these
objects are resized, the code editor updates its contents on the basis of its own size and
the sizes of its content elements. Images can also be dragged into the editor.

The cell-based code editors of Mathematica, Maple, and MATLAB’s Live Editor are
very alike: Again, cells can contain text or input for Mathematica, and execution results
for any input cells are displayed below of those cells. The extent of Mathematica’s bit-
map processing support competes with that of MATLAB’s Image Processing Toolbox,
and on some aspects it excels clearly over it. To backtrack to the bitmap rotation exam-

12For instance: 2htdp/image, 2htdp/planetcute, graphics/turtles, images, pict, plot, pict/-
snip, picturing-programs, and racket/draw.
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(a) Multimedia integrated into the code editor as first-class citizens. The program code in this
figure is better presented in Code Example B.11.

(b) Trivial bitmap and list manipulation. The program code in this figure is better presented
in Code Example B.12.

Figure 3.9. Wolfram Mathematica [Wol15] version 10.4.0.0.
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ple given when discussing MATLAB, Mathematica produces rotated bitmaps with black
background by default. However, changing that is a simple thing of specifying a parame-
ter like Background→White. There is also a good selection of beginner-friendly functions
for simple manipulations, such as basic transformations, artistic effects, and compositing
bitmaps into collages. Pixel-based bitmap operations are also supported in several differ-
ent ways, such as in procedural way by looping over pixels as well as in functional way by
giving a self-programmed function to Mathematicas ImageApply[] function.

The ides discussed in this section hopefully both clarify the interpretation of the
contextualization approach classification in § 2.3 and provide a quick review of the kinds
of ides that support Media Programming. From the viewpoint of this thesis, however, a
much more important goal is to get views on the best way to implement the prototype
that will be covered in the next two chapters. In this regard, a code editor that works with
Scala but offers the user interface of Mathematica’s code editor would be the ultimate
goal to pursue.

Libraries. The other major branch of tools providing support for Media Programming
in the classification of § 2.3 is (2.2.1) Program Code Libraries. They are further divided
into two branches: The ones under the branch (2.2.1.1) Media Input/Output Independent
from IDE take care of their media input and output needs “independently” without any
help from the development environments. The second branch, in turn, (2.2.1.2) Media
Input/Output Together with IDE, contains libraries that can take advantage of input and
output facilities offered by some ides.

Examples of libraries of this kind are for instance the so-called Guzdial–Ericson Multi-
media Class Library (the java-sources.zip at [MCo]) and the Processing library [Prc;
Car10], which both are open-sourced and offer Java-based apis. The former is tailored
for Guzdial’s and Ericson’s Media Computation curriculum, in which capacity it offers
scaffolding for creating and simple editing for instance turtle graphics, bitmaps, sound
waveforms, as well as videos. The latter one, in turn, is targeted to interactive drawing-
based graphics, such as generative art, made by for instance graphic designers, hobbyists,
and other unprofessional programmers.

In addition to the products that can be perceived as traditional code libraries, there
are ways to use other applications effectively as libraries. One such a way is so-called Me-
diascripting [RDW13]—an interesting variation of Guzdial’s and Ericson’s Media Com-
putation curriculum. In it students do not program stand-alone programs but plug-ins
to an existing graphical application—in this case, the GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation
Program) [Gmp], which provides apis for several programming languages, such as Python
and Scheme. In this way, students have not only a complete framework inside of which
to develop and test their programs, but also the full power of GIMP’s own image manipu-
lation api at their disposal, which in turn enables achieving more advanced creative and
artistic results than with stand-alone programs supported by a simple bespoke graphics
library. This approach could also appear as a more useful one, because when students
provide self-developed custom functionality into a commonly-used application, they see
that even with relatively low programming skills they still can affect for instance by au-
tomating tedious tasks and by creating completely new kinds of effects. As discussed
before, both of these points can increase students motivation to study more and harder.

This concludes the discussion of both Media Programming and the related theoretical
matters in the scope chosen for this thesis. The next two chapters deal with the research
prototype developed for this thesis—the fourth one with its functionality and the fifth
one with its implementation.



Chapter 4

Prototype:
Media Computation in Scala

The third chapter explored the Media Programming approach and the one before that
motivation and contextualization. Now is the time for the discussion to transition towards
the research prototype that was referred to in the RG1 .

This chapter starts with discussion of the prototype’s stakeholders (§ 4.1) and require-
ments (§ 4.2). The next topic, a brief overview of the integrated development environ-
ments currently available for Scala (§ 4.3), lays ground for the discussion concerning both
the prototype’s high-level structure (§ 4.4) and functionality (§ 4.5). Finally, after pre-
senting the prototype, the chapter demonstrates its usage with some exercise examples
(§ 4.6). The next chapter is concerned with the implementation side of the prototype.

4.1 Stakeholders
Regarding the research prototype’s implementation, there are three important stakehold-
ers to consider; They are Instructor, Student, and Developer/Maintainer (Figure 4.1). To
start with, Instructors are constantly seeking and researching ways to make their teaching
more efficient and enjoyable, and are interested to try the media computation approach
via integration of this prototype into their course materials, demonstrations and exercises.
Furthermore, they will also assess its applicability and efficiency from the pedagogical
viewpoint.

Figure 4.1. The most important stakeholders of the prototype.

Students are enrolled to courses held by Instructors as well as doing exercises, hopefully
primarily because they are interested in the topics of the course in question, but also due
to the fact that some courses are mandatory—interesting or not. Excluding Students who,
for instance, are just familiarizing themselves with the course to decide if they will take
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it or not, Students generally want at least to pass the course regardless if they learn or
not. However, one should hope they wish to learn well the topics they are being taught.
To help their learning, they are encouraged or required to use this prototype to complete
exercises and practice freely.

Finally, Developer/Maintainer is responsible of implementing the prototype and main-
taining it. This involves considering everything related to requirements, development
tools, programming, testing, documentation, delivery, and maintenance with the goal of
producing the most optimal solution with the resources available at the time.

In addition to the previous three primary stakeholders, other ones can be identified
as well. For example, the schools and universities as institutions are indirectly interested
in the results of their teaching as well as the tools used to achieve them. The prototype
may also be of interest for non-students who wish to learn programming or update their
skills to include the Scala language. Finally, third-party developers may wish to use or
support the prototype in their products.

4.2 Requirements
While planning the prototype to be implemented, to keep the amount of work in check,
it was decided to narrow its scope down by including only features related to creating
and processing static bitmaps. Sound, videos, charting, open data, qr-codes, and so on
were intentionally dropped from the scope. The full set of functional requirements for the
prototype is listed in the Table 4.1. There are only a few of them, but as many of them
in their full effect are very tedious or practically impossible to implement in the scope of
this Thesis, there still was practically no end for the functionality to be implemented.

The Scala IDE’s repl client was selected for the front end R1 because it is the chosen
development environment of the Aalto’s Scala courses discussed in § 1.2. The possibility
of exploring ways to represent chunks of media (here, static bitmaps) directly inside the
repl as first-class citizens R2 has been one of the driving forces behind the prototype.
Further desirable characteristics for that feature would be (1) the ability to copy and
paste media using the system clipboard, (2) the possibility to load media from files and
save it into them via graphical user interface, and (3) presentation of media to users as
embedded controls providing interactive functionality to fiddle with.

Considering the classification presented in Table 3.1, the goal of the prototype was to
support Media Programming according to the approaches of both (2.1) Filtering Infor-
mation and (2.2) Compositing Information, but as mentioned in § 1.4, only for bitmaps.
Thus, the more accurate categories in the classification are (2.1.1) Pixel-Based Bitmap
Filtering R8 as well as both (2.2.1) Primitive Shapes −→ More Complex Shapes and
(2.2.2) Bitmaps −→ Visual Collages R6 R7 .

What comes to the desired quality attributes of the prototype, R9 was the only one to
be explicitly defined and recorded. Of course, general objectives like ease of installation
and use, rapidity of operation, and low memory consumption were considered, but as
none of them were defined or measured in any meaningful and generalizable way in the
scope of this thesis, they will not be discussed here any further.

Realization of these requirements is discussed in § 6.1 later, and the pilot study to
assess the fulfillment of R9 (see § 1.3) is described in § 6.2.
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4.3 Professional IDEs for Scala
To lay foundations for discussion of the prototype’s functionality and implementation, this
section very briefly introduces three ides, JetBrains IntelliJ IDEA, Eclipse, and NetBeans,
targeted for professional Scala-based development.

IntelliJ IDEA [Jet15] is a commercial professional ide, although it is free for students.
It offers plug-in development apis that can be used for example to provide support for
new languages—this is how also its Scala support has been implemented. IntelliJ IDEA’s
Scala plugin offers the usual code editing and analyzing facilities, as well as a repl
and a worksheet-style code editor. The basic components of IntelliJ IDEA should be
quite familiar (Figure 4.2). The upper-left window displays the project content, at the
center there are code editors, and the upper-right window presents build management
functionality. The window with blue background is the code completion window opened
from the top-most code editor, and below it there is a repl window for Scala. The
bottom-most window behind the repl displays any to-do items recognized from source
code’s comments. The buttons on the sides of the main window open more facilities related
to for instance project structure, version control, and problems found in the program code.

Table 4.1. Functional requirements for the prototype implemented. As the primary customer,
Instructor stakeholder owns all of the requirements listed. Since these requirements were gotten
practically ready-made and reflect the needs of teaching, exploration of the deep reasons behind
them is omitted in the scope of this Thesis.

ID Description

R1 The prototype’s primary user interface should be Scala IDE’s repl client.

R2 The prototype should at least embed bitmaps into Scala IDE’s repl client, as is done in
the user interface of DrRacket’s ide [Rck], preferably enabling users to handle them like
characters, or images in a word processing application.

R3 The prototype should be designed and packaged in a way that makes the media-related
functionality usable as a class library in other repl implementations/clients than Scala
IDE’s, such as a repl being run in a console window unable to display bitmaps.

R4 The primary programmable objects the prototype
provides to its users should be immutable.

R5 The prototype should support both object-oriented (object.method(parameters))
and function-based (function(object, parameters)) programming.

R6 It should be possible to perform bitmap-related examples
presented in the Chapter 1 of Picturing Programs [Blo13, pp. 9–24].

R7 It should be possible to perform bitmap-related examples
presented in the Prologue of How to Design Programs [Fel+15].

R8 It should be possible to perform most of the bitmap-related examples presented
in Introduction to Computing & Programming with Java [GE05, pp. 38–211].

R9 By using the prototype, teachers should be able to design demonstrations and
exercises they find pedagogically useful.
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Figure 4.2. JetBrains IntelliJ IDEA Ultimate 2016.1.1 (build IU-145.597) application window
with JetBrains’ Scala plugin version 3.0.2 on Windows 10.

Eclipse [Ecl15], in turn, is an open-source ide project originated in the beginning of
the 2000s. Previously it has been targeted mainly for Java-based development, but after
its launch, its infrastructure has evolved to be a development platform, for which the
Java Development Tools (JDT) that provides support for Java-based development is only
one set of plug-ins. As with IntelliJ IDEA, support for Scala is implemented as a new
set of plug-ins called Scala IDE [SId15], which is an open-source project separate from
Eclipse itself. Furthermore, to complement the Scala IDE’s functionality, a second plug-
in component called Scala Worksheet [ScW] has been developed. The primary parts of
Eclipse’s user interface are visible in Figure 4.4. At the top-left corner of the application
window the Package Explorer displays contents of the projects in the current workspace,
and the customized repl window is on the right. Between them are the open files of the
project, and at the bottom-left corner there is an text file open to act as a memo pad.
Eclipse and its plug-ins offer numerous other windows for various purposes, but they are
hidden in the figure.

NetBeans [NtB] is a third popular professional-level ide, the development of which
started in 1996 in Czech Republic as a student project that led to a start-up company
developing NetBeans [NBH]. That company was bought by Sun Microsystems, which
open-sourced NetBeans in 2000 (before being acquired in 2010 by Oracle Corporation).
When considering their basic functionality, both Eclipse, NetBeans, and JetBrains IntelliJ
IDEA are quite similar and compete for users with each other. Because of these similari-
ties, and as the basic facilities of professional ides are expected to be very familiar for the
reader, NetBeans is not discussed here further. The important thing in the context of this
thesis is that the repl windows’ technical implementations of all three ides support only
text. Finding possibilities to improve this situation is one of the purposes of the research
prototype built for this thesis, and is also expressed in R2 .
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4.4 Structure
The research prototype is composed of three independent components (Figure 4.3): Scala
Media Computation Library (SMCL), Customized Scala IDE REPL, and SMCL External
Interfaces. As can be seen from the figure, the front end of the prototype is composed of
customized Scala IDE’s repl and the external interfaces, whereas SMCL itself together
with the external interfaces forms the back end.

Figure 4.3. The main components of the prototype, grouped into front end and back end.

The Customized Scala IDE REPL is the simplistic repl client that is bundled with Scala
IDE, but with a few modifications, as described below in § 4.5.1. This means, that
for the prototype to work as intended, a tailored version of the full Scala IDE project
has to be built. Both the Scala Media Computation Library and the SMCL External
Interfaces are independent Scala-based class libraries that are developed for this thesis
from scratch. The former offers functionality to support Media Programming and the
latter one provides a link between SMCL and a repl client, which obviously has to
support the SMCL External Interfaces library. That link makes it possible for the front
end to query metadata to display in the context of any objects the Scala interpreter
returns as responses to executed commands.

4.5 Functionality
The research prototype has three touchpoints between its users and itself: The api of the
SMCL; the bitmap viewer that SMCL can use if a repl that supports bitmaps and the
SMCL External Interfaces are not available; and the Customized Scala IDE REPL, if it
is being used. This section describes the functionality of these touchpoints.

4.5.1 Scala IDE’s REPL
As one of the primary requirements for the prototype, R2 , was that it should display the
processed bitmaps as images inside of itself, the history list of the Scala IDE’s repl client
was modified to enable alternating code and bitmaps (Figure 4.4) in the fashion of Maple
and MATLAB’s Live Editor. However, it is not currently possible (1) to give bitmaps as
input via the command line, (2) to display code and bitmaps integrated together, nor (3)
to copy or paste bitmaps either to the repl or from it.

In addition to the capability of displaying bitmaps, two other modifications to the
Scala IDE’s repl were made. The first of them is that a single repl window is not any
more associated with only one of the projects in the presently open workspace. Instead,
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Figure 4.4. The Eclipse Luna SR2 (version 4.4.2) window with customized pre-release version
of Scala IDE 4.5.0 on Windows 10 after starting the customized Scala IDE repl (the Scala
Interpreter tab).

the phase for choosing a project was removed from the ui and the repl’s classpath
now includes all of the projects available at the moment the repl is launched. The
obvious effect of this is that all content of the default packages are directly accessible
and any package in any project can be used after it is imported. The theoretical trade-
off of this modification is a possibility for overlapping names, but when this behavior
is acknowledged, the project templates Students will use for exercises can be prepared
accordingly. As a positive side, this modification increases both flexibility and simplicity,
and also presents the teacher a possibility to emphasize the need for visibility scopes, such
as namespaces and packages.

The third modification to the Scala IDE’s repl was that when it is launched, it
automatically imports the SMCL packages, the content of which is necessary for the
most use cases (see Figure 4.4 above). This modification saves Students the trouble of
remembering and writing the necessary imports every time they launch a new repl.

4.5.2 SMCL
The fact that this prototype is intended to be used by Students who have no previous
programming experience means that it should be as effortless to use as possible (§ 3.4).
In SMCL’s api this is answered to by trying to construct it in such a way that

• no separate library initialization commands are necessary
• no explicit object creation with the new keyword is necessary, and
• no secondary auxiliary objects, such as settings, state, or static function

containers should be needed to be used and passed around.
All in all, the command line user experience of SMCL should correspond with that of tradi-
tional text-based command-line interfaces (cli) of shells and command prompts provided
by operating systems: Once a shell is launched, it is immediately possible to process files
and other resources with the available commands without using imports, initializations,
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1 GS.list()

3 Integers:
4 - DefaultArcStartAngleInDegrees: 0
5 - BitmapHeightWarningLimitInPixels: 800
6 - ColorVisualizationTileSideLengthInPixels: 80
7 - DefaultRoundingHeightInPixels: 20
8 - DefaultBitmapWidthInPixels: 50
9 - DefaultPaddingInPixels: 5

10 - DefaultCircleRadiusInPixels: 10
11 - DefaultRoundingWidthInPixels: 20
12 - DefaultBitmapHeightInPixels: 50
13 - DefaultArcAngleInDegrees: 180
14 - BitmapWidthWarningLimitInPixels: 800

16 Booleans:
17 - NewBitmapsAreDisplayedAutomatically: false
18 - ShapesHaveFillingsByDefault: false
19 - BitmapsAreDisplayedAutomaticallyAfterOperations: false
20 - CanvasesAreResizedBasedOnTransformations: true
21 - ShapesHaveBordersByDefault: true

23 Enumerations:
24 - DefaultVerticalAlignment: Middle
25 - PlatformBitmapInterpolationMethod: NearestNeighbor
26 - DefaultHorizontalAlignment: Left

28 Colors:
29 - DefaultBackground: ARGB: 0x00ffffff -- 0 - 255 - 255 - 255
30 - DefaultSecondary: black (ARGB: 0xff000000 -- 255 - 0 - 0 - 0)
31 - DefaultPrimary: black (ARGB: 0xff000000 -- 255 - 0 - 0 - 0)

Code Example 4.1. The global settings and their default values.

settings, and artificial container classes for commands (methods) and values (attributes).
For instance, Student should be able to write pwd() instead of import settings; import
unixfs; val gs = GlobalSettings(); val fs = UnixFileSystem(); UnixFileU-
tils.pwd(fs, gs). Only the primary objects, such as bitmaps and colors, are acceptable
to be passed around, as they are actually processed with the prototype.

Settings. To avoid the use of setting objects, a global setting registry was imple-
mented. The idea was to extend Eclipse’s setting dialog to enable altering the values
contained by it, but because of the limited time frame of this work, that extension had
to be abandoned. The setting registry is accessible through an object called GS (global
settings). It was designed from the viewpoint of Developer/Maintainer and is not very
user-friendly for Student, but the values contained by it were not thought to be modified
by Students. Instead, Instructors would provide a configuration that would fit to their
exercises. If Students are to modify the settings in the future by using program code,
some kind of wrappers could be generated for them to make them more easily accessible.

Currently there are four types of settings—integers, booleans, enumerations, and col-
ors. The actual settings and their default values can be listed with GS.list(), as is done
in Code Example 4.1. The value of an individual setting can be queried for instance with
GS(NewBitmapsAreDisplayedAutomatically).value, and the values can be set in the
fashion of GS.booleanSettingFor(NewBitmapsAreDisplayedAutomatically).value =
true. A more detailed description of the settings system is given in § 5.1.3 with the class
model presented in Figure 5.3.

Colors. The prototype presents colors in the RGB (red, green, blue) color space,
augmented with opacity/transparency information. For calculations, they can be con-
verted between the HSI (hue, saturation, intensity), HSL (hue, saturation, lightness), and
RGB color spaces, but the prototype currently offers no classes to represent colors in HSI
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Figure 4.5. The prototype displays all colors the way illustrated by this figure: One rectangle
full of the color in question itself as well as three other rectangles for displaying the color on
black, gray and white background. These four metadata images are created by smcl on request
and passed through SMCL External Interfaces to the repl console for displaying them to the
user. As can be seen, the color used in the figure was retrieved from the preset color map.

or HSL (or other) color spaces. The RGBAColor and the RichRGBAColor together offer
methods for deriving new colors for instance by

• setting and adjusting individual color components
(red, green, blue, alpha) by percentages/factors

• throwing away—i.e., zeroing—specific color components and keeping the rest
• shading and tinting colors by percentages/factors
• circling the RGB color wheel by a given angle, and
• converting RGB colors to grayscale using given weights for the color components.

In addition to the user-defined colors, the PresetColors map contains pre-defined color
objects for almost all of the color names defined in the section 4.3 of the CSS Color Module
Level 3 [Wor11] standard; these colors can be retrieved as is shown in Figure 4.5. The
figure also shows how all RGBAColors are displayed in the customized Scala IDE repl.
A more detailed description of the color-related classes is given in § 5.1.4 with the class
model presented in Figure 5.4.

Bitmaps. The class used to represent all bitmaps in the prototype is called Immutab-
leBitmap. There is also an “alias” for it called simply Bitmap, because the default kind
of all bitmaps is thought to be the immutable one (of course, mutable bitmaps are not
currently implemented at all). Bitmaps can be created in various ways. One of the ways
is to create bitmaps for primitive shapes using functions such as circle(), ellipse(),
hLine(), line(), rectangle(), and rRectangle() (with rounded corners). Another
one is to load bitmap files using the Bitmap object, which can also be done using a string
interpolator in bmpf”/path/to/image.png” fashion. Also, every operation performed for
any bitmap creates a new bitmap—they are immutable, after all.

The ImmutableBitmap and its associates offer many ways to composite and filter
bitmaps. For example, they can be

• composited next to each other with operators (e.g., :>>, :<<, :/\, :\/) and functions
(e.g., appendOnLeft(), appendOnTop(), replicateHorizontally())

• composited by overlaying them with operators (e.g., :|-+|, :|*-|) and functions
(e.g., overlayOn(), underlayBehind(), overlayPerAlignments())

• cropped, trimmed, scaled (e.g., scale(), scaleHorizontally()), rotated (e.g., ro-
tate90DegsCw(), rotateDegs()), sheared (shear(), shearVertically()), and
flipped (e.g., flipHorizontally(), flipDiagonally()), and

• cleared, negated, posterized, as well as converted to grayscale by lightness, luminoc-
ity, or by specified weights for individual color channels.

In addition, their individual color channels—or combinations of them—can be zeroed and
negated, and their canvases can be enlarged (augmentCanvas()). Moreover, primitive
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shapes can be drawn on them, and their individual pixels can be processed using pixel
snapshots and the related pixel iterators (see § 4.6.2). Due to the limited time frame of
this work, SMCL does not provide more advanced bitmap effects, but bitmaps can also
be convoluted using self-specified kernels for instance for blurring, sharpening, embossing,
and simple edge detection. A more detailed description of the bitmap-related classes is
given in § 5.1.5 with the class model presented in Figure 5.5.

Metadata. About any data processed with SMCL, the repl client’s history window
should be able to display metadata, such as text, bitmaps, videos, and editable objects
resembling applets. To make it possible, the SMCL External Interfaces (Figure 4.4) pro-
vides a way for the repl client to query SMCL for the metadata that should be displayed
for a specific object. At the moment, the repl client can display only bitmaps, and
SMCL is able to produce bitmap representations of both bitmaps themselves (obviously)
and colors (Figure 4.5). This functionality could be extended to visualize more objects
and to provide more detailed and structured metadata, including the integration of media
and program code in outputs. However, the repl client of this prototype is capable of
displaying only simple bitmaps below the textual execution results.

Bitmap Viewer. SMCL contains a small gui “application” (Figure 4.6) for display-
ing bitmaps. In SMCL, every bitmap contains an identifier that is unique in the set of
“new bitmaps” created in a single repl session. When “a new version” of an existing
bitmap is created, the identifier is inherited by that “new version”. Every time a new
viewer window is opened, it is associated with the identifier of the bitmap for which it
was opened. Whenever a bitmap asks the viewer application to be displayed, the applica-
tion checks if a viewer window for the identifier of the asking bitmap is already created.
If one exists, it is updated, and if it was closed, it is opened again. If there is no viewer
for the bitmap identifier in question, a new window is opened to display the bitmap.

Figure 4.6. SMCL’s bitmap viewer on Windows 10.

To control the functionality described above, the bitmaps in SMCL respect two options,
according to which they can be set to ask to be displayed automatically both when they
are created without an inherited identity (a “new bitmap”) and when an existing identity
is inherited (“a new version”). If they are not displayed automatically, a single bitmap
can be displayed using the bitmap’s display() method. It is also possible to close all
viewer windows with a single command instead of clicking them through with the mouse.

As can be seen from Figure 4.6, the bitmap viewer window is a very simple one.
Currently, bitmaps can only be zoomed by fixed percentages. The intention was to enable
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both copying them to the system clipboard as well as saving them into files, but these
features were left unimplemented because of the limited time frame of the work. The
zoom feature also zooms always towards the upper-left corner of the image—not towards
the area that is being viewed or on which the mouse cursor currently is.

Now, as the relevant functionality of the prototype is presented, it is time to move
on. The next section presents some examples that make use of the research prototype’s
features for both compositing and iterating over pixels.

4.6 Exercise Examples
This section presents some short examples of using the research prototype in creating
simple exercises applicable for an introductory programming course. While their main
purpose is to teach programming, they also require and hopefully strengthen skills and
knowledge, such as bitmap processing, mathematics, creativity, and hopefully, transfer-
ring and applying any acquired knowledge and skill broadly to many kinds of problems
and situations [for instance: Ill09, p. 17; Dan+12]. While the learning goals of a course
dictates the content to be contextualized, more of both creative inspiration and theoreti-
cal knowledge of graphic as a context can be found for instance from books1 about topics
such as general graphical design, chromatics, information graphics, signs, logos, typogra-
phy, layout, packages, business cards, patterns, photography, and generative art. These
examples are mathematically quite trivial—the required knowledge level lies somewhere
in between the 7th and the 12th grade. Thus, assuming that these exercises are targeted
to university students, applying them obviously should not require additional study of
mathematics at all.

4.6.1 Expressions and the Little Quilt Language
To illustrate expressions in his book Programming Languages [Set97], Sethi designed
a simple language that was expressed via functions. The purpose of this language was
to enable compositing fabrics out of small quilts—hence the name Little Quilt. Code
Example 4.2 presents an example, which defines two primitive quilts of 50 × 50 pixels—
the first of them contains arcs and the second one straight lines—and then uses them
to build the two bigger ones that are presented in Figure 4.7. To have the quilts sewn
together, the padding that is left between bitmaps by default is zeroed (line 13). In the
classification presented in Table 3.1, this example would be placed under the branch (2.2)
Compositing Information, either in (2.2.1) Primitive Shapes −→ More Complex Shapes or
(2.2.2) Bitmaps −→ Visual Collages.

For this example, the operations sew() and turn() were added into SMCL as aliases
for the existing operations appendHorizontally() and rotate90DegsCw(), respectively.
Actually, the functions unturn() and pile() that are defined in the example on the
basis of the primitive operations turn() and sew(), exist already as aliases for ro-
tate90DegsCcw() and appendVertically(), respectively. In the code listing they are
left without highlight to emphasize their redefinition in the example.

1For instance: [BGL12; Col12; Faw12; EBK12; Ren12; Smi12; Yac12; Ton09; Prä06; Sam07;
Mal07; Sam04; MP06; SAM06].
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1 val c = PresetColors('seaGreen)
2 val a = Bitmap(initialBackgroundColor=PresetColors('wheat))
3 .drawCircle(-10, 60, 64, color=c)
4 .drawCircle(3, 47, 52, color=c)
5 .drawCircle(3, 47, 58, color=c)

7 val c = PresetColors('sienna)
8 val b = Bitmap(initialBackgroundColor=PresetColors('lightYellow))
9 .drawLine(12, 0, 50, 38, c)

10 .drawLine(25, 0, 50, 25, c)
11 .drawLine(38, 0, 50, 12, c)

13 GS.intSettingFor(DefaultPaddingInPixels).value = 0

15 def unturn(x: Bitmap): Bitmap = turn(turn(turn(x)))
16 def pile(x: Bitmap, y: Bitmap): Bitmap = unturn(sew(turn(y), turn(x)))

18 val aa = pile(a, turn(turn(a)))
19 val bb = pile(unturn(b), turn(b))
20 val p = sew(bb, aa)
21 val q = sew(aa, bb)
22 val r = pile(p, q)
23 val quilt1 = sew(sew(r, r), r)

25 val bb = pile(turn(b), unturn(b))
26 val ba = pile(unturn(b), turn(a))
27 val c_nw = sew(bb, ba)
28 val c_ne = turn(c_nw)
29 val c_se = turn(turn(c_nw))
30 val c_sw = unturn(c_nw)
31 val p = pile(turn(a), unturn(a))
32 val q = pile(turn(turn(a)), a)
33 val top = sew(sew(c_nw, p), sew(q, c_ne))
34 val bot = sew(sew(c_sw, q), sew(p, c_se))
35 val quilt2 = pile(top, bot)

Code Example 4.2. Creation of the two quilts Sethi used as examples in his book [Set97,
pp. 306, 378–379]. The final results of this example are presented in Figure 4.7.

Naturally, for more flashy results than those of Figure 4.7, one could load some bitmap
to be used as a background texture for the two primitive quilts, or one could use bitmaps
created entirely in some graphics software.

(a) quilt1. (b) quilt2.

Figure 4.7. The final results of Code Example 4.2: Two quilts composed of 6× 4 = 24 smaller
quilts (300× 200 pixels in total).

Considering R5 , this example made use of the function-based style of programming. The
examples in the next section represent the object-oriented approach as well as a different
genre of bitmap processing.
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4.6.2 Repetition Structures and Pixel Iteration
The purpose of the examples presented in this sub-section is to practice creating repetition
structures—both for loops and for comprehensions as well as while loops. Also, one of
these examples explicitly uses Iterator design pattern [e.g., Gam+95, pp. 257–271] as
a client—the iterator classes themselves are part of SMCL. The contextual motivation
here is to creatively filter existing bitmaps by iterating through them pixel-by-pixel and
adjusting their color components on the go. In the classification presented in Table 3.1,
this would make the examples of this section to be placed under the branch (2.1.1) Pixel-
Based Bitmap Filtering, and more specifically, in (2.1.1.1) Color Adjustments.

The examples are unoptimized and are given only to illustrate the usage of SMCL in
teaching several program language structures. All of them demonstrate different usage
possibilities of the PixelSnapshot class, an instance of which can be requested from each
ImmutableBitmap. The execution results of these examples are visualized in Figure 4.8.

(a) Original bitmap. (b) Filter FadeRed(). (c) Filter FadeBlue().

(d) Filter FadeRedGreen(). (e) Filter FadeGreen(). (f) Filter FadeGreenBlue().

Figure 4.8. Results of applying the pixel iteration examples presented in this section.

Code Example 4.3 creates such a vertical color gradient that at the topmost line the
amount of red is zero, and it increases line by line downwards as a percentage of the original
red amount of each pixel, until at the bottom the amount of red (100 %) corresponds the
original bitmap. The key programming-related concept in this example is for loop. The
result is illustrated in Figure 4.8b.
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1 import aalto.smcl.bitmaps._

4 object FadeRed {

6 def apply(source: Bitmap): Bitmap = {
7 val factorIncrement = 1.0 / source.heightInPixels

9 val snapshot = source.createPixelSnapshot()

11 for (y <- 0 to source.heightInPixels - 1; x <- 0 to source.widthInPixels - 1) {
12 val px = snapshot.pixel(x, y)
13 px.red = (y * factorIncrement * px.red).toInt
14 }

16 snapshot.apply()
17 }

19 }

Code Example 4.3. Pixel iteration using PixelSnapshot and for loop. The execution result
of this example is illustrated in the Figure 4.8b.

Code Example 4.4 adjusts the amount of blue in each pixel so, that on the leftmost
column of pixels, there is no blue at all, while the amount of blue increases rightwards
as a percentage of the original amount of each pixel. The pixels of the rightmost column
(100 %) remain unchanged, and the resulting image effectively has a horizontal blue
gradient. The key programming-related concept in this example is for comprehension.
The result is illustrated in Figure 4.8c.

1 import aalto.smcl.bitmaps._

4 object FadeBlue {

6 def apply(source: Bitmap): Bitmap = {
7 val factorIncrement = 1.0 / source.widthInPixels

9 val snapshot = source.createPixelSnapshot()

11 for {
12 x <- 0 to source.widthInPixels - 1
13 factor = x * factorIncrement
14 y <- 0 to source.heightInPixels - 1
15 px = snapshot.pixel(x, y)
16 } px.blue = (factor * px.blue).toInt

18 snapshot.apply()
19 }

21 }

Code Example 4.4. Pixel iteration using PixelSnapshot and for comprehension. The execu-
tion result of this example is illustrated in Figure 4.8c.

Code Example 4.5 creates a horizontal color gradient by modifying both red and green
components of each pixel in the same fashion as the two previous examples. The key
programming-related concept in this example is while loop. The result is illustrated in
Figure 4.8d.
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1 import aalto.smcl.bitmaps._

4 object FadeRedGreen {

6 def apply(source: Bitmap): Bitmap = {
7 val factorIncrement = 1.0 / source.widthInPixels

9 val snapshot = source.createPixelSnapshot()

11 var x = 0
12 while (x < source.widthInPixels) {
13 val factor = x * factorIncrement

15 var y = 0
16 while (y < source.heightInPixels) {
17 val px = snapshot.pixel(x, y)
18 val oldRed = px.red
19 val oldGreen = px.green

21 px.red = (factor * oldGreen).toInt
22 px.green = (factor * oldRed).toInt

24 y += 1
25 }

27 x += 1
28 }

30 snapshot.apply()
31 }

33 }

Code Example 4.5. Pixel iteration using PixelSnapshot and while loops. The execution
result of this example is illustrated in Figure 4.8d.

While in two of the previous examples the looping over pixels was explicitly written out,
in the for comprehension example the actual looping was implicit. Code Example 4.6
resembles the latter case by hiding the looping inside of the foreach method, which is
given a lambda function to execute for each of the pixels of the PixelSnapshot. The key
programming-related concepts in this example are foreach method and lambda function.
The result is illustrated in Figure 4.8e.

1 import aalto.smcl.bitmaps._

4 object FadeGreen {

6 def apply(source: Bitmap): Bitmap = {
7 val factorIncrement = 1.0 / source.heightInPixels

9 val snapshot = source.createPixelSnapshot()

11 snapshot foreach { px: Pixel =>
12 px.green = (px.currentYInPixels * factorIncrement * px.green).toInt
13 }

15 snapshot.apply()
16 }

18 }

Code Example 4.6. Pixel iteration using PixelSnapshot and foreach method with lambda
function. The execution result of this example is illustrated in Figure 4.8e.
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The last piece of program code, Code Example 4.7, is yet another way to iterate over pixels.
It specifies the looping explicitly, but uses an iterator to fetch the pixels in a specific order.
In addition, the exact continuation condition is hidden inside the iterator, which also has
a utility method for indicating, if the column has changed during the previous call of the
next() method. The key programming-related concepts in this example are while loop
and Iterator pattern. The result of this program is a horizontal linear gradient, in which
the amount of green decreases and the amount of blue increases when moving rightwards
from the left. The result of this is illustrated in Figure 4.8f.

1 import aalto.smcl.bitmaps._

4 object FadeGreenBlue {

6 def apply(source: Bitmap): Bitmap = {
7 val factorDecrement = 1.0 / source.heightInPixels

9 val snapshot = source.createPixelSnapshot()

11 val it = snapshot.upwardsRightwardsIterator
12 var factor = 1.0
13 while (it.hasNext) {
14 val px = it.next()

16 if (it.columnHasChanged)
17 factor = (factor - factorDecrement).max(0)

19 px.blue = ((1.0 - factor) * px.blue).toInt
20 px.green = (factor * px.green).toInt
21 }

23 snapshot.apply()
24 }

26 }

Code Example 4.7. Pixel iteration using PixelSnapshot, pixel iterator, and while loop. The
execution result of this example is illustrated in Figure 4.8f.

After describing the research prototype’s functionality and demonstrating its usage with
some examples, it is time to move on to Chapter 5, which is concerned with the imple-
mentation side of the prototype.





Chapter 5

Prototype Implementation

For this thesis, a prototype was built to evaluate possibilities of enriching Scala-based
introductory programming teaching with the media computation approach. While the
fourth chapter was concerned with presenting and evaluating the design and functional-
ity of the prototype, this chapter offers insights into implementation-related aspects to
provide a general-level understanding from the developer’s point of view.

The first two sections will briefly discuss the implementation of the prototype: Of
the prototype’s three main components presented in § 4.4, the Scala Media Computation
Library (SMCL) is covered in § 5.1, whereas the other two, the Customized Scala IDE
REPL and the SMCL External Interfaces, are dealt with in § 5.2. The last section (§ 5.3)
of this chapter discusses the project and its source resources, including essential areas for
further development of the prototype.

5.1 Scala Media Computation Library
At the moment of writing, smcl consists of over 220 Scala and Java source files, resulting
over 400 compiled Java classes, interfaces and annotations1—this section briefly introduces
the most important of them. Before going into the object models, however, this section
describes SMCL’s technologies, dependencies, and packages.

5.1.1 Technologies and External Dependencies
As a library based on the Scala language, smcl (as well as the whole prototype) depends
on the Oracle Java Standard Edition Development Kit 1.7 (Figure 5.1). The version is
1.7, because it was recommended for the Scala IDE with Eclipse 4.4 at the time. The
Scala version used by this prototype is 2.11.7, and it was selected as the latest stable
version. The prototype was developed (not tested, though) with Java 1.8, too, and no
complications related to it were found during the development. At the moment of writing,
the next upcoming Scala release 2.12.0 requires Java 1.8 or newer, so in the near future
support for version 1.7 will be dropped.

1In fact, if counting the classes resulting from anonymous functions, the total number of classes is
currently over 900. Fortunately, this seems to be changing with the upcoming Scala 2.12.0 compiler, as it
does not generate separate classes for anonymous functions anymore in favor of taking advantage of Java
8 features, namely the java.lang.invoke.LambdaMetafactory class [Sc2120M3; LMf]. This results
in both smaller application/library jar (Java archive) files and fewer algorithmically-generated overlong
file names to deal with under the constraints some systems set for lengths of file and path names.

63
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Figure 5.1. Smcl’s external dependencies. The parenthesized version numbers emphasise
dependency on the Scala version used for compilation. The orange color refers to the components
developed for this Thesis, whereas the yellow signifies third-party dependencies required to be
available both compile and run time. The three remaining components are two testing libraries
and a build tool, as denoted by their stereotypes.

In addition to Java and Scala releases, the development platform consists of several
other more or less third-party components, some of which are recently separated from the
class library packaged with the Scala distribution; these are the latest available stable
versions supporting the Scala 2.11.x branch. The Scala-related components needed are
scala-swing 2.0.0-M2 (2.11), scala-xml 1.0.4 (2.11), scala-reflect 2.11.7, and scala-compiler
2.11.7. Furthermore, smcl uses Graph for Scala 1.9.4 (2.11) [GrS] and Graph for Scala
Dot 1.10.0 (2.11) libraries as well as the ReactiveX api [Rx] through the RxScala 0.25.0
(2.11) wrapper written around the RxJava library. Like previously described, the SMCL
External Interfaces is also needed for interfacing with the prototype’s front end.

All of the components mentioned above are needed to be present at both compile and
run time. Apart from them, there are currently two libraries, ScalaCheck 1.12.4 (2.11)
[SCk] and ScalaTest 3.0.0-M7 (2.11) [STe], which are needed during compilation and
execution of tests written for the prototype. Last, but not the least, there is the Simple
Build Tool 0.13.8 [Sax13; Sbt; SF15], upon which the prototype relies its build process.

5.1.2 Packages
Figure 5.2 presents all Scala packages of smcl, as well as their most essential mutual
dependencies. smcl’s root package is aalto.smcl—all other packages are contained by
it. The root package contains four major packages: infrastucture, which contains
code for platform-dependend features as well as any features not directly related to the
functionality smcl provides to its users; common, providing smcl-related functionality
not belonging to any other packages; colors, offering color-related features; and finally
bitmaps, the root package for current main feature range, namely bitmap handling.

The bitmaps package contains three further packages: metadata, containing classes
for metadata provider sources as well as metadata providers themselves; operations,
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Figure 5.2. Smcl’s Scala packages and their most essential mutual dependencies. The root
package containing all of these packages is aalto.smcl. The colors have no significance.

under which all possible built-in bitmap operations are located; and viewer, which holds
classes related to the bitmap viewer application. The latter has a subpackage called
events, which contains internal and external event classes for passing around information
related to the bitmap viewer.

The packages directly under the root package aalto.smcl actualize a three-leveled
layer architecture, as can be seen from Figure 5.2. The lowest layer contains only the
infrastucture package, which does not have any dependencies to other smcl’s packages.
The next layer upwards contains packages that depend on the lowest layer but are not
smcl’s primary functionality, while the topmost layer splits the primary functionality into
packages by media type. Currently there is just the bitmaps package, but in the future
there could be also packages for sound waves, so called midi (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface) music, videos, charts, bar codes, data retrieval etc.

5.1.3 Settings
The settings-related core classes are presented in Figure 5.3. A global setting store GS
is an instance of the Settings class, which can include an arbitrary amount of Setting
class instances. Each Setting has a type SettingType, a key, and a value, type of which
is the specified SettingType. Setting keys are represented by case objects extending the

Figure 5.3. Smcl’s settings-related core Scala classes (purple) and objects (blue).
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BaseSettingKeys.Value class, which is sealed and thus unusable outside of the BaseSet-
tingKeys class. However, BaseSettingKeys has other inner classes extending the Value
class and acting as base classes for all valid setting types. Like Value, these classes are
abstract and thus not instantiable themselves. Instead, the packages defining settings
declare the actual setting keys as case objects, like the DefaultBackground defined in
the bitmaps package and extending the ColorSettingKey base class. Settings based on
enumerations are a special case in that they require the enumeration to be specified as
the setting type, whereas for the other setting types, the SettingType is permanently
bound to the type the base class in question represents.

5.1.4 Colors
Figure 5.4 below contains the most important classes offering color-related functionality.
Colors in smcl are represented in the rgba-format (red, green, blue, alpha) by the
RGBAColor class instances, for which some extra functionality is implicitly provided by
the RichRGBAColor class.

Figure 5.4. Smcl’s color-related core classes (purple) and traits (green).

Preset colors provided by smcl are represented by the PresetRGBAColor class extending
the RGBAColor. These preset colors are stored in the sPresetRGBAColors class. To cap
it all, trait ColorOperationsAPI provides a bunch of color-related functionality made
available by the aalto.smcl.colors package class via extension.

5.1.5 Bitmap Processing
The most important bitmap-related classes are presented in Figure 5.5. Currently SMCL
provides only immutable bitmaps—these are implemented in the ImmutableBitmap case
class with its companion object. Also, type Bitmap refers to the ImmutableBitmap, so
that the default bitmap implementation (in case a mutable bitmap is implemented in
the future) is immutable. If bitmaps are loaded from image files via the ImmutableBit-
map’s companion object, an instance of the BitmapLoadingResult case class is returned,
containing both the successfully loaded images and the errors (as Throwable instances)
resulted from the loading operations.

To hold their content, each ImmutableBitmap has a BitmapOperationList case class
instance containing exactly one BufferProvider trait implementation and an arbitrary
number of Renderable trait implementations. Both of these traits, as well as their im-
plementations, are located in the aalto.smcl.bitmaps.operations package (Figure 5.2
above). To create new bitmaps containing plain shapes (lines, rectangles, circles, ellipses,
polygons etc.), one uses the functions defined in the ShapeCreationAPI trait, extended by
the aalto.smcl.bitmaps package object. In addition, the independent function versions
of bitmap operation calls (in contrast to the corresponding object-oriented method calls)
are implemented in the BitmapOperationAPI, similarly extended by the package object.
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Figure 5.5. Smcl’s bitmap-related core classes (purple), traits (green), and types (yellow).

To perform custom pixel-based operations to bitmaps, one requests the bitmap for a
PixelSnapshot class instance, which must later be applied to the same bitmap that cre-
ated it. A PixelSnapshot instance can provide access to the actual pixels by providing
instances of the Pixel case class either directly as return values of method calls or via an
instance of a pixel iterator class, such as the PixelSnapshotDownwardsRightwardsIter-
ator (there are a couple of other iterators as well).

Finally, there is the ViewerClient class, via which the SMCL’s bitmap viewer, rep-
resented here by the Application class, is controlled by sending events to it. Viewer-
Client’s functionality is exposed in other contexts (such as the display() method/func-
tion for displaying bitmaps), and is not to be used directly by the user.

A central idea in development of SMCL was to present the bitmaps as lists and trees
of operations and to render the actual bitmaps only when necessary—that is, when the
bitmap is being displayed and when a custom pixel-based operation is performed for the
bitmap using a PixelSnapshot instance. This approach has several advantages: First,
in the case that bitmaps are not displayed after every operation, bitmap processing is
faster and memory can be saved. Second, as every bitmap knows the operation history
that leads to its current content, it is possible to list those operations and even to support
automatic assessment. Moreover, as the bitmap operation lists make all bitmap renditions
recreatable at will, SMCL uses weak references for rendered bitmaps, so that the virtual
machine is able to free up as much memory as possible.

The representation and processing of bitmaps has several problems, though. For ex-
ample, as geometrical transformations are calculated for rendered bitmaps instead of the
geometrical objects the bitmaps represent, performing these operations for instance for a
circle reduces the quality of the image very visibly, as is demonstrated in Figure 5.6. Other
bitmap interpolation methods improve the quality a little, but the degradation effect is
still clearly visible, and as the figure shows, the bilinear and bicubic interpolations cause
the image to become blurred and its dimensions to change. As the affine transformations
are a wrapper to Java’s Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) api, the interpolation meth-
ods are those offered by the java.awt.image.AffineTransformOp class. In SMCL, the
default is nearest neighbor.
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Figure 5.6. Repeated rotation’s effects to image quality. The interpolation method is nearest
neighbor for the black circles, bilinear for the blue circles, and bicubic for the red circles. The
leftmost circles are the originals, and the number of times rotated increases rightwards.

After this brief introduction to SMCL, this chapter turns attention to the Scala IDE’s
customized repl and querying metadata.

5.2 Customized Scala IDE and Metadata Query
As required by R1 , the primary user interface of the research prototype is the Customized
Scala IDE REPL, which is modified to display bitmaps that illustrate the resources that
are processed with SMCL. This section briefly discusses, how the bitmap display capability
is implemented, as well as where the bitmaps come from and how.

Displaying Bitmaps. From the viewpoint of the Customized Scala IDE REPL,
one important consideration is the way of presenting the media that is processed. R2
requires the Scala IDE’s repl to display embedded bitmaps, as users of modern office and
graphics application suites as well as mathematical software have accustomed to expect.
Unfortunately only a few of the current repl implementations have the capability to
display program code and execution results of other types than text—the rest of the
repls are based on purely textual user interfaces (ui). For example, the Scala repl
started via the scala command on a command prompt clearly belongs in the group of
text-only uis, even if the traditional text mode2 command line itself was emulated in a gui,
possibly in a window. Unfortunately, this category also includes Scala IDE’s repl client,
which presents a problem concerning the way in which to present the media processed
with the prototype.

As told in § 4.5.2, the customized repl of Scala IDE is capable of displaying bitmaps.
However, this capability is not based on support from the control that represents the
repl’s history window. That control supports only textual content, but fortunately an
approach was found to cheat it in a way that it is possible to display static bitmaps in
the place of specific characters: A placeholder character can be inserted with a style that
contains the bitmap to be displayed at that point and reserves enough room for it, after
which a custom paint handler can check the text for the characters serving as bitmap
placeholders and draw the appropriate bitmaps onto the control.

For a real application, the hack described above would naturally be highly unaccept-
able. For this research prototype, however, it is sufficient, and in any case, the effort
required to implement a full-blown programmer’s text editor from scratch, one that has
the media-handling capability, would not have fitted into the time frame of this thesis.

2Text mode is an operation mode of computer displays, in which the screen content is represented as a
character matrix [e.g., Pet00, pp. 309–313; Tan99, p. 96; Mes97, pp. 1048–1095; Fer94, pp. 167–211].
(For comparison, graphic mode enables computer software to access individual pixels on the screen).
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However, this presents one significant problem to report as an answer to RQ4 . What is
more, when content is copied to clipboard from the history list, the copied content is just
text and obviously contains the placeholder characters—not the bitmaps.

Retrieving Metadata. From the viewpoint of SMCL, the bitmaps to be displayed
in the repl are considered to be metadata that describes the resources that are being
processed with SMCL. The SMCL External Interfaces is the library that provides inter-
faces for querying metadata and a global registry for registering and querying classes that
provide metadata for particular types of objects. The intention is that SMCL—or some
other library—implements and registers classes that can provide sources for metadata
(“metadata interface source provider”). These classes, in turn, are able to instantiate and
provide other classes (“metadata interface source”) that both are able to provide meta-
data for specific types of objects and implement one or more of the query interfaces, so
that the Scala IDE’s repl can query metadata from those classes. The exact procedure
is explained in a moment.

Figure 5.7 below presents two sets of resources: First, there is the content of SMCL
External Interfaces library (no package specification). Second, as an example of an appli-
cation of the traits that the SMCL External Interfaces provides, the figure contains the
SMCL’s classes that participate in providing color-related metadata.

Figure 5.7. Classes (purple), traits (green), and objects (blue) from both SMCL External
Interfaces (no package denoted) and smcl itself (infrastructure and metadata packages).
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The five traits, ProviderMetadataSource, ResourceMetadataSource, StaticGeneral-
BitmapSource, and StaticThumbnailBitmapSource, act as interfaces to the classes that
actually provide metadata. The MetadataInterfaceSourceProviderRegistry and its
globally available instance GlobalMetadataInterfaceSourceProviderRegistry, in turn,
act as the first contact point when performing a metadata query. These all belong to the
SMCL External Interfaces.

The three other classes in the figure are part of SMCL. The MetaInterfaceBase is
intended to be a base class for all classes that provide the actual metadata. It extends
the ProviderMetadataSource trait and describes SMCL as the metadata provider. RG-
BAColorMetadataSource is the actual class that provides color-related metadata, and it,
in turn, extends the ResourceMetadataSource and StaticGeneralBitmapSource traits.
RGBAColorMetadataInterfaceSourceProvider is the class, an instance of which SMCL
registers with the GlobalMetadataInterfaceSourceProviderRegistry and which pro-
vides instances of the RGBAColorMetadataSource to describe any RGBAColor instances
for which metadata is queried.

The procedure that the customized Scala IDE’s repl currently uses for querying
metadata is presented in Algorithm 5.1 below. At the beginning, the repl has gotten the
resultObject from Scala interpreter as execution result and tries to present the metadata
that is related to it. The procedure begins by using the global registry mentioned above to
retrieve a list of classes that can provide metadata interface sources for the resultObject
(lines 2 and 3). As the prototype provides no means to select between the metadata
interface source providers returned, the prototype selects the first provider of the list (line
4), in case that at least one provider is found.

Algorithm 5.1. Metadata Search

1 begin
2 reg ← the GlobalMetadataInterfaceSourceProviderRegistry instance
3 providerSet ← retrieve metadata interface source providers for resultObject from reg
4 metadataSource ← first object from providerSet returning metadata source for resultObject
5 if metadataSource is instance of StaticThumbnailBitmapSource then
6 thumbnailSource ← metadataSource as StaticThumbnailBitmapSource
7 buffers ← get thumbnail bitmaps from thumbnailSource
8 add bitmaps in buffers into user interface

9 else if metadataSource is instance of StaticGeneralBitmapSource then
10 genSource ← metadataSource as StaticGeneralBitmapSource
11 buffers ← get bitmaps from genSource
12 add bitmaps in buffers into user interface

Primarily, the repl tries to query thumbnail images (lines 5 to 8), but if the provider
cannot provide them, the repl tries to obtain an interface for querying full-size bitmaps
(lines 9 to 12). If neither of these two interfaces are implemented, the procedure ends,
because currently the prototype is not able to display any other types of information than
bitmaps. The procedure for retrieving the actual bitmaps is the same for both thumb-
nails and full-size ones: The metadata interface source is converted into the appropriate
interface, through which the bitmaps in question are then retrieved and added into the
repl’s history, as was described earlier.
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5.3 The Research Prototype as a Project
The project to produce the research prototype for this thesis was a very small one, but
still there are many aspects that require attention especially, if this prototype is to be
further developed for real use.

Dependencies. This project has several dependencies to the outside world. Obvious
examples of them include third-party modules and the development tools used, but two
other dependency types should be particularly taken into account. The first of them is
dependency towards a single platform. As SMCL does not restrict itself to Scala’s stan-
dard library but instead both directly and indirectly uses libraries that are implemented
in Java, it depends on the Java platform and does not work in Scala implementations
that do not target the Java platform.

The other notable dependency is towards the Scala IDE’s developer community. As
the primary user interface of the prototype is the repl of Scala IDE, the source code
of which is modified to support the prototype’s two libraries, the prototype inherently
contains a customized version of the full Scala IDE distribution. In the long run, this
is not a sensible approach, because both the source code of the “official” Scala IDE
constantly changes and the source code of full Scala IDE is huge compared to the repl
part that is actually being used. In practice, there are two options: Either the customized
repl should become a part of the official Scala IDE distribution, or a new plug-in that
contains only the customized repl should be developed. Most likely, the first option is
not realizable or even reasonable as the customized repl supports only a single project
(SMCL) that is external to the Scala IDE but should still be maintained by the Scala
IDE’s developer community. This leaves the second option, with which the repl could
be developed from scratch without the dependency to Scala IDE’s developers.

Source Resources. At the moment, the source resources of the research prototype
are located in two GitHub repositories (Figure 5.8) owned by the client of this thesis.
The repositories are public, which means that anyone can get the source code of the
prototype. However, its licensing policy is currently undecided. Furthermore, while one
of the repositories is a fork of the Scala IDE and contains a branch with the Customized
Scala IDE REPL, the second repository contains both the libraries—the Scala Media
Computation Library and the SMCL External Interfaces.

It should, however, be possible to treat the libraries as independent units from each
other, but as they share the same repository and a single version history, this becomes
difficult. If there is to be only one Eclipse plug-in that contains the whole prototype, the
SMCL External Interfaces could be merged to SMCL itself. Otherwise, another repository
for the interface project should be established.

Build, Delivery, and Maintenance. The build process of the prototype should be
further developed. SMCL and the SMCL External Interfaces rely on sbt [Sbt] as their
build tool, while the Scala IDE’s long and multiphase build is based on Apache Maven
[Mvn] and shell scripts. While Maven uses its own local repository system, sbt delegates
module management to Apache Ivy [Ivy], which in turn has another local repository
system. Other reasons for improvement are that (1) the full Maven-based build of Scala
IDE takes well over half an hour and seems to be error-prone, as well as that (2) at the
time of writing, no one maintains the build-related shell scripts for Windows users.

The option of developing a new plug-in (discussed above) for the Scala IDE would
eliminate at least the problem related to Scala IDE’s build time and errors that often
seem to occur during it. If the build of the new plug-in could be sbt-based, the problem
of the overlapping local repositories would be eliminated, too. If, however, Maven will be
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Figure 5.8. Project web page at GitHub.

used in the future, the local repositories of Maven and sbt should be combined. In any
case, a continuous integration server, such as Jenkins [Jnk], should be set up to take care
of building the prototype, and better still, an internal module repository server (managed
for instance by Nexus [Nxs] or JFrog Artifactory [Afc]) could be set up to store and
provision the build products and possibly also external modules.

The delivery of the executable prototype to its users, such as students, is not thought
through yet. Also, the prototype’s maintenance is currently open. One handy possibility
for delivery would be to use Eclipse’s update site facility (see § 6.2), if a single plug-in
encapsulating the whole prototype were developed.

Implementation. While the prototype suits its role as a research aid, parts of it
must be reimplemented if the intention is to give it to students to use. Most importantly,
the SMCL’s initialization must be redesigned, as during implementation of the prototype
no reasonable approach was found for defining a global initialization to be performed
when—but before than—any (publicly visible) member of a class library is initialized and
used anywhere.

A related problem is that it seems to be challenging for a standard Scala or Java
application to reliably in all cases find out all the classes that constitute a running ap-
plication, which in turn makes it difficult for example to iterate over all classes of an
application to determine (e.g., on the basis of annotations or interfaces) the ones that
require initialization and then perform the initializing actions required by those classes.
The only workaround for this would be to hard-code the required initializations into the
application, which is architecturally a lousy way to implement the initialization process.

Future Development. The following list is a suggestion for most essential areas of
development to be done before the prototype is ready for students to use:

• Relocate separate components into separate repositories.
• Create an Eclipse plug-in that encapsulates the three components

of the prototype separately from the Scala IDE.
• Redesign SMCL’s initialization procedure in a way that works reliably.
• Redesign SMCL’s setting system to be user-friendly.
• Complete the bitmap viewer application or hide it from users if it is unnecessary.
• Fix any known and discovered bugs.
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• Rationalize and streamline build processes.
• Adjust SMCL’s api to be pedagogically reasonable (see § 6.2).
• Test and document extensively.
• Arrange means of delivery, such as an Eclipse update site.

The items of the following list would be nice to have but are not mandatory:
• Internal media content libraries for compositing and filtering.
• A more complete bitmap-related feature set.
• A continuous integration server for building the plug-in.
• Language levels, so that certain features could be hidden if desired.
• SMCL’s settings integrated into Eclipse’s settings dialog.
• Support for other types of visualizations and metadata.
• Support for other media types than bitmaps.
• A module repository server for storing and provisioning modules.
• Integration to automatic assessment servers.
• A full-scale media-aware programmer’s text editor in the style

of Wolfram Mathematica.
• A browser-based version of the prototype.

Bitmap-related examples of the content libraries mentioned above include Planet Cute
[Coo07], which is also used by the How to Design Programs’ [Fel+15] teachpack 2ht-
dp/planetcute for DrRacket, as well as the many extensive bitmap tile sets available
at the OpenGameArt.Org [OGA]. Similar resources could also be used for small-scale
infographics. That way, for instance, instead of creating strings containing asterisks to
represent amounts for a histogram, one could combine images for the same purpose.

The more complete bitmap-related feature set mentioned above could include items
from the following list:

• Selection of files and colors using gui-based dialogs.
• Programmatically sending bitmaps (as well as strings)

to the system clipboard and loading them from it.
• Fetching bitmaps from the Internet.
• More shape primitives.
• Facilities to generate single shapes and shape lists according to specified parameters.
• Producing text with fonts.
• Using different kinds of pens and fills.
• More advanced bitmap filters to demonstrate different possibilities and to provide

reference points for exercises related to implementation of those kinds of filters.
• Attaching string-based metadata to bitmaps.
• Reading and writing exif [Cam16], iptc [Int16], and xmp [Ado16] metadata.

Finally, a fundamental architectural improvement would be to implement changes that
are reflected by replacement of the term bitmap with term image or similar. These changes
would include treating shapes as abstract geometrical objects instead of bitmap instances;
keeping track of individual objects added into an image; and making the objects in an
image accessible from outside of the image itself. For displaying the geometrical shapes,
they could still be rendered as bitmaps by metadata provider facilities. The shapes,
however, would know only their parameters as points and other types of values.

Now, after discussing the functionality and implementation of the research prototype,
the only topic left in this thesis is evaluation, presented in the next chapter.





Chapter 6

Evaluation

After the discussion in chapters 2–5 concerning the research and development done for this
thesis, this sixth chapter evaluates it. The evaluation starts from the research prototype
(§ 6.1), continues by describing a pilot study (§ 6.2) concerning the applicability of the
prototype, and concludes with the overall results of this thesis (§ 6.3), including the
research questions (§ 1.3). After them, the final words of the thesis are stated in Chapter 7.

6.1 Requirements for the Research Prototype
To evaluate the research prototype developed for this thesis, its functionality is cross-
checked against the requirements presented in Table 4.1. The pilot study that provides
the evaluation results for the last requirement, R9 , is described in more detail in § 6.2.

R1 : The prototype's primary user interface should be Scala IDE's REPL client.
This requirement was fully realized, as the prototype’s full functionality is available when
using Scala IDE’s repl.

R2 : The prototype should at least embed bitmaps into Scala IDE's REPL client, as is done in
the user interface of DrRacket's IDE [Rck], preferably enabling users to handle them like
characters, or images in a word processing applica on.

The Customized Scala IDE REPL enables embedding bitmaps attached to the execution
results displayed in the repl’s history list. However, as described in § 4.5.1, this feature
is far from the full goal of R2 . The bitmaps and code alternate in the history list in the
fashion of MATLAB’s Live Editor (when results are displayed under input cells).

Furthermore, it is not possible (1) to give bitmaps as input via the command line, (2)
to display code and bitmaps integrated together, nor (3) to copy or paste bitmaps either
to the repl or from it, not to mention (4) presenting media as (editable) applet-like
objects, such as many word processing applications do.

R3 : The prototype should be designed and packaged in a way that makes the media-related
func onality usable as a class library in other REPL implementa ons/clients than Scala
IDE's, such as a REPL being run in a console window unable to display bitmaps.

R3 is fully realized, as SMCL, the library providing the actual bitmap-processing func-
tionality, is usable also with other repls in environments that can take advantage of
its bitmap viewer application. In addition, even without the viewer it would be suitable
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for simple batch-processing applications, after adding a suitable functionality for saving
bitmaps into files.

R4 : The primary programmable objects the prototype
provides to its users should be immutable.

Among others, the ImmutableBitmap and RGBAColor classes are immutable, which makes
this requirement fully realized.

R5 : The prototype should support both object-oriented (object.method(parameters))
and func on-based (function(object, parameters)) programming.

This requirement is fully realized, as SMCL provides both object-oriented and function-
based apis for its primary programmable objects—bitmaps and colors.

R6 : It should be possible to perform bitmap-related examples
presented in the Chapter 1 of Picturing Programs [Blo13, 9–24].

All of the examples in the first chapter can be replicated with the prototype, so this require-
ment is fully realized. Table 6.1 below presents examples of the counterpart operations
between the first chapter of Picturing Programs and SMCL. It should be noted, though,
that as already stated, it is not possible to combine bitmaps and program code—only to
see the results of the performed operations.

R7 : It should be possible to perform bitmap-related examples
presented in the Prologue of How to Design Programs [Fel+15].

As all of the prologue’s examples that use static bitmaps can be replicated with the
prototype, so this requirement is fully realized. Table 6.2 below presents examples of the
counterpart operations between the first chapter of How to Design Programs and SMCL.
It should be noted, though, that as already stated, it is not possible to combine bitmaps
and program code—only to see the results of the performed operations. Furthermore,
animation is not currently supported by SMCL, either.

Table 6.1. Bitmap operations in the first chapter of Picturing Programs [Blo13, 9–24] with
examples of their counterparts in SMCL’s object-oriented and function-based apis.

Required Operations Examples of Counterparts in SMCL

(flip-vertical)
(flip-horizontal)

flipVertically()
flipHorizontally()

(rotate-cw)
(rotate-ccw)
(rotate-180)

rotate90DegsCw()
rotate90DegsCcw()
rotate180Degs()

(above) appendVertically(), appendOnBottom(), :/\,
replicateVertically()

(beside) appendHorizontally(), appendOnLeft(), :>>,
replicateHorizontally()

(overlay) overlayOn(), overlayPerAlignments(), :|**|, :|*+|, :|*-|
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R8 : It should be possible to perform most of the bitmap-related examples presented
in Introduc on to Compu ng & Programming with Java [GE05, 38–211].

As SMCL provides pixel-based access to bitmaps and as the most of the bitmap-related
examples referred to by this requirement are based on looping over bitmaps’ pixels, this
requirement is fully realized.

In addition to the chapters 3–6 of Introduction to Computing & Programming with
Java, SMCL also provides many of the features presented in the seventh chapter, such
as drawing basic shapes and performing affine transformations. However, some of the
features, such as gradient fills, pen strokes, clipping, and producing text using fonts, are
not currently supported, and access to the Java’s Graphics2D api through SMCL is denied
by design.

R9 : By using the prototype, teachers should be able to design demonstra ons
and exercises they find pedagogically useful.

The realization of this requirement was assessed with a pilot study that is described in
more detail in § 6.2 below. In summary, the teachers who participated in the study, were
able to find uses for the prototype, so this requirement is deemed to be fully realized.

As a summary, apart from R2 , all requirements set for the research prototype were
successfully realized. The second requirement was only partly realized, and even the suc-
cessful part, that of displaying bitmaps in Scala IDE’s repl, is based on a hack. However,
for the prototype and this thesis it must be noted, that as the control used for the repl’s
history window does not support bitmaps, in reality it is practically impossible to easily
implement the kind of user interface desired, and implementation of a full programmer’s
text editor with the desired media handling capabilities requires an amount of work that
was far beyond the scope of this thesis work.

In comparison with both DrRacket and the Guzdial–Ericson Multimedia Class Library,
the basic functionality of SMCL is already on a good level. However, there is much to
improve. For starters, SMCL does not currently provide some facilities needed to replicate
all of the examples mentioned in R8 , including dialog-based file and color selection, color
distance calculation, and displaying pixel values in the bitmap viewer. Furthermore,
several features of the seventh chapter of Introduction to Computing & Programming with
Java, most importantly, producing text using fonts, are currently also missing. Moreover,

Table 6.2. Bitmap operations in the prologue of How to Design Programs [Fel+15, 9–24] with
examples of their counterparts in SMCL’s object-oriented and function-based apis.

Required Operations Examples of Counterparts in SMCL

(image-width)
(image-height)

widthInPixels, widthRangeInPixels
heightInPixels, heightRangeInPixels

(circle 10 "solid" "red") circle(20, PresetColors('red))

(rectangle 30 20 "outline" "blue") Bitmap(30, 20).drawRectangle(0, 0, 29, 19,
color=PresetColors('blue))

(empty-scene 100 100) Bitmap(100, 100)

(place-image) overlayOn(), underlayBehind()
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while the features referred to by R6 and R7 are implemented, the libraries in DrRacket’s
distribution offer much wider capabilities than those of SMCL’s. In addition to those
viewpoints, there are practically an unending list of image processing techniques that
could be used as examples and for creative work when using SMCL.

What comes to the mathematics software presented earlier, the features that SMCL
offers for basics-level image processing are much better than those of Maple’s and MAT-
LAB’s, even if the functionality that is provided by those applications above the basics-
level, is much more advanced than what SMCL currently provides. However, Mathemat-
ica’s image processing functionality is satisfactory even on basics-level, although naturally
it is provided in the style of the Wolfram Language used in Mathematica.

Finally, there exist one presumably formally unpublished article [BH] about a tool
that is produced in a project named SCALES and that has similar characteristics than
the prototype of this thesis. The article does not discuss the tool’s functionality in detail;
practically only information is that the tool offers facilities for producing two- and three-
dimensional graphics as well as music, and that it utilizes other libraries to provide the
functionality. As the reader knows by now, SMCL does not provide facilities for 3D
graphics nor music, so in that sense the tool described in the article is a more advanced
one than the prototype of this thesis. More detailed comparison concerning for example
the bitmap-related functionality is not possible as no detailed information concerning the
tool is provided.

6.2 Pilot Study Concerning the Research
Prototype’s Applicability

As described in § 1.3 and § 1.4, due to the limited time frame of this thesis work, the appli-
cability and results of the research prototype developed could not be studied extensively.
Instead, to evaluate the fulfillment of R9 , the prototype was subjected to a small-scale
evaluation of two teachers of the Aalto’s introductory programming courses described
in § 1.2. Figure 6.1 displays the web page that was used to deliver the prototype and
the related resources to the testers. Source code of SMCL was available on the SMCL’s
GitHub page (Figure 5.8), and the resources delivered separately were

• a bespoke full version of Scala IDE (including the customized repl), compiled and
packaged into an update site to enable Eclipse to automatically download and install
it

• a packaged Eclipse workspace containing the SMCL itself along with the necessary
dependencies, some small test code functions, as well as sample images

• the automatically-generated documentation of SMCL.
After retrieving the resources described above and installing them, the teachers took
some time to evaluate the prototype’s functionality, after which they gave feedback to the
writer of this thesis. The general impression was, that the functionality provided by the
prototype would benefit especially the Programming 1 course (see Figure 1.1). Possible
topics for demonstrations and exercises for the first weeks of Programming 1 include
nested calling of functions and methods, passing parameters, creating object instances,
state versus statelessness, recursion, overloading, and repetition structures.

The improvement needs found during the pilot testing are mostly related to the
SMCL’s api and include things such as naming and implementation details of some
methods; presence of parameters; string-based representations of objects; Scala-specific
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Figure 6.1. The web page distributing testing resources for the prototype.

programming style; usage of symbols; error handling (text vs. exceptions); and error
message content. Furthermore, some issues with the object model were identified; these
include laborious usage of preset colors, as well as the presence of the BitmapLoadingRe-
sult class. If the development of this prototype will be continued, all of these issues will
be needed to be fixed.

6.3 Overall Results
This section discusses this thesis in its entirety, mainly based on the research questions
and goals (§ 1.3) as well as the results gotten during the thesis work.

RQ1 : What kind of tool-based contextualiza on approaches
exist for different programming languages?

Nowadays the amount of ways to contextualize teaching of introductory computer science
and programming is extensive and multifaceted. This thesis presents an approximate
classification (§ 2.3, Figure 2.1) of the tool-based approaches, on the basis of which the
approaches can be divided into three main groups: Those that essentially combine hard-
ware and software; those that are essentially software-based; and those that are essentially
hardware-based.

The core of this thesis, Media Programming, naturally belongs under the software-
based solutions, which also includes approaches such as microworlds, story-telling, games,
robots, simulations, artificial intelligence, and graphical user interfaces. In some cases
it may be hard to define, whether or not a single approach includes an individual set
of practices. In these cases the key is to concentrate on the primary viewpoint of the
context—not for instance the tools that are being used.
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RQ2 : Considering the tools of RQ1 that support Media Programming,
how do their user interfaces support displaying mul media?

As described in § 2.3, most of the current ides support only textual program code. Only
a few ides have support of some degree for displaying multimedia that either is produced
by executed programs or is integrated in program code; DrRacket (Figure 3.8) and Math-
ematica (Figure 3.9) are examples of the latter case. The classification presented in § 2.3
describes this situation more extensively, categorizing ides on the basis of the way they
take advantage of media in their user interfaces. The sub-branches of the (2.2) Media
Programming branch in Figure 2.1 visualizes this categorization.

RQ3 : What genres and exercise types exist in Media Programming?
As described in § 3.2, it may be difficult or impossible to exactly state what individual
actions and practices Media Programming includes or excludes. However, as the classifi-
cation presented in Table 3.1 illustrates, three different main genres can be identified by
analyzing Guzdial’s and Ericson’s Media Computation curriculum: Creating (Original)
Information, Transforming Information, and Transforming Representation; information-
transforming includes both filtering and compositing. The table presents also exercise
types using several types of media. In addition to understanding Media Programming
(and Media Computation) as a contextualization approach, these can be used as ideas
for new exercises. The classification as a whole can also be used to reveal new directions
towards which to extend the current practices of Media Programming.

RQ4 : Considering u liza on of Media Programming at Aalto University's
Department of Computer Science in Scala-based learning environments,
what poten al technical challenges exist?

While doing research and implementing the prototype, two primary problems were found.
The first one of them is that Scala IDE’s repl client does not support any kind of media
content (see § 5.2). This means that a usable editor for Media Programming—one that
hopefully resembles Mathematica’s notebooks in both structure and media usage—has to
be programmed basically from scratch. There are open-source frameworks and projects
that could be used to implement an editor for textual programming language, but these
resources most likely do not support presenting media in any level (the research related
to this was outside of the scope of this thesis).

The second problem is that during the prototype’s implementation, it was found to
be challenging to create Scala-based apis strictly of the kind described in § 4.5.2. This is
because no reasonable way was found during the implementation to globally initialize the
library without explicitly invoking some kind of initialization command (§ 5.3). A related
problem is that of finding out which Scala/Java classes constitute a running application,
which would be necessary to create an architecturally reasonable initialization procedure
for the library.

RG1 : Development of a prototype that fulfills the requirements defined in the § 4.2.
To enable application of the Media Programming contextualization approach for intro-
ductory computer science and programming teaching, a prototype corresponding the re-
quirements presented in § 4.2 was developed. It consists of three components (§ 4.4): A
Scala-based class library to support bitmap-based Media Programming, a tailored version
of the Scala IDE’s repl client for displaying bitmaps in its history view (Figure 4.4), and
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a set of interfaces to enable communication between these two parties. The library en-
ables its users to create, load, filter, and composite bitmaps (§ 4.5) in an easier way than
a typical image processing program code library does.

The prototype was evaluated to correspond the requirements (§ 6.1), excluding R2 ,
which was found to be too demanding for this thesis project. Moreover, the pilot testing
(§ 6.2) both revealed the basic functionality to be useful for the courses it was intended
for and brought out some needs for improvement before the prototype’s functionality is
ready for students to use.

On the basis of this chapter, the objectives of this thesis are deemed to be achieved:
To research possibilities for applying Media Computation to the four courses described in
§ 1.2, contextualization approaches and Media Computation were explored and a research
prototype was developed and evaluated to be generally useful.

The review of the literature suggests that there are no previous published efforts
concerned with integrating programmatic media-related capabilities with Scala-based in-
troductory programming teaching, excluding both Kojo (§ 3.5) and the tool from the
SCALES project (§ 6.1). The research prototype developed for this thesis could be help-
ful in other teaching contexts similar to the four courses that were the starting point for
this thesis.

However, as there is no empirical research involved with this thesis, the evaluation
results of the prototype are only isolated opinions. Furthermore, the level of the writer’s
personal theoretical knowledge and practical skills obviously also affect to the content of
this thesis. For example, when implementation of the prototype begun, the writer was
not familiar with Scala and had to study it along the way.

This ends the evaluative part of this thesis. As a conclusion, the next chapter presents
a summary of the content of this thesis.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

Media Programming (Chapter 3) is a subset of Media Computation—an approach for
contextualizing teaching of programming and computer science. Contextualization itself
(§ 2.2) is a well-known method for making content appear more interesting and usable
for learners, and support for its applicability can be found in some theories of motivation
(§ 2.1). While Media Programming itself is being applied and studied in several univer-
sities, there are no proper tools that enable its application to Scala-based programming
education.

The starting point of this thesis were four courses (§ 1.2) that teach introductory
computer science and programming using the Scala programming language. To research
possibilities for applying Media Programming to those courses, a research prototype was
implemented (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). Moreover, to gain an extensive view of the field
and to gather ideas for the prototype, the development of the prototype was preceded
by a review of tool-based contextualization methods (§ 2.3) as well as existing tools that
support Media Programming (§ 3.5).

There is a broad selection of tool-based contextualization methods—both hardware-
based and software-based, as well as hybrid ones. Media Programming is a software-based
contextualization approach; others include microworlds, story-telling, games, robots, simu-
lations, artificial intelligence, and graphical user interfaces. Examples of purely hardware-
based approaches are several board games as well as such embedded systems that can be
used for programming but not be programmed by themselves. Finally, hybrid contextu-
alization approaches include such embedded systems that themselves are programmed by
the learners.

The usage of Media Programming or its variations as a context can be supported by
several software tools, if the teaching can be realized in terms of the tool chosen to be used.
Supported conventional programming languages are for example Java, Python, and for
turtle graphics even Scala. In principle, several block-based languages and mathematical
software are usable as well. For Scala-based programming, however, there seem to be
no publicly available tools that offer simplified application programming interfaces for
extensive bitmap processing, especially for pixel-based filtering.

To gain an extensive understanding of Media Programming, a classification (Table 3.1)
was created on the basis of four books on Media Computation. The three main genres iden-
tified are Creating (Original) Information, Transforming Information, and Transforming
Representation. The second genre is further divided up into Filtering Information and
Compositing Information, of which the research prototype was designed to support both
approaches but only with bitmaps. The prototype’s primary user interface is the same
repl (read-evaluate-print loop) client that is used in the targeted courses at Aalto—it
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was modified to display bitmaps alongside execution results. The parts of the prototype
that offer bitmap processing functionality to provide cognitive scaffolding for students
are encapsulated into an independent class library that can be used in other Scala-based
repl implementations.

During the implementation of the prototype, two major observations were made: First,
the controls used in Scala IDE’s repl support only text—not for instance bitmaps or more
advanced embedded objects. Second, currently it is challenging to use Scala for creating
such simplified command-line-style application programming interfaces as described in
§ 4.5.2. These two drawbacks should be taken into account if the research prototype is
further developed. To recapitulate, the contributions of this thesis are: (1) A classification
of tool-based contextualization approaches; (2) a classification of the main genres and
exercise types of Media Programming; (3) the research prototype; and (4) the observations
related to augmenting the repl client of the Scala IDE’s to support Media Programming.

The review of the literature suggests that no classifications of the kind of (1) or (2)
have been previously reported. These classifications can help instructors and researchers
to better understand the contextualization approaches available as well as to further
improve their courses and teaching. The research prototype offers a tool with which to
plan exercises and assess the usefulness of Media Programming in the targeted courses. It
also provides a baseline for further development. Finally, the observations made during
the prototype’s implementation help to assess whether or not to develop the prototype
further, and if so, in which direction.

A set of suggestions for more or less mandatory future work concerning the research
prototype was presented in § 5.3. By implementing those suggestions, it should be possible
to create a tool that, for its small part, improves the education of future software engineers.
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Appendix A

Literature Data Providers

Table A.1 below presents the search engines and databases used to collect literature for
this thesis.

Table A.1. The data providers utilized to obtain literature for this thesis.

Data Provider Service (Organization) ⟨Internet Address⟩

Aaltodoc (Aalto University) ⟨https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/⟩

ACM Digital Library (Association for Computer Machinery) ⟨http://dl.acm.org/⟩

Amazon ⟨https://www.amazon.com/⟩

Amazon UK ⟨https://www.amazon.co.uk/⟩

Doria (Several Finnish Universities) ⟨https://www.doria.fi/⟩

E-Thesis (University of Helsinki) ⟨https://ethesis.helsinki.fi/⟩

Google Scholar ⟨https://scholar.google.fi/⟩

Google Search ⟨https://www.google.fi/⟩

The Guardian ⟨http://www.theguardian.com/⟩

Helsingin Sanomat ⟨http://www.hs.fi/⟩

IEEE Explore (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) ⟨http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/⟩

Issuu ⟨http://issuu.com/⟩

Jultika (University of Oulu) ⟨http://jultika.oulu.fi/⟩

Jyväskylä University Library ⟨https://kirjasto.jyu.fi/collections/thesis-searches⟩

ScienceDirect (Elsevier) ⟨http://www.sciencedirect.com/⟩

SpringerLink (Springer) ⟨http://link.springer.com/⟩

TamPub (University of Tampere) ⟨https://tampub.uta.fi/⟩

Taylor & Francis Online ⟨http://www.tandfonline.com/⟩

Theseus (Finnish Universities of Applied Sciences) ⟨https://www.theseus.fi/⟩
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Appendix B

Code Examples for IDEs Supporting
Media Programming

This appendix presents simplistic unoptimized program code examples for some ides
supporting the Media Programming approach. The related ides as well as the results of
these examples are presented in § 3.5, and for the reader’s convenience, the corresponding
program code is presented here. The order of presentation here follows that of § 3.5, and
the source bitmap used in all pixel-based bitmap processing is presented in § 1.8.

The first example, Code Example B.1, is related to Jython Environment for Students.
The function compWiseOp() processes a bitmap by applying the operations given as pa-
rameters to the corresponding red, green, and blue color components of every single pixel
in the bitmap. The two “preset” filters, nightVision() and orangefy(), provide ex-
amples of calling the function. The three result bitmaps produced form the versions
list, the content of which is then displayed by calling openPictureTool(). The resulting
bitmaps are presented in Figure 3.1.

1 ORIG = 0; NEG = 1; MIN = 2; MAX = 3; MUL = 4

3 def compWiseOp(bitmapToProcess,
4 redProcess, redParams,
5 greenProcess, greenParams,
6 blueProcess, blueParams):

8 RGB_MIN = 0; RGB_MAX = 255

10 mi = lambda p: RGB_MIN
11 ma = lambda p: RGB_MAX
12 id = lambda p: p["val"]
13 mu = lambda p: p["f"] * p["val"]
14 ne = lambda p: RGB_MAX - p["val"]

16 getOp = lambda op: {MIN: mi, MAX: ma, NEG: ne, MUL: mu}.get(op, id)
17 redOp = getOp(redProcess)
18 greenOp = getOp(greenProcess)
19 blueOp = getOp(blueProcess)

21 source = duplicatePicture(bitmapToProcess)
22 for p in source.getPixels():
23 redParams.update({"val": getRed(p)})
24 setRed(p, redOp(redParams))

26 greenParams.update({"val": getGreen(p)})
27 setGreen(p, greenOp(greenParams))

Code Example B.1. Trivial bitmap manipulation in Jython Environment for Students. The
execution result of this code can be seen in Figure 3.1.

(continues on the next page...)
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(continuing from the previous page)

28 blueParams.update({"val": getBlue(p)})
29 setBlue(p, blueOp(blueParams))

31 return source

34 def nightVision(bitmapToProcess):
35 return compWiseOp(original, MIN, {}, NEG, {}, MIN, {})

38 def orangefy(bitmapToProcess):
39 return compWiseOp(original, MUL, {"f": 2.5}, ORIG, {}, MUL, {"f": 0.2})

42 sourcePath = "O:\\Kehitys\\MastersThesis\\latex\\images\\proto\\imgproc\\sample4.jpg"
43 original = makePicture(sourcePath)

45 versions = [
46 nightVision(original),
47 orangefy(original),
48 compWiseOp(original, MAX, {}, NEG, {}, ORIG, {})
49 ]
50 for v in versions: openPictureTool(v)

Code Example B.1 (cont.). Trivial bitmap manipulation in Jython Enviroment for Students.
The execution result of this code can be seen in Figure 3.1.

Code Example B.2 is for Kojo, and is actually one of its built-in examples with some
numeric literals slightly adjusted. It uses turtle graphics to draw a simple recursive tree,
in which each branch produces two shorter branches in differing angles with the constraint
that all branches must be longer than one unit in length to be drawn (Figure 3.2).

1 def tree(distance: Double) {
2 if (distance > 1) {
3 setPenThickness(distance/7)
4 setPenColor(color(distance.toInt, math.abs(255-distance*3).toInt, 125))
5 forward(distance)
6 right(25)
7 tree(distance*1.0-3)
8 left(45)
9 tree(distance -10)

10 right(20)
11 back(distance)
12 }
13 }

15 clear()
16 invisible()
17 setAnimationDelay(10)
18 penUp()
19 back(200)
20 penDown()
21 tree(90)

Code Example B.2. A simple recursive tree to be drawn as turtle graphics in Kojo. The
execution result of this code can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Code Example B.3 on the next page illustrates the usage of Snap! to draw simple turtle
graphics and to play sounds. It has a self-defined block that implements a naive “forward-
turn-repeat” spiral-drawing algorithm that is spiced up with continuous change of pen
color and shade. The block is parameterized, so that both the number of lines drawn
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and the angle to turn after each line can be given when calling the algorithm. The rest
of the program is composed of six event handlers: Two for up and down arrow keys to
increase or decrease number of lines to draw, respectively, two for right and left arrow
keys to increase and decrease the amount of which to turn after each line drawn, one for
the run button (the green flag) to initialize the program, and finally, one for space bar to
reset it. All of these handlers use the custom-made block to redraw the result image, after
which they play some sounds expressed in either notes or sound waveforms. Thus, the
program can be used to explore how changing the two parameters affect to the resulting
image (Figure 3.3). Both the dog image used as a turtle and the sound waveform of a
dog barking are included in Snap!’s standard library.

Code Example B.3. Turtle graphics and sound playing in Snap!. The image produced by
this code can be seen in Figure 3.3.

In the spirit of the blockish appearance of the previous Snap! example, Code Example B.4
on the next page presents a naive algorithm to perform fades with color components using
Pixly [Pxy]. The code simply iterates through all pixels in the top-down fashion, and
row-by-row increases the red color component from 0 to 255 and similarly decreases the
green one from 255 to 0. Thus, the blue color component is the only one that is left
with information from the original image. If the blue channel were zeroed, the resulting
bitmap would be just a color gradient from green to red through yellow—none of the
original image would be persisted. However, the lack of blue color in only some of the
pixels in the processed bitmap brings out the silhouettes of the main subjects in the image
as colors of the red–yellow–green gradient just described. The effect of this code can be
seen in Figure 3.4.
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Code Example B.4. Trivial bitmap manipulation in Pixly [Pxy]. The execution result of this
code can be seen in Figure 3.4.

For those who are interested in Pixly’s sibling called Tunely, Code Example B.5 below
offers an example of performing a linear fade-out for a given sound waveform. The princi-
ple of the program code is similar to that of Code Example B.4 above: All sound samples
participating into the fade-out are looped through while multiplying them by a factor
that is linearly decremented from one to zero. Unfortunately, the effect of this code has
to be tested in Tunely by the reader themselves—no sound examples are included in this
thesis.

Code Example B.5. A trivial linear fade-out algorithm in Tunely [Tny]. To illustrate the
if–else-block, the zeroing of the samples after the fade is not optimized into a separate loop that
would follow the one performing the fade.

The next program code example is for EarSketch [FMV15]. The code just pseudoran-
domly selects some sound clips into several lists, places the contents of those lists onto
the corresponding tracks by recursively looping over the lists, and finally sets the volumes
of the tracks. An example of the resulting track content can be seen in Figure 3.5.
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1 from earsketch import *

4 def placeSoundsOnTrack(soundlist, tracknum, start, cliplength):
5 if soundlist == []:
6 return

8 fitMedia(soundlist[0], tracknum, start, start+cliplength)
9 placeSoundsOnTrack(

10 soundlist[1:len(soundlist)],
11 tracknum, start+cliplength, cliplength)

14 init()
15 setTempo(124)

18 DRUMFOLDER = TMAINLOOP
19 BASSFOLDER = EABASS
20 SYNTHFOLDER = ELEAD
21 BLIPFOLDER = EIGHTATARISFX

23 drumclips = []
24 bassclips = []
25 synthclips = []
26 blipclips = []

28 for i in range(4):
29 drumclips = drumclips + [ selectRandomFile(DRUMFOLDER) ]

31 for i in range(16):
32 bassclips = bassclips + [ selectRandomFile(BASSFOLDER) ]

34 for i in range(21):
35 synthclips = synthclips + [ selectRandomFile(SYNTHFOLDER) ]
36 blipclips = blipclips + [ selectRandomFile(BLIPFOLDER) ]

39 placeSoundsOnTrack(drumclips, 1, 1, 2)
40 placeSoundsOnTrack(bassclips, 2, 1, 0.5)
41 placeSoundsOnTrack(synthclips, 3, 1, 0.375)
42 placeSoundsOnTrack(blipclips, 4, 1.125, 0.375)

44 setEffect(1, VOLUME, GAIN, 0)
45 setEffect(2, VOLUME, GAIN, -6)
46 setEffect(3, VOLUME, GAIN, -12)
47 setEffect(4, VOLUME, GAIN, -9)

49 finish()

Code Example B.6. Clip-based sound waveform compositing in EarSketch [FMV15]. An
example of execution results of this code can be seen in Figure 3.5.

The following two examples are for MathWorks MATLAB [Mat15]. Code Example B.7
is for “traditional” MATLAB without the Live Editor and is to be executed from the
Command Window. All it does is create three versions of the original image—one with
mutually swapped green and blue color channel, one with opposite gradients in red and
green channels while blue channel is zeroed, and one black-and-white based on average of
the three color channels. The result bitmaps can be seen in Figure 3.6a.
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1 function[] = ImageProcessing1()
2 original = imread('O:\Kehitys\MastersThesis\latex\images\proto\imgproc\sample4.jpg');
3 v1 = original;
4 v1(:, :, 2) = original(:, :, 3);
5 v1(:, :, 3) = original(:, :, 2);

7 v2 = original;
8 v2(:, :, 3) = 0;
9 factor = 0.0;

10 factor_increment = 1.0 / size(v2, 2);
11 for x = 1:size(v2, 2)
12 v2(:, x, 1) = (1.0 - factor) * v2(:, x, 1);
13 v2(:, x, 2) = factor * v2(:, x, 2);
14 factor = factor + factor_increment;
15 end

17 v3 = original;
18 for x = 1:size(v3, 2)
19 for y = 1:size(v3, 1)
20 v3(y, x, :) = mean(v3(y, x, :));
21 end
22 end

24 figure('Name', 'Image Processing Examples', 'NumberTitle', 'off');

26 subplot(1, 4, 1);
27 imshow(original, []);
28 title('Original');

30 subplot(1, 4, 2);
31 imshow(v1, []);
32 title('Version 1');

34 subplot(1, 4, 3);
35 imshow(v2, []);
36 title('Version 2');

38 subplot(1, 4, 4);
39 imshow(v3, []);
40 title('Version 3');
41 end

Code Example B.7. Trivial bitmap manipulation with a traditional script in MathWorks
MATLAB [Mat15]. The execution result of this code can be seen in Figure 3.6a.

Code Example B.8, in turn, is to be used in the Live Editor. There is one code cell for
initialization and three others for producing bitmaps, of which one is based on constant
color channel manipulations, one utilizes horizontal flipping and four color gradients, and
one multiplies red and blue color channels by constant factors. The results of those code
fragments can be seen in Figure 3.6b.
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1 % Perform Initial Preparations
2 clear;
3 iptsetpref('ImshowInitialMagnification', 100.0);
4 path = 'O:\Kehitys\MastersThesis\latex\images\proto\imgproc\sample4.jpg';
5 original = imresize(imread(path), 0.5);
6 small = imresize(original, 0.5);
7 display(sprintf('Path: %s\nOriginal size: %d x %d px; smaller size: %d x %d px.', ...
8 path, size(original, 1), size(original, 2), size(small, 1), size(small, 2)));

11 % Example 1
12 z = zeros(size(small, 1), size(small, 2), 1);
13 imshow([
14 original [
15 repmat(mean(small, 3, 'native'), [1 1 3]) ...
16 small(:, :, [1 3 2]);
17 small(:, :, [3 2 1]) ...
18 small(:, :, [2 1 3]) ...
19 ] [
20 cat(3, small(:, :, 1), z, z) ...
21 cat(3, repmat(mean(small(:, :, [1 2]), 3, 'native'), [1 1 2]), z);
22 cat(3, z, z, small(:, :, 3)) ...
23 cat(3, z, small(:, :, 2), z) ...
24 ] ...
25 ]);
26 clear z;

29 % Example 2
30 ybGrad = imresize(original, [0.9 * size(original, 1), 1.3 * size(original, 2)]);
31 rgGrad = cat(3, ybGrad(:, :, [1 2]), zeros(size(ybGrad, 1), size(ybGrad, 2), 1));
32 ybGrad = fliplr(ybGrad);
33 factor = 0.0;
34 factorIncrement = 1.0 / size(ybGrad, 2);
35 for x = 1:size(ybGrad, 2)
36 factorComplement = 1.0 - factor;
37 yellow = factor * ybGrad(:, x, 1);
38 ybGrad(:, x, [1 2 3]) = [yellow yellow (factorComplement * ybGrad(:, x, 3))];
39 rgGrad(:, x, [1 2]) = ...
40 [(factorComplement * rgGrad(:, x, 1)) (factor * rgGrad(:, x, 2))];
41 factor = factor + factorIncrement;
42 end
43 combined = [rgGrad ybGrad]; rotationAngle = 5;
44 rotated = imrotate(combined, rotationAngle, 'bilinear', 'loose');
45 rotationMask = ~imrotate(true(size(combined)), rotationAngle, 'bilinear', 'loose');
46 rotated(rotationMask & ~imclearborder(rotationMask)) = 255;
47 imshow(rotated);
48 clear ybGrad rgGrad factor factorIncrement x factorComplement ...
49 yellow combined rotationAngle rotated rotationMask resultImage;

52 % Example 3
53 result = repmat(mean(original, 3, 'native'), [1 1 3]);
54 result(:, :, 1) = min(255, 3.5 * result(:, :, 1));
55 result(:, :, 3) = min(255, 1.2 * result(:, :, 3));
56 imshow(result);
57 clear result;

Code Example B.8. Trivial bitmap manipulation with a live script in MathWorks MATLAB
[Mat15]. The execution results of this code can be seen in Figure 3.6b.

Code Example B.9 demonstrates trivial bitmap manipulation in MathWorks MATLAB.
It produces a single result bitmap which has several variations of the original image:
Three small ones with color gradients, one average-based black-and-white version, and
one negated version. The result bitmap can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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1 restart
2 with(ImageTools):
3 with(ArrayTools):

5 hGrad := proc(imageToProcess :: Array, component :: integer) :: Array;
6 local img, i, j, factor;
7 img := Array(imageToProcess):

8 factor :=
1

Height(img)
:

9 for i to Height(img) do
10 for j to Width(img) do
11 imgi, j, component := j · factor:
12 end do;
13 end do;
14 return img
15 end proc:

17 blackAndWhiteAverage := proc(imageToProcess :: Array) :: Array;
18 local img, i, j;
19 img := Array(imageToProcess):
20 for i to Height(img) do
21 for j to Width(img) do

22 imgi, j, 1..3 :=
imgi, j, 1 + imgi, j, 2 + imgi, j, 3

3
:

23 end do;
24 end do;
25 return img
26 end proc:

28 negativeImage := proc(imageToProcess :: Array) :: Array;
29 local img, i, j;
30 img := Array(imageToProcess):
31 for i to Height(img) do
32 for j to Width(img) do
33 imgi, j, 1 := 1− imgi, j, 1:
34 imgi, j, 2 := 1− imgi, j, 2:
35 imgi, j, 3 := 1− imgi, j, 3:
36 end do;
37 end do;
38 return img
39 end proc:

41 original := Read(”O:\Kehitys\MastersThesis\latex\images\proto\imageproc\sample4.jpg”):

42 small := Scale(original, 1..
Height(original)

2
, 1..

Width(original)

2
):

43 rowS1 := Concatenate(2, small, hGrad(small, 1)):
44 rowS2 := Concatenate(2, hGrad(small, 2), hGrad(small, 3)):
45 sq := Concatenate(1, rowS1, rowS2):
46 full := Concatenate(2, sq, blackAndWhiteAverage(original), negativeImage(original)):
47 Embed(full)

Code Example B.9. Trivial bitmap manipulation in Maple [Wat15a]. The execution result
of this code can be seen in Figure 3.7.

The platform for Code Example B.10 is DrRacket. The code produces variants of the
original bitmap by manipulating color channels and rotating, and finally combines them
into one result bitmap that can be seen in Figure 3.8.
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1 #lang racket
2 (require racket/os 2htdp/image math/statistics)

4 (define (map2colors img params fn)
5 (let* ([params (append params (list
6 (cons 'width (image-width img))
7 (cons 'height (image-height img))))]
8 [colors (map (curry fn params) (image->color-list img))])
9 (color-list->bitmap colors (image-width img) (image-height img))))

11 (define (get-alpha p) (cdr (assoc 'alpha p)))
12 (define (get-red-alpha p c)
13 (let ([o (cdr (assoc 'others p))])
14 (struct-copy color c [green o] [blue o] [alpha (get-alpha p)])))
15 (define (get-green-alpha p c)
16 (let ([o (cdr (assoc 'others p))])
17 (struct-copy color c [red o] [blue o] [alpha (get-alpha p)])))
18 (define (get-blue-alpha p c)
19 (let ([o (cdr (assoc 'others p))])
20 (struct-copy color c [red o] [green o] [alpha (get-alpha p)])))
21 (define (get-red-green p c)
22 (struct-copy color c [blue (cdr (assoc 'others p))] [alpha (get-alpha p)]))
23 (define (get-red-blue p c)
24 (struct-copy color c [green (cdr (assoc 'others p))] [alpha (get-alpha p)]))
25 (define (get-green-blue p c)
26 (struct-copy color c [red (cdr (assoc 'others p))] [alpha (get-alpha p)]))
27 (define (black-and-white-avg p c)
28 (let ([g (exact-truncate (mean (list
29 (color-red c) (color-green c) (color-blue c))))])
30 (color g g g (get-alpha p))))

33 (define source-path (string-append
34 (if (string=? (gethostname) "BayOfBiscay") "D:\\Omat\\" "O:\\")
35 "Kehitys\\MastersThesis\\latex\\images\\proto\\imgproc\\sample4.jpg"))

37 (define original (scale 0.17 (bitmap/file source-path)))
38 (define original-large (scale 1.7 original))

40 (beside
41 (above
42 (apply beside (map (curry map2colors original '((others . 0) (alpha . 255)))
43 (list get-red-alpha get-green-alpha get-blue-alpha)))
44 (apply beside (map (curry map2colors original '((others . 0) (alpha . 255)))
45 (list get-red-green get-red-blue get-green-blue))))
46 (overlay/offset
47 (rotate 30 (flip-vertical (map2colors original-large
48 '((others . 255) (alpha . 255)) get-red-green)))
49 80 0
50 (rotate -30 (map2colors original-large
51 '((others . 255) (alpha . 255)) get-red-blue)))
52 (rotate 20 (overlay/offset
53 (flip-horizontal (map2colors original-large
54 '((alpha . 140)) black-and-white-avg))
55 10 -10
56 (flip-horizontal (map2colors original-large
57 '((others . 255) (alpha . 255)) get-green-blue)))))

Code Example B.10. Trivial bitmap manipulation in DrRacket [Rck]. The execution result
of this code can be seen in Figure 3.8.

The last two code examples illustrate object embedding and bitmap processing in Wol-
fram Mathematica. The first one, Code Example B.11, produces the results visible in
Figure 3.9a—that is, many different types of objects, most of which are editable straight
in the code editor. Code Example B.12, in turn, integrates bitmaps with the program
code and is reproduced here true to its presentation in Mathematica.
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1 Clear["Global`*"];

3 temperatures = �# → AirTemperatureData[
4 CountryData[#, "CapitalCity"], {2008, 8}, Max�] & /@
5 DeleteCases[CountryData["Africa"], Entity["Country", "WesternSahara"]];

7 {Plot[Evaluate[Table[BesselJ[n, x], {n, 4}]], {x, 0, 10}, Filling → Axis],
8 CountryData["Finland", "Flag"],
9 ExampleData[{"TestImage3D", "CTengine"}],

10 ExampleData[{"Matrix", "GEMAT1"}],
11 ExampleData[{"Geometry3D", "Beethoven"}],
12 ExampleData[{"Sound", "CelloScale"}],
13 GeoRegionValuePlot[temperatures, PlotLegends → Histogram],
14 Plot3D[Sin[x + y ^ 2], {x, - 3, 3}, {y, - 2, 2}],
15 ExampleData[{"TestImage", "Airport"}],
16 CountryData["Finland", "PopulationGrowth"],
17 Row[Show[CountryData[#, "Shape"], ImageSize → {50, 50}] & /@ CountryData["G8"]],
18 CountryData["Finland", "Shape"], CountryData["G8"]}

Code Example B.11. A code example producing many kinds of multimedia that is integrated
with code in Wolfram Mathematica [Wol15]. The execution result of this code can be seen in
Figure 3.9a.
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Clear["Global`*"];

aalto = ;

ImageAssemble[

{aalto, Image[Map[ReplacePart[#, 1 → 0.3 * #[[1]]] &, ImageData[aalto], {2}]],

Image[Map[ReplacePart[#, 2 → 0] &, ImageData[aalto], {2}]],

Image[Map[ReplacePart[#, {2 → #[[3]], 3 → #[[2]]}] &, ImageData[aalto], {2}]]}]

sides = {3, 4, 5, 6};

colors = RGBColor /@

{{0.26, 0.59, 0.82}, {0.96, 0.82, 0}, {0., 0.88, 0.02}, {0.89, 0.2, 0.5}}

{ , , , }

twoD =  , , , ;

twoDshadows = Blur[ImagePad[#, {{10, 10}, {10, 10}}, White], 4] & /@

(ColorConvert[#, "Grayscale"] & /@ twoD);

{twoD, twoDshadows}

 , , , ,  , , , 

twoDpairs = Thread[{twoD, twoDshadows}]

 , ,  , ,  , ,  , 

ImageCollage[ImageCompose[#[[2]], #[[1]], {22, 28}] & /@ twoDpairs]

Graphics3D[{#[[1]], Opacity[0.5], PolyhedronData[#[[2]], "Faces"]},

Boxed → False, ImageSize → {40, 40}] & /@ Tuples[{colors, PolyhedronData[9]}]

 , , , , ,

, , , , , , 

Code Example B.12. Trivial bitmap manipulation in Wolfram Mathematica [Wol15] (as
presented in Figure 3.9b).
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Selected Resources by Topic

The following lists are given to aid the reader to find essential resources on topics related
to this thesis. Some of these resources are also listed in the Bibliography—nevertheless,
they are repeated here for the sake of completeness and for the reader’s convenience.
Furthermore, the categories below are not mutually exclusive, so a single resource can be
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